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In Brief 
BOSTON UFW SUPPORT RALLY: More than 100 sup
porters of the United Farm Workers held a spirited noon
time rally at the Boston headquarters of A&P on Nov. 
21. A&P is the only major food chain in the area that 
has not been forced to stop sales of nonunion grapes 
and lettuce. 

Speakers at the rally included Dolores Huerta, UFW 
vice-president; Joseph Sullivan, president of the Massa
chusetts AFL-CIO; and author Jonathan Kozol. Tom 
Moriarty, a Teamster cab driver and member ofthe Young 
Socialist Alliance, spoke and attacked the Teamster bu
reaucracy's attempt to destroy the UFW. 

After the rally a 24-hour vigil of up to 50 people was 
maintained at the A&P headquarters. 

San Francisco Militant/Howard Petrick 

SAN DIEGO UFW SUPPORT RALLY: A rally and mer
cado campesino (farmers' market) to back the struggling 
farm workers drew up to 800 people Nov. 14 at San 
Diego State University. Speakers included Miguel Vas
quez, a boycott activist at San Diego State; Gary Brown, 
the East San Diego area coordinator for the boycott; and 
Manuel Hernandez, a striking Gallo worker. 

Vasquez told of the importance of students becoming 
involved in the UFW support movement and discussed 
an investigating committee that has been formed to probe 
the relation between Safeway stores and the university. 
Safeway is one of the nation's largest carriers of scab 
grapes and lettuce. 

LOS ANGELES UFW SUPPORT ACTION: The Los 
Angeles County Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO, is or
ganizing a Christmas caravan to UFW headquarters in 
Delano Dec. 15 to bring food and toys to farm workers. 
and their families. 

A previous caravan organized in September involved 
nearly 500 unionists and supporters. Organizers hope 
to double that figure. ' 

The unionists plan to hold a rally in Delano before 
returning to Los Angeles. 

In an article in the county federation's newspaper, Sig
mund Arywitz, secretary of the federation, also asked every 
union local to set aside time in their meetings to hear 
UFW representatives. 

MORE SWP VOTE TOTALS: Additional reports on the 
Socialist Workers Party vote in the Nov. 6 municipal 
elections have been forwarded to The Militant. Some ear
lier returns were reported in our Nov. 23 issue. 

In Washington, D. C., where the turnout was the low
est in the history of D. C. elections (5 percent), the SWP 
had four candidates for school board on the ballot. Be
cause the race was officially "nonpartisan," -however, no 
candidates were allowed to be identified by party affilia
tion. 

The total for the socialist candidates ranged from a 
high of 733 votes to a low of 53. In terms of percentage, 
the SWP candidates polled between 2.8 and 1.3 percent. 

In San Francisco, also an officially "nonpartisan" race, 
the SWP had five candidates in the race for board of 
supervisors. Their vote ranged from 6,200 (3.0 percent) 
to 2,200 (1.0 percent). 

In Philadelphia, where candidates were identified by 
party affiliation, SWP candidate for district attorney, Bruce 
Kaufman, polled 2,900 votes (.6 percent). Harvey McArth
ur, socialist nominee for city controller, received 1,200 
votes (.3 percent). 

BOOK BURNING IN NORTH DAKOTA: An "arbitrary, 
capricious, and subjective violation of free speech," was 
how the ACL U described the decision of the Drake, N.D., 
school board to incinerate 32 copies of Kurt Vonnegut's 
Slaughterhouse Five. The novel had been assigned by a 
Drake English teacher to members of his sophomore class. 

The board found the novel profane and unsuitable for 
classroom use and had the copies burned in the furnace 
under the school gymnasium. 

However, in opposition to the decision, 22 of the 32 af
fected students petitioned for the return of the book. 

The teacher, Bruce Severy, had also assigned James 
Dickey's Deliverance. It and an anthology of stories by 
William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, and John Stein
beck that the teacher assigned are being examined for 
their suitability. 

Denver jury acquits 
Raza leader in 30 sec. 

By JON HILLSON 
DENVER- In a stunning rejection of an attempt by po
lice to frame up Crusade for Justice leader Ernesto Vigil, 
a jury here took only 30 seconds Nov. 23toreacha verdict 
of not guilty. 

Vigil, if he had been col;lvicted, could have been sen
tenced to up to 40 years in prison. He was charged with 
first-degree assault in the wake of a vicious police attack 
on the Escuela Tlatelolco on March 17, 1973. 

The prosecution's case fell apart during the trial as 
witness after witness contradicted each other or presented 
testimony that was refuted by facts presented by the de
fense. 

Officer Bruce Tow, for example, claimed he could make 
a "positive" identification of Vigil as the person who had 
allegedly fired on policewoman Carole Hogue. Tow testi
fied that he did not recall seeing Vigil wear glasses on 
March 17. Vigil, however, was wearing glasses that night 

Policewoman Hogue astounded jurors when she claimed 
she had not seen any police officer fire a weapon that 
evening. It is a matter of record that scores of cops 
sprayed the area around the school with gunfU"e the even
ing of the raid. 

Defense attorneys were also able to discredit a number 
of police witnesses who testified that on the night of the 
attack, Vigil was wearing a brown leather jacket over 
a white T-shirt. Vigil's lawyers introduced into evidence 
a yellow sport shirt and green sweater Vigil wore that 
evening and a blue jacket with a bullet hole in it where 
he had been shot by police. 

SAN QUENTIN SIX SUPPORTS BANNED COMMU
NIST LEAGUE: Johnny Larry Spain, Luis Talamantez, 
David Johnson, Willie Tate, Hugo Pinell, and Fleeta Drum
go- the San Quentin Six- recently sent a statement of 
solidarity to supporters of the ex-Coiomunist League of 
France. The League, the French section of the Fourth In
ternational, was banned by French President Pompidou 
following an antifascist demonstration last summer. 

Joining in the demand that Pompidou lift the ban the 
San Quentin Six wrote: "We ... speak now to you, our 
revolutionary comrades in struggle and send for all its 
worth our total support and spiritual strength, for the op
pressor is recognized as being one and the same." 

The San Quentin Six are prisoners who face murder and 
conspiracy charges stemming from an incident in August 
1971, when a number of guards were killed following 
the assassination of George Jackson. 

The Committee for Defense of the Rights of the Commu
nist League in France is circulating petitions against the 
ban on the League. Copies can be obtained by writing to 
Francoise Collet, 2310 Creston Ave., Apt. 6A, Bronx, 
N.Y. 10468. -BAXTER SMiTH 
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Farah strike: Chicano workers 
demand justice and union rights 

By HARRY RING 
EL PASO, Texas-After a year and 
a half on the picket line, striking 
Farah workers feel they are now get
ting closer to victory. On Nov. 2, 
the company announced it was shut
ting down two of its plants, one in 
Victoria, Texas, the other in Las 
Cruces, N.M. 

The company said the shutdowns 
were the result of the nationwide boy
cott of Farah pants. A spokesman 
said the decision was reached reluc
tantly and was forced on the com
pany because of the boycott's nega-
tive effects. -

Some 600 workers were employed 
at the two plants. An estimated 7,500 
are employed in the remaining plants 
-the bulk of them in El Paso. How
ever, according to strikers, for the 
past three months the main El Paso 
plant has been in production only 
two and three days a week. 

Rim available 
A 21-minute color f:tlm, The People 
vs. Willie Farah, tells the story of 
the Farah strike and is highlighted 
by interviews with striking Chicano 
unionists. The film is available for 
rental from the Amalgamated Cloth
ing Workers, Public Affairs Dept., 
15 Union Sq., New York, N.Y. 
10003. 

Farah is one of the country's biggest 
producers of men's slacks, and before 
the strike it was expanding rapidly. 
Workers could expect a 40-hour week 
plus much overtime. 

Farah workers began organizing in 
1969, and in 1970 the Amalgamated 
Clothing Workers union began the pro
cess of seeking collective bargaining 

rights. The company stubbornly re
fused to recognize the union, and fired 
33 union activists. On May 9, 1972, 
after a firing, workers walked off the 
job. 

The 'American way' 
Company President Willie Farah 

says he's deeply moved by the mem
ory of his father, a Lebanese immi
grant who started the operation with 
four workers in a small shop. Willie 
Farah is a great partisan of the·"Amer
ican way" and doesn't intend to have 
his workers deprived of their "freedom" 
by· a union-whether they want it or 
not. 

Three thousand Farah workers have 
joined the strike. As far as they're 
concerned, Farah's idea of "freedom" 
looks a lotlike slavery. 

The company tries to project a pa
ternalistic image. It's fond of ·citing 
a variety of alleged benefits it pro
vides its workers. The workers easily 
demonstrate how phony they are. 

The workers say they have zero 
job security and absolutely no voice 
in determining their conditions of 
work. They declare they are deprived 
of human rights and need a union 
to correct the situation. 

Almost all the Farah workers are 
Chicanos. Before the strike, almost 
all the plant supervisors were Anglos. 

"They'd pass over people with years 
of experience and bring in inexperi
enced whites for the jobs," one striker 
said. "Since the strike they made some 
Chicanos supervisors. I guess Willie 
wants to show there is opportunity." 

Farah boasts he pays the "prevail
ing wage," which is true. Clothing 
manufacturing is now El Paso's big
gest industry. According to El Paso 
chamber of commerce figures, it's the 

Poster distributed by student committee to aid the Farah strikers. 
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Picketers at Farah plant, El Paso, Texas 

next to last on the city's wage scale. 
Average take-home pay at Farah 

is $69 a week, about the same as 
the other nonunion plants. Three other 
plants are organized by th1! Amalga
mated Clothing Workers and there, 
according to reports, wages and bene
fits are substantially higher than in the 
rest of the industry. 

Speedup 
Speedup at Farah is intense, and 

production standards are arbitrary. 
Workers are told they'll get a raise 
if they reach a new standard. If they 
make the new standard but fail to 
maintain it, the wage increase is with
drawn. 

Workers are pitted against each 
other. They are promised a raise if 
they outproduce others in their unit. 
Supervisors' "favorites" get raises on 
the condition of not telling others. 

At the union strike headquarters 
Antonio Sanchez, manager of the 
Amalgamated Clothing Workers' El 
Paso joint board, told The Militant 
about the strike. Sanchez has been 
heading up the strike since it began. 

Sanchez first became active in the 
union as a presser in a Los Angeles 
plant. He was involved in Los An
geles area organizing drives and in 
1969 was assigned by the union to 
El Paso. 

He has a special interest in the cause 
of the Farah strikers. "As a union of
ficial," he said, "I'm committed to rep
resent all workers regardless of na
tionality, creed, or whatever. But it 
just so happens that 98 percent of 
the workers here are Mexican-Amer
ican, and that has a· special meaning 
for me."· 

The organizing initiative at Farah 
came from the workers themselves. 
On the picket line we met Adam Gon
zales, a member of the initial orga
nizing committee. A veteran, he went 
to work in the Farah shipping room 
in 1968. He soon saw the need for 
a union and began talking with other 
workers. 

His father had been a steelworker 
in Gary, Ind. From him Adam first 
got the idea of the worth of unions. 
And so when they first began orga
nizing, he went to the United Steel
workers union. They referred him to 
the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, 
which undertook the organizing effort. 

Soon Gonzales was fired for union 
activity. The firing was appealed to 
the National Labor Relations Board, 
and he was reinstated with back pay 
shortly before the walkout, which he 
promptly joined. 

(Thirty-two other workers were fired 
for union activity after him. Nineteen 
have been ordered reinstated so far 
by the NLRB, but Farah is appealing 
the rulings in the courts.) 

On the picket line, Gonzales talked 
about the impact of the boycott on 
Farah and said, "I think we're getting 
close. , .. maybe by Christmas." 

Benefits? 
Back at the strike office, Antonio 

Sanchez described the situation at 
Farah as he learned about it from the 
workers when the union was first 
called in. He said he had questioned 
the workers closely about the various 
''benefits" so frequently referred to by 
the company. 

The workers, he said, responded 
point by point. 

e Hospital benefits. The company 
pays $14 a day. Average daily cost 
in an El Paso hospital is $44. And 
even though the great majority of the 
workers are women, there are no ma
ternity benefits. 

e Free eye examinations. Sure, an 
optician downtown gives you a "free" 
exam, then sells you a pair of glasses, 
with the cost deducted from your pay. 

e Company savings plan. The com
pany pressures people to sign up for 
payroll deduction savings. No interest 
is paid. The money is used, interest
free, by the company. (The union re
cently filed a class-action damage suit 
on this.) 

e Free bus transportation. This is 
used mainly to bring in Mexican work
ers from the border city of Juarez 
and exists simply to assure the com
pany a steady labor source. 

Continued on page 22 

Effect of boycott 
The effect of the Farah boycott was 
confirmed by the company's recent 
report to stockholders as well as 
by the closing of two plants. The 
report disclosed an$18-milliondrop 
in sales for the first nine months 
of 1973 as compared with the same 
period in 1972. For the fiscal year 
1972, Farah showed a loss of $8.3-
million against a profit of $6-mil
lion the previous year. 

Farah is now resorting to ped
dling its pants under phony labels. 
Among the aliases being used on 
Farah slacks are: 

"Golden Scroll," "Passport," "Su
Par," "Daire," "Club 20," "Cliff Mark," 
"Beau Mark," "Kainrod," "Classic 
20's." 
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New light on Kent State massacre: 
Another Watergate 'can of worms'? 

By CAROLINE LUND 
Two days after the killings of four students at Kent 
State University in May 1970, William Saxbe, Re
publican senator from Ohio, stated that "the blame 
rests not on the guardsmen, but on the way the 
children have been raised, buffered from the frus
trations and disappointments of the world." 

Saxbe is now awaiting Senate confirmation of 
his appointment as u.s. attorney general. 

The Kent massacre takes on a new significance 
in the light of the Watergate revelations. Water
gate has revealed the vast scope of illegal govern
ment spying and harassment designed to silence 
the antiwar movement and Black movement 

On May 4, 1970, four unarmed students were 
shot down in cold blood- three of them demon
strating peacefully against the wa,r, and one on 
her way to a class. Nine others were wounded, 
one of them paralyzed, one maimed. 

Only 10 days later in Mississippi, police shot 
to death two Jackson State students, wounded 12 
more, and riddled a dormitory with 400 bullets 
and pellets of buckshot 

Not one of the guardsmen, police, or officials 
who ordered these massacres has ever been 

, brought up on criminal charges. 
But the continuing attempts to cover up these 

shootings are running into stronger and stronger 
opposition. New facts are emerging, all of which 
strengthen the contention that the shootings were 
in fact politically motivated acts of terrorism by 
the government itself. 

Richardson 'reopens' inquiry 
In his first major move in office, former At

torney General Elliot Richardson announced 
Aug. 3 that the Justice Department was reopen
ing its investigation of the Kent killings. He stopped 
short. however, of ordering a grand jury investi
gation. 

Richardson's initiative was widely seen as an 
att~pt to bolster the sagging image of the Justice 
Department in the wake of the Watergate scan
dals and continuing exposures of evidence of a 
government whitewash of the Kent massacre. 

Saxbe, however, has already thrown cold water 
on the plans for a new federal investigation. Just 
after his nomination by Nixon Nov. 1 to be the 
country's top prosecutor, Saxbe told Ohio report-

Jeffrey Miller John P. Fila 

ers he was "distressed" the case had been reopened. 
He felt there was not "enough evidence," and was 
upset that the new investigation appeared to be 
designed "to satisfy public clamor." 

What's behind the renewed "public clamor" about 
Kent State? 

An independent investigator of the Kent killings, 
Peter Davies, has raised the possibility that the 
massacre, and fue Nixon administration's refusal 
to order a federal grand jury investigation of it, 
was part of a government conspiracy. 

'Worst can of worms' 
Davies, who is author of The Truth About Kent 

State, asks in the Nov. 8 Village Voice: "Will future 
historians some day discover that Kent State was 
fue worst can of worms in the era of Watergate, 
and sadly record the killing to have been the 
most despicable of John Mitchell's 'White House 
horror stories'?" 

Davies goes on to say that he "would be surprised 
if Mr. Nixon's determination to deny justice in 
this case did not figure prominently in his unex
pected selection" of Saxbe for the post of attorney 
general 

Other commentators are also pointing in this 
direction. 
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Guardsmen firing on Kent State students 

Nathan Lewin of the New Republic commented 
after Richardson's announcement of the new Justice 
Department investigation, "Suspicious minds may 
wonder, in light of recent revelations of .the role 
that partisan politics played in Mr. Mitchell's De
partment of Justice, whether there is not a skeleton 
rattling in this [Kent State] _closet, and whether 
the renewed interest in Kent State was designed 
to head off some startling disclosure as to how 
or why the case was initially quashed." 

Lewin is a former deputy assistant attorney gen
eral at the Justice Department who resigned in the 
wake of the Kent killings. 

Was White House behind killings? 
On the basis of his intensive investigation of the 

Kent events, Peter Davies speculates at what such 
a "startling disclosure" might be: "a White House 
decision to put the lid on campus demonstrations 
against the President's decision to invade -Cam
bodia, a decision obscurely filtered down to James 
A. Rhodes, then Republican governor of Ohio, 
in the form of a hint that whatever steps the gover
nor takes to crush the dissent at both Kent State 
and Ohio State University will be secure from 
federal intervention?" 

This is where Saxbe comes in. The Republican 
senator is a close friend and political ally of for
mer Governor Rhodes. Saxbe is also, incidentally, 
such a zealous partisan of the Ohio National Guard 
that he voluntarily served in the guard from 1937 
until1968, when he ran for the Senate. 

Saxbe's friend Rhodes went to Kent to hold a 
news conference May 3, just 24 hours before the 
killings and while National Guardsmen, armed 
for combat, were occupying the campus. He deliber
ately lashed out at student antiwar demonstrat
ors, calling them "worse than the brownshirts and 
the Communist element and also the night riders 
and the vigilantes." 

"It's over with in Ohio," Rhodes stated. " ... We 
are going to eradicate the problem, we're not go
ing to treat the symptoms."_ 

On July 29, 1970, Attorney General Mitchell 
made a statement that there were "apparent viola
tions of federal law" by bolh students and guards
men at Kent State. He said the Justice Depart
ment would take action against the violators "if 
Ohio authorities do not." 

Picking up the hint, Governor Rhodes announced 
less than a week later the convening of an Ohio 
grand jury to investigate the killings- thus taking 
the federal government off the hook. 

The state grand jury completely exonerated the 
guardsmen, while indicting 25 students and other 
demonstrators on riot charges. Nearly all the 
charges were subsequently dropped for lack of 
evidence. 

The spirit in which the grand jury proceeded 
can be surmised from the public statement of Sea
bury Ford, Republican county chairman in the 
county in which Kent State is located, and one 
of the prosecutors appointed by Rhodes to pre
s-ent evidence to the grand jury. Ford said the 
guardsmen "should have shot all" troublemakers, 
and he wondered, "why didn't the Guard shoot 
more of them?" 

The conclusions of the Ohio grand jury were 
flatly contradicted by both the Scranton Commis
sion on Student Unrest, appointed by President 

John A. Darnell Jr. 

Nixon, and an 8,000-page FBI report on the 
killings, which is still secret. 

The Scranton Commission termed the killings 
"unnecessary, unwarranted and inexcusable." Ac
cording to a Justice Department summary of the 
FBI findings, leaked to the Akron Beacon Journal, 
there was "reason to believe that the claim by the 
National Guard that their lives were endangered 
by the students was fabricated subsequent to the 
event." 

Despite this, Attorney General Mitchell stalled for 
15 months after the shootings, and then finally 
announced in August 1971 that there would be no 
federal grand jury investigation of the Kent events. 

Agnew's modest suggestion 
The atmosphere for the Kent killings and sub

sequent cover-up was set by the president and vice
president themselves. In April 1970, Spiro Agnew, 
now an admitted felon, .offered a "modest sug
gestion for my friends in the academic commu
nity: the next time a mob of students, waving their 
non-negotiable demands, starts pltching bricks and 
rocks at the Student Union- just imagine they 
are wearing brown shirts or white sheets and act 
accordingly." 

President Nixon's reaction immediately after the 
massacre was to say, "When dissent turns to vio
lence, it invites tragedy"- although all evidence 
shows that the demonstration by the Kent students 
was entirely peaceful and orderly until the National 
(juard started to disperse the students. 

Peter Davies and others have unearthed numer
ous suspicious aspects of the massacre-such as 
the presence of an armed FBI agent on the scene; 
the presence of some national guardsmen who 
weren't officially activated for the assignment but 
came anyway; and. the striking behavior of the 
guardsmen who swung around as a group and de
liberately fired at students between 100 and 700 feet 
away from them. 

Was this slaughter of students arranged or 
covered up for by some of Nixon's Water
gate gang? 

'Never, ever' a new inquiry 
In his article in the Nov. 8 Village Voice, Davies 

relates an incident that points in this direction. Last 
August, Davies was told by a sympathetic reporter 
that there would "never, ever" be a federal grand 
jury inquiry into Kent State. 

This journalist-identified by Davies only as 
"a highly respected Washington correspondent for 
the New York Times"-said that he knew from 
government officials that the government had in
formation about Kent that would never be let 
out because it would bring far more "pain" to the 
nation than lack of an investigation. 

Will the American people ever learn the truth 
about Kent State? The confirmation of William 
Saxbe as attorney general will certainly not help. 

We can't look for any help from the Democrats 
on this matter, either. Village Voice writer Paul 
Cowan asked Senator Edward Kennedy's office 
whether the senator would make continuation of 
the Kent investigation a precondition for voting to 
confirm Saxbe. The answer was: "We'll ask him 
some tough questions, but we'll probably have to 
vote for him in the end." 



New Nixon ~bombshells' cause 
drop·in government credibility 
By CAROLINE LUND 
In the third week of Nixon's new 
Watergate "counteroffensive," polls 
showed public confidence in the ad
ministration sinking to all-time lows. 

Nixon's "explanations" at his Disney 
World news conference Nov. 17 have 
been plugged full of holes and over
shadowed by proliferating Watergate 
disclosures: the erasure of a crucial 
18 minutes from one of the sub
poenaed White House tapes, Nixon's 
income tax evasion, and the alleged 
involvement of Nixon's millionaire 
friend Robert Vesco in heroin 
smuggling, among other things. 

After the revelation Nov. 25 that 
the tape segment had been erased- a 
fact that Nixon kept secret during his 
"Operation Candor"- a Republican 

· senator remarked, "I don't think the 
American people would believe the 
president now if he was questioned un
der truth serum." 

But while some members of Con
gress continued to bluster against 
Nixon in- order to take their distance 
from his troubles, both houses moved 
toward confirmation of Gerald Ford, 
Nixon's nomination to replace Agnew, 
the crook he originally chose for the 
vice-presidency. 

Conservatives and liberals in the 
Senate joined forces and voted 92 to 
3 to elevate this reactionary, racist 
politician to the vice-presidency and, 
quite possibly, the top spot itself. 
These senators found no problem in 
approving Ford, despite his viciously 
antilabor, anti-Black, and prowar 
record. 

Typical was Senator Philip Hart of 
Michigan, a leading Democratic 
liberal, who said he thought Ford 
"would be a steady and a decent and 
a believable president." 

Senate confirmation of Ford came 
the same day as the announcement 
by the Ervin committee that hearings 
on Watergate would be postponed in
definitely. In response to a reporter's 
question, ranking Republican com
mittee member Howard Baker of Ten
nessee said, "I don't exclude the pos
sibility that we might nof' resume the 
hearings at all. 

According to Lawrence Meyer in the 
Nov. 28 Washington Post, "The delay 
in the hearings was seen by persons 
close to the committee as strengthen
ing Baker's ability to block re
sumption of the hearings and thus 
prevent testimony that could further 
damage President Nixon .... " 

The New Statesman 

'Due to technical difficulties in the prep· 
aratlon of the tapes, the part of John> 
Dean will be played by Frank Sinatra' 
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But the capitalist politicians are in 
a bind. The Dec. 3 Newsweek cited 
the opinion of "professionals of both 
parties" that moves toward impeach
ment wlll revive again at the be
ginning of the new year, "when in
dictments start showering down ,on 
the Nixonians, when cold houses and 
darkened factories bring the energy 
crisis home, and when Republicans 
down to the clubhouse level begin 
worrying whether they can afford 
Richard Nixon in an election year." 

As both Democratic and Republican 

A New York Times article on the 
attitude of children toward Watergate 
quoted a mother who said, "Even 
parents are losing a certain amount 
of credibility" for trying to teach 
young people to respect the institutions 
of this society. 

Watergate "adversely affects all 
authority figures, from college presi
dents to police chiefs," said the pres
ident of Macalester College in Min-: 
nesota. quoted in the Dec. 3 issue of 
U.S. News & World Report. 

But if young people were more and 

HALL, NIXON: 'You scratch my back, I'll scratch yours.' 

party politicians continued to stall on 
the Watergate investigation and debate 
among themselves how best to restore 
confidence in capitalist government, 
pollsters recorded "massive shifts of 
public attitudes" toward the Nixon ad
ministration. 

In a Harris poll conducted Nov. 
12-15, a plurality of those questioned 
( 44 percent to 34) thought Nixon had 
"violated the law, as was true with 
Vice-President Agnew." The percentage 
who thought Nixon should resign 
stood at 43 percent- up dramatically 
from 36 percent in October. The in
crease in those who want Nixon to 
quit was the sharpest in five months. 

By a plurality of 47 to 27 percent, 
the poll found, people feel "the two 
missing tapes were ordered destroyed 
because they would have proved" that 
Nixon was involved in the cover-up 
of Watergate. 

Newsweek commented, "While 47 per 
rent of those polled still wanted him 
as president, the margin was onion
skin and the trend ominous." 

Furthermore, this poll was conduct
ed prior to the disclosure of the 
erasure of critical parts of one of the 
White House tapes. 

The tape segment that was allegedly 
erased by President Nixon's Secretary 
"just happened" to be the only part of 
the tape containing discussion of the 
Watergate break-in. 

According to notes on the conver
sation by Nixon's aide H. R. Halde
man, the erased discussion dealt with 
the administration's plans for a "coun
terattack" against publicity surround
ing the Watergate break-in, including 
how to "hit the opposition." 

'Kids wave newspapers at us' 
The blatancy of the crimes of the 

Nixon administration is undermining 
all defenders of the capitalist govern
ment, including school teachers. "Kids 
come in waving newspapers at us," 
said the social studies department 
head of the New York board of educa
tion. 

She told the New York Post that 
"the biggest question kids raise is how 
Agnew can get away with a $10,000 
fine and no jail sentence when people 
in their neighborhoods go to jail for 
less." 

more refusing to believe the govern
ment, there were others who were 
ready to swallow just about anything 
in the hope that Watergate would 
simply blow away. 

The Republican governors who 
heard Nixon in Memphis Nov. 20 
practically fell over themselves after
ward in praising Nixon's "candid" 
answers to questions. Nixon was 
"more believable than I've ever seen 
him," said Governor Tom McCall of 
Oregon, eager to help Nixon weasel 
out of responsibility for Watergate. 

McCall in fact raised the only blunt 
question of the whole meeting, asking 
Nixon whether there would be "any 
more bombs" in the Watergate case. 

"If there are any more bombs, I'm 
not aware of them," Nixon answered
aware all the time that the 18-minute 
gap in the tape would be revealed 
only 24 hours later. 

After being thus betrayed, the 
credulous governors sulked. "He 
[Nixon) has no idea yet how much 
this mess hurts," one said. 

Nixon found he could count on aid 
and sympathy from another quarter 
as well. On Nov. 26 he was well re
ceived by the bureaucrats at the bi
ennial convention of the Seafarers' In
ternational Union in Washington. 

Paul Hall, president of the union, 
was the only member of the AFL
CIO executive board to vote against 
a resolution calling for Nixon to re
sign or be impeached. In 1970 Hall 
and other union officials were indicted 
on 17 charges of corruption, but the 
Justice Department dropped the case 
after Hall agreed to grease Nixon's 
palm with a $100,000 campaign con
tribution. 

Meanwhile, also standing up for the 
president was Nixon's pastor at the 
Friends Church in Whittier, Calif., 
Nixon's hometown. Reverend Eugene 
Coffin says he has received letters 
from a dozen Quaker churches around 
the country urging that Nixon's mem
bership in the church be dropped be
cause of his role in Watergate and the 
Southeast Asia war. 

Although conceding that Nixon's ac
tions "probably" didn't confo_rm to 
Quaker peace philosophy, he thought 
a more important church teaching was 
the right of each person "to his own 
conscienre or spiritual light." 

Narc says 
Vesco is 
into heroin 
smuggling 
According to Senate investigators, an 
undercover federal narcotics agent has 
implicated indicted Watergater Robert 
Vesco in a multimillion-dollar heroin 
smuggling operation. 

The agent, Frank Peroff, says that 
when he notified federal narcotics agen
cies of evidence that Vesco was in
volved, they immediately took steps 
to terminate the investigation. 

When Peroff went to the White House 
with his findings, not only was the 
investigation against Vesco not pur
sued, but Peroff was forced to go into 
hiding to save his own life. 

Vesco, a millionaire financier, is a 
friend and associate of President Nix
on. He is under indictment, along with 
John Mitchell and Maurice Stans, for 
obstruction of justice in Watergate
related matters. He also faces charges 
for embezzling $50,000 from a compa
ny he controlled, and swindling $244,
million from four mutual funds. 

Peroff supplied information to the 
Bureau of Customs, the Drug Enforce
ment Administration (DEA), and the 
Secret Service. Earlier this year, he 
was informed by an underworld fig
ure that Vesco was to finance an op
eration to smuggle 100 kilograms of 
heroin into the U.S. Peroff, at the 
urging of the DEA, was to entrap 
the smugglers by supplying the plane 
for the job. When the DEA heard of 
Vesco's involvement, says Peroff, they 
ordered him to call off the deal and 
withdraw the plane. 

Fearful for his own safety, Peroff 
says he contacted White House law
yers, including Nixon's special coun
sel Buzhardt. After this, he found his 

VESCO: Nixon pal a pusher? 

cover blown by Canadian police work
ing in collaboration with U.S. drug 
agencies, and fearing for his life, he 
went into hiding. 

While the White House denied Nov. 
28 that it ever tried to squelch the 
investigation of Nixon's friend Vesco, 
the New York Times reported that 
agents of the Senate Permanent Inves
tigations subcommittee ''havevalidated 
Mr. Peroff's account that he was in
volvedin more than a dozen telephone 
calls to and from White House per
sonnel last summer in an attempt to 
see the investigation pursued." 

Vesco is currently in the Bahamas 
attempting to fight extradition to the 
U. S. In October, he flew his private 
Boeing 707 to Argentina, where he· 
got a permanent residence visa from 
Juan Per6n, along with assurances 
that he would be protected from arrest 
or extradition to the U.S. if he moves 
to Argentina. 
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Watergate has deep roots in 
from Intercontinental Press 
By ALLEN MYERS 

The Watergate scandal is an event 
unprecedented in U. S. history. Never 
before has there been a comparable 
exposure of the crimes of high-level 
government officials nor a com
parable opportunity for millions of 
citizens to obtain such an unvarnished 
view of the operations of "their" gov
ernment. 

Nixon, of course, did not invent 
any of these crimes, nor is he the 
first inhabitant of the White House to 
have practiced them. On the contrary, 
the Watergate scandal can be properly 
understood only in the context of the 
pervious history of secrecy and "dirty 
tricks" on the part of the U. S. govern
ment, and their function within larger 
historical trends. 

In what follows it is not intended to 
provide a comprehensive survey of 
previous "Watergates," but only to in
dicate Watergate's historical roots and 
their meaning for the present political 
crisis of the U. S. ruling class. 

Era of permanent 
'emergency' 

The capitalist press and the protago
nists on both side,s of the dispute have 
unanimously agreed on the right of 
the government to plan its policy in 
secret, arguing ·only over the degree 
to which Nixon can use this "right" 
to conceal crimes. This has tended to 
obscure a more important Issue: the· 
reasons for whkh the capitalist gov
ernmenl of the Un!ted States requires 
secrecy, 

The need for secrecy has grown in 
proportion with the growth of the role 
of U.S. imperialism around the world. 
This growth of secrecy has been only 
one aspect of a larger process: the 
centralization and strengthening .of the 
government, particularly the executive 
branch, in order to render it better 
able to respond to the increasing de
mands placed on it by the domestic 
and international needs of U. S. im
perialism. 

This trend is inherent in capitalism 
everywhere, not solely in the United 
States. It is the response to inter
imperialist rivalries, to the challenge 
posed by the existence of the workers 
states, to the national liberation move
ments in the colonies and semicolo
nies, and to the threat of revolution at 
home. In Europe, the process has been 

SACCO & VANZETTI: Victims of "red 
scare" whipped up by government after 
World War I. 
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described as a trend toward the 
"strong state." 

In recent years, Congressional lib
erals have complained of an "imbal
ance" between Congress and the pres
ident, often blaming it on "usurpa
tion" of additional powers by the ex
ecutive branch. The truth of the mat
ter, however, is that through the 
course of this century there has been 
remarkably little disagreement in the 
U. S. ruling class about the need to 
centralize power in the executive. Con
sequently, the Congress has not only 
approved such centralization but in 
many cases has taken the lead in pro
viding legal authorization of addition
al powers. 

A Senate committee headed by Dem
ocrat Frank Church of Ohio and Re
publican Charles Mathias of Mary
land recently reported on its study 
on "emergency" laws presently in ef
fect in the United States. The commit
tee discovered that the country has 
legally been in a "nntinuous state of 
emergency since 1917. 

In the fifty-six intervening years, 
Congress passed a total of nearly 600 
additional laws- a rate of nearly a 
dozen per year- conferring various 
increased emergency powers on the 
president. As Church and Mathias 
noted in a joint statement summing 
up the committee report: 

"The President has the power 
in hand to seize property, organize 
and control the means of production, 
seize commodities, assign military 
forces abroad, call reserve forces 
amounting to 2.5 million men to duty, 
institute martial law, seize and control 
aH mea~s of transportation, regulate 
all pdvate enterprise, restrict travel, 
and in a plethora of particular ways, 
control the lives of all Americans." 

According to the committee report, 
· Congress approved most of these 600 
laws "with· only the most perfunctory 
committee review and virtually no 
consideration of their effect on civil 
liberties or the delicate structure of 
the U. S. Government of divided pow-
ers." · 

The liberals have no intention of 
reducing the power of the president. 
to defend U. S. capitalism at home 
and abroad. What is involved is pri
marily a matter of appearances. In 
the liberal view, it would look better 
if these powers were based on laws 
rather than "emergency" regulations. 

An example of such a face-lifting 
operation was provided by the War 
Powers Bill, which was passed over 
Nixon's veto as the Watergate scandal 
undermined his ability to keep Re
publican members of Congress in line. 
While being widely proclaimed as a 
measure to reassert Congressional pre
rogatives, the bill in fact provided 
the president with broad new legal 
authority for military adventures any
where in the world. 

From Palmer to Nixon 
A central element of public concern 

in the Watergate scandal has been 
the disclosure of the Nixon gang's 
wide-ranging attacks on democratic 
rights. But earlier periods of U. S. 
history are rich in precedents that 
equal or surpass many of the Water
gate-related revelations. 

The attempt to curtail capitalist de
mocracy in the United States is, like 
the growth of governmental secrecy 
and the trend toward a stronger ex
ecutive, the product of the imperial 
ambitions of U. S. capitalism. There 
is an appropriate symbolism involved 
in the fact that the continual "state 

Eugene Debs denouncing imperialist war in famous speech at Canton, Ohio. Debs 
was jailed for this speech under Sedition Act, forerunner of modern thought-control 
legislation. 

of emergency" began in 1917, with 
Washington's formal entry into the 
first imperialist world war. 

The efforts to police the world in 
defense of U.S. capitalism's interests 
necessarily presupposes limiting to the 
greatest extent possible the right to 
debate political issues and to oppo$e 
official policy. In particular, it pre
supposes attacks on the democratic 
rights ana the organizations ~f the 
working class, the claS$ that stands 
to lose the most in imperialist· wars 
and possesses the power to end them. 

The United States's entry into the 
"war to make the world safe for de
mocracy" was smoothed by the Es
pionage Act of 1917. Under this law, 
which was amended in 1918 by the 
Sedition Act, persons who spoke 
against the war (the best-known being 
Eugene Debs) were jailed, socialists 
elected to Congress and to state leg
islatures were denied their seats, and 
publications that failed to toe the of
ficial line were prohibited from the 
mails. This "legal" repression was ac
companied by vigilante assaults on 
labor and socialist organizations or 
anyone suspected of "disloyalty." 

In October 1918 Congress passed 
the Deportation Act, which ordered 
the deportation of aliens· who were 
"anarchists" or who advocated, or be
longed to organizations that advo
cated, the overthrow of the govern
ment by force. 

The Deportation Act provided a legal 
fig leaf for one of the most naked 
campaigns of political oppression that 
had occurred up to that time in U.S. 
history: the Palmer raids of January 
1920. 

During 1919 and 1920, Attorney 
General A. Mitchell Palmer directed a 
government campaign against radical 
and working-class organizations. The 
object of the campaign was twofold: 
to prevent t~e growth of the union 
movement and to ensure sufficient 
"class peace" domestically for U. S. 
capitalism to be able to reap the fruits 
of its victory in the war. The latter 
objective included the possibility of es
calating the military intervention 
against the Russian Revolution. 

A look at the techniques employed 
by Palmer and his agents shows that 

the Nixon gang, in addition to its 
other failings, is not remarkably or-
iginal. · 

Palmer took as his pretext a series 
of mail bombs sent to various govern
ment officials beginning in late April 
1919. The bourgeois press dutifully 
headlined Palmer's claims that the 
bombings were part ·· of an attempt, 
directed from Moscow, to overthrow 
the U.S. government. 

Palrner of course never attempted to 
document tb:is .abaurll charge. 

Moreover, although the bombing at
tempts were remarkably well coordi
nated-in one instance explosions oc
curred in eight different cities on the 
same day- none of the officials for 
whom they were supposedly intended 
were seriously injured. Many of the 
bombs were "discovered" in the post 
office or failed to be delivered for rea
sons never adequately explained. 

In short, the bombings had a very 
strong odor of government-organized 
provocation, although this is impos
sible to prove. IUs indisputable, how
ever, that Palmer's "investigation" was 
intended as a campaign of strike
breaking and assaults on civil lib
erties. Palmer himself was quite frank 
about these activities. For example, 
he gave a Congressional committee the 
following description of strikebreaking 
in Connecticut: 

"For some time prior to June, 1919, 
agitation and propaganda had been 
active in New Haven, Ansonia, Water
bury, and Bridgeport. On June 8 a 
strike was started in the Ansonia mill 
of the American Brass Co., being in
stigated entirely through the organi
zation of Russians [a fraternal society 
called the Union of Russian Workers, 
portrayed by Palmer as the center of 
the "conspiracy"], although several 
radical Americans participated. . . . It 
was necessary to adopt drastic meth
ods by the state and city authorities, 
the [Justice] department working in 
close cooperation. A number of the 
most active leaders at Ansonia were 
arrested on deportation warrants." 

Palmer also set up a Radical Di
vision in the Justice Department's Bu
reau of Investigation and placed at 
its head a young bureaucrat named 
J. Edgar Hoover. Hoover was 
assigned a task that was to become 



history of U.S. class struggle 
a lifetime occupation. Palmer de
scribed it: 

"In order that the information ob
tained upon the ultra-radical move
ments might be readily accessible for 
use by the persons charged with the 
supervision of the investigations and 
prosecutions, there has been es
tablished as part of this division [the 
Radical Division] a .card index sys
tem, numbering over 200,000 cards, 
giving detailed data not only upon 
individual agitators connected with the 
ultra-radical movement, but also upon 
organizations, associations, societies, 
publications and special conditions ex
isting in certain localities." 

The January 1920 raids were pre
ceded by a smaller-scale trial run on 
November 7, 1919. The date, the sec
ond anniversary of the Bolshevik rev
olution, was chosen, according to the 
New York Times, as "the psychologi
cal moment to strike." 

The psychology of the Times edi
tors was powerfully affected. The pa
per gave the following enthusiastic ac
count of the raids: 

"Armed with warrants for dangerous 
agitators whom Federal agents have 
trailed for months, the raiders 
swarmed into the Russian People's 
Hall in New York and into similar 
gathering places of alleged 'Reds' in 
Philadelphia, Newark, Detroit, Jack
son, Mich., Ansonia, Conn., and other 
cities, broke up meetings, seized tons 
of literature, and herded the group of 
foreign men and women into various 
offices for examination, whence many 
of those who proved to be the most 
sought after of the radicals found their 
way into cells." 

The raids began on the night of 
January 2 and continued in some 
areas until January 20. ln many 
cases, government agents were able 
to arrange fot: the organizations 
to hold .meetings the night of Jan
uary 2, as Palmer instructed them 
to do! 

Palmer's directive went on to dis
play an attitude toward legal niceties 
that would be appreciated by Nixon 
and his "plumbers": 

"I leave it entirely to your discre
tion as to the method by which you 
should gain access to such [meeting] 
places. If, due to the local conditions 
in your territory, you find that it is 
absolutely necessary to obtain a 
search warrant for the premises, you 

should communicate with the local au
thorities a few hours before the time 
for the arrests is set and request a 
warrant to search the premises." 

There is another striking parallel 
between the Pal~er raids and the ac
tivities of the Nixon gang: the ~xcuse 
used to ju~ify them. Palmer used the 
phrase "general good to the country" 
rather than the more succinct "nation
al security," but otherwise the excuses 
are interchangeable. In his testimony 
to a Senate committee that later is
sued a report whitewashing the whole 
affair, PaliiU:!r said: 

"I apologize for nothing that the 
Department of Justice has done in this 
matter. I glory in it. I point with 
pride and enthusiasm to the results 
of that work; and if, as I said before, 
some of my agents out in the field, 
or some of the agents of the Depart
ment of Labor, were a little rough 
and unkind, or short and curt, with 
these alien agitators whom they ob
served seeking to destroy their homes, 
their religion and their country, I think 
it might well be overlooked in the 
general good to the country which 
has come from it. That is all I have 
to say." 

Cop of the world 
The abilities and sophistication of 

Washington's political-repression ap
paratus have increased considerably 
since the days of the Palmer raids. 
Palmer's 200,000 index cards grew 
into more than 100 million computer
ized flles in the offices of the FBI. 
The development of technology has 
made it possible to suppleJ:llent the 
work of provocateurs and informers 
with electronic spying. 

It is not necessary to go into a de
tailed history of the United States over 
the last fifty years to outline the well
known processes that have contributed 
to the centralization of power in Wash
ington._ 

The depression of the 1930s and the 
second world war both resulted in an 
enormous strengthening of the presi
dent's powers, both absolutely a .. d 
relatively to the two other "coequal 
branches." The collapse of ·;.ne 
economy, the radicalization of the 
working class, lnterimperialist compe
tition for contracting markets, and 
preparations for the war over those 
markets all required, from the stand-

Aftermath of raid by cops on IWW headquarters in New York City, 1919. Assault was 
part of infamous "Palmer Raids" directed against radicals and militant workers. 
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point of the capitalist class, a strongly 
centralized government with greatly 
expanded "emergency" powers. 

The dilemma of U. S. imperialism 
is that even its victories increase its 
insecurity. Already the strongest cap
italist power before the second world 
war, the United States emerged from 
the slaughter totally dominant, with
out a serious imperialist rival. 

But the war also gave a tremendous 
impetus to the national liberation 
movements in the colonial countries. 
The victory of the Soviet Union over 
fascist Germany, while it gave 
the Stalinist Communist parties in the 
underdeveloped countries an unde
served authority, also meant that 
the masses tended to look to a social
ist revolution as the model for achiev
ing liberation from their oppressors. 
The decimation of its imperialist ri
vals meant that Washington had to 
attempt to halt the tide of revolution 
virtually alone. 

The role of world cop for capital
ism required a further centralizing of 
authority, a greater capacity for se
crecy, a further chipping away of dem
ocratic liberties within the United 
States-all to be done in the name 
of defending "American democracy." 

"Spies" were manufactured on de
mand in order to convince the public 
that the Soviet ally of a few years 
before was in reality a dangerous ene
my. 

This campaign against civil liber
ties reached its culmination in the mas
sive witch-hunt hysteria directed by 
Senator Joseph McCarthy. 

A major goal of the witch-hunt was 
to bring the union movement into line 
bel;lind the policies of U. S. imperial
ism. Using a tactic that we have seen 

. Nixon exploit with some skill, the gov
ernment was able to set the union 
bureaucrats against each other in or
der to increase its control over the 
movement. 

In June 1947, Congress passed the 
Taft-Hartley Act, which provided the 
government with far-reaching new 
powers to interfere in and regulate 
unions. The act ou.tlawed the closed 
shop and severely restricted union
shop contracts, required a sixty-day 
notice on ending or modifying con
tracts, allowed the president to enjoin 
strikes for eighty days, allowed the 
National Labor Relations Board 
(NLRB) to seek injunctions against 
"unfair labor practices," and outlawed 
secondary boycotts and jurisdictional 
strikes while prohibiting strikes by fed
eral government employees. The act 
also required unions to file annual 
fmancial statements with the govern
ment, permitted dues checkoffs only 
where each employee gave written per
mission, and required that all local, 
national, and international union of
ficers flle affidavits that they did not 
belong to the Communist party or 
any organization· advocating the vio
lent overthrow of the government. 

At the same time, Washington was 
strengthening its capacity for under
cover "dirty tricks" around the world. 
In 194 7, the wartime Office of Stra
tegic Services was reorganized as the 
Central Intelligence Agency. The ac
tivities of the CIA are intended to be 
kept secret not only from the U. S. 
working class and intended victims 
in other countries, but even from Con
gress. The National Security Act, 
which established the CIA,- provided: 

" . . . that the Director of Central 
Intelligence shall be responsible for 
protecting intelligence sources and 
methods from unauthorized disclosure; 

McCARTHY: Watergating in the 1950s 

"To perform, for the benefit of the 
existing intelligence agencies, such ad
ditional services of common concern 
as the National Security Council de
termines can be more efficiently 
accomplished centrally; 

"To perform such other functions 
and duties related to intelligence af
fecting the national security as the 
National Security Council may from 
time to time direct." 

In a June 4, 1973, speech to the 
Senate, William Proxmire complained: 

"It is not possible to state with au
thority what interpretation the execu
tive department has placed on these 
particular sections of the National Se
curity Act of 194 7 because subsequent 
interpretations have been done in se
cret. In fact, the CIA charter is not 
fully contained in the National Securi
ty Act of 1947 but is extrapolated 
from the act by a series of National 
Security Council intelligence directives 
after the passage of the act. 'J"hose 111ere, 
and remain, classified. Thus we are 
faced with a highly unusual situation. 
Congress has enacted a law with a set 
of prescribed relationships and duties 
for the CIA. And the executive depart
ment through the National Security 
Council has interpreted this law in 
secret. Whether this subsequent secret 
interpretation is allowed by the origi
nal act is in doubt." (Emphasis ad
ded.) 

In other words, Congress in 194 7 
gave the president a blank check to . 
do as he pleased in the field of "intel
ligence," and promised not to ask even 
how the check was spent. This fact 
was not discovered in 1973. Prox
mire's complaint about this long
standing situation resulted from the 
setbacks to Washington's efforts to po
lice the world and more particularly 
from the crisis known as Watergate. 

It is worth repeating that the cen
tralization of power in the presidency 
has proceeded under both liberal and 
conservative presidents. The process is 
dictated by the needs of U.S., impe
rialism, not by political phil"osophy. 
The liberal Kennedy carried out the 
Bay of Pigs invasion planned by 
Eisenhower, and Nixon. 

Similarly, it was not Nixon but 
Johnson who began the massive use of 
the military as spies on· civilian po
litical activity, including the compil
ing of 25,000,000 computerized mes 
on individuals. 

Even this brief glance at the histori
cal context makes it clear that the op
erations of the Nixon gang were only 
the latest steps in a decades-long pro
cess in which the U.S. ruling class 
has steadily centralized authority in 
order to enforce more efficiently its 
international and domestic aims. 
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Political Rights. Defense Fund cites proof 
of government spying on socialist groups 
NEW YORK-The Political Rights De
fense Fund (PRDF) held a news con
ference here Nov. 28 to announce the 
latest developments in its Watergate 
suit against the Nixon administration. 

Present at the news conference were 
Linda Jenness and Andrew Pulley, 
SWP presidential and vice-presidential 
candidates in 1972 and plaintiffs in 
the suit; American Civil Liberties 
Union (ACL U) lawyer Frank Askin, 
attorney for Lori Paton; and Syd Sta
pleton, national secretary of thePRDF. 

The suit, filed by attorney Leonard 
Boudin on behalf of members and sup
porters of the Socialist Workers Party 
and Young Socialist Alliance, charges 
a campaign of governmental crimes 
against the SWP and YSA including 

DEAN: Trying to duck socialist suit 

wiretaps, burglary, sabotage, mail 
tampering, surveillance, and other 
harassment. 

Jenness told the press that new evi
dence has emerged of the government's 
conspiracy to violate the constitutional 
rights Of the Socialist Workers Party. 

"Testimony in the trial of the Chi
cago Seven," she said, ''has revealed 
that military intelligence agents 
worked with a right-wing terrorist or
ganization in Chicago called the 'Le
gion of Justice.' The Legion of Justice 
openly and repeatedly carried out 
armed attacks on the offices of anti
administration organizations in Illi
·nois, including the Socialist Workers 

·Party." 
Other new evidence has been re

vealed in a suit brought by the ACL U 
on behalf of Lori Paton, a 16-year-old 
high school student in New Jersey 

who found herself the subject of an 
FBI investigation after writing to the 
SWP for information about its 1972 
presidential campaign. Her inquiry 
was part of a school project. 

Paton's suit has led to a sworn ad
mission by the FBI that it monitors 
correspondence sent to the SWP. 
Paton's name and address were ob
tained by the FBI from the letter she 
sent to the SWP. 

Askin, Paton's attorney, told the . 
press, "I'm handling a case which in 
effect is the other side of the coin of 
the SWP case. I represent those who 
were caught up in the FBI surveil
lance network because of perfectly in
nocent, legitimate, constitutionally pro
tected efforts to communicate with the 
SWP." 

Askin reported that the FBI has 
maintained that Paton was not under 
investigation, claiming "only the SWP 
is under investigation." However, as 
a result of the lawsuit, the FBI was 
forced to turn over a copy of its di
rective to the FBI agent carrying out 
the investigation. This memorandum 
states, in part, "Contact sources and 
conduct criminal investigation regard
ing Lori Paton to determine if she 
is involved in subversive activity." 

On Dec. 10 Askin will file a motion 
to designate the Paton case as a class
action suit on behalf of all persons 
who wish to correspond with American 
political groups "without getting 
caught- up in the FBI surveillance net
work." 

Syd Stapleton reported that the fed
eral government, which was sup
posed to answer the complaint by 
Nov~ 24, instead has gotten another 
delay. "The U.S. attorney got the 
judge to grant another 30 days, until 

This button designed by Jules Feiffer will 
be sent to all contributors to the PROF. 

Militant/Michael Baumann 

At PROF news conference, left to right: Syd Stapleton, national secretary of the PROF; 
Linda Jenness, SWP 1972 presidential candidate; Andrew Pulley, SWP 1972 vice
presidential candidate; Frank Askin, attorney for Lori Paton. 

Dec. 24, to me an answer to our 
charges," Stapleton told reporters. 

Two of the defendants, former White 
House staff member John Dean and 
Robert Mardian, former head of the 
Justice Department's Internal Security 
Division, have attempted to avoid any 
reply at all. 

Attorneys for the PRDF suit have 
sent letters to Dean and Mardian ad
vising them that they are in violation 
of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce
dure and that failure to reply will 
result in legal measures against them. 
"If you fail to answer by [Dec. 10]," 
the letter states, "we will request the 
clerk of the court to enter a default 
against you . . . and thereafter we will 
move for judgement against you for 
the relief demanded in the. complaint, 
namely damages of $27,313,000.00 
plus costs, disbursements and attor
neys' fees." 

Askin said he views the SWP suit 
as part of the continuing legal and 
political struggle against government
al repression and for democratic lib
erties in this country. "I hope it will 
be successful," he said. 

"These kinds of civil liberties and 
civil rights cases," he added, "are not 
the property of the judicial system 
alone, but belong to the entire Amer
ican people. These suits are not liti
gating for private gain or private 
rights but for the public interest. So 
the public should be concerned and 
involved in them." 

This landmark constitutional case 
against government Watergating has 
already gained broad support from 

those concerned about civil liberties. 
Endorsers include such well-knownfig
ures as Ramsey Clark, Rodolfo Corky 
Gonzales, representatives Ronald Del
lums (D-Calif.) and Charles Rangel 
(D-N. Y. ), Dr. Howard Zinn, the Ber
rigan brothers, Julius Hobson, Sena
tor Ernest Gruening, Gloria Steinem, 
Eugene McCarthy, I. F. Stone, Dr. Ben
jamin Spock, Jules Feiffer, and Gilbert 
Padilla, secretary-treasurer of the 
United Farm Workers Union.· Attor- · 
neys, local elected officials, unions, 
and student governments have also 
endorsed the suit. Professors and stu
dents from 17 5 colJeges and univer
sities across the country have en
dorsed. 

The PRDF expects to have expenses 
of $50,000 this year. To contribute 
to the PRDF or tofind out more about 
its activities, send in the coupon helow. 

Cii;'"a~ 7e'n"dt;" MitkalRtght;"D";' 
fense Fund, 150 Fifth Ave., Room 311, 
New York, N.Y. 10011. Telephone: 
(212) 691-3270. 
( ) Please send me more information 
on this suit. 
( ) Enclosed is $ __ for __ Feiffer 
buttons. ($1 each or 30 cents each on 
orders of 10 or more.) 
( ) I would like to arrange a meeting 
for a speaker to explain the case to 
my school or organization. 
( ) Enclosed is $ __ to help cover 
expenses. 
Name-------------
Address---------------
City _____ State ___ Zip_ __ 

Georgians plan campaign to get ERA passed 
By BETSY SOARES 
ATLANTA-Georgians will march to 
the state capitol Jan. 12 to demand 
that the 1974 Georgia General As
sembly ratify the Equal Rights Amend
ment. 

The march, along with a petitioning 
campaign, was called by a conference 
of 200 here sponsored by Georgians 
for the Equal Rights Amendment 
(GERA). 

Representatives from 21 organiza
tions in 20 cities attended the Nov. 
1 0 meeting. The grou·ps included the · 
Georgia Women's Political Caucus, 
National Organization for Women, 
Black Women's Coalition, League of 
Women Voters, Communications 
Workers of America, Socialist Work
ers Party, student governments of both 
the University of Georgia and Georgia 
State U., Atlanta Lesbian Feminist 
Alliance, YWCA, and the Young So
cialist Alliance. 
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Carol Burriss, president of Women's 
Lobby, Inc. of Washington, D. C., ad
dressed the conference on the national 
status of the ERA. Burriss was opti
mistic about the prospects for ERA 
passage in Georgia and stressed the 
need for unity around this issue in the 
women's movement. "The basis of our 
strength is our diversity," she said. 
"All of us together make up the power 
we have as the women's movement." 

Kay Kavanaugh, coordinator of 
GERA, spoke about the need for 
visible support this fall for the amend
ment. Comparing the struggle of the 
suffrage movement and the women's 
movement today, Kavanaugh said, 
"In 1913, 500 women marched down 
Peachtree Street in Atlanta demanding 
the right to vote. In 1974 we will 
march again for equal rights." 

Martha Gaines, state coordinator for 
NOW, spoke of the growing support 

for the ERA. Support is building, she 
said, in several cities outside of At
lanta and in many small towns. 

Workshop topics at the conference 
included protective labor legisla-

tion and working women; employment 
and education; Black women and the 
ERA; credit, alimony and child sup
port; campus organizing; and orga
nizing for the statewide march. 

Militant/George Bosley 

Conference of 200 called for Jan. 12 march and petitioning campaign in support 
of Equal Rights Amendment. 



flightened bY.. student revolt 

New Greek dictators search for stability 
From Intercontinental Press 
By GERRY FOLEY 

"The Nixon administration had con
siderable forewarning of the coup 
d'etat that replaced George Papado
poulos with Lieut. Gen. Phaidon Gizi
kis," David Binder wrote in the No
vember 26 New York Times. 

"'We were not surprised,' said an 
official who has closely followed the 
military dictatorship since it took over 
the civilian government in April1967." 

The official said that there had been 
rumors of an impending coup since 
the summer, when the ousted head 
of the junta began trying to win a po
litical base for the regime by making 
democratic and economic concessions. 

"The military men were afraid Pa
padopoulos would blow it," the un
named official said, "and that is why 
they moved against him." 

The new junta seemed even more 
closely identified with Washington than 
the toppled military dictator, who 
aroused Nixon's displeasure by re
fusing to let Greek bases be used in 
U.S. logistical support of Israel dur
ing the October War. 

"The new leaders appointed as Pre
mier Adamandios Androutsopoulos, 
an American-trained lawyer who is 
said to have close American connec
tions," New York Times correspondent 

te't 
'-~ 

Ousted dictator Papadopoulos. Generals 
were afraid he would 'blow it.' 

Alvin Shuster cabled from Athens No
vember 25, the day of the coup. 

As for the new president, General 
Gizikis, he is still a question mark. 
An obscure career officer, he reported
ly has had strong ties with the king 
but did not go along with the abor
tive royalist rebellion that was crushed 
on May 22, 1973. 

The reported strong man behind the 
junta, General Dimitrios Joannidis, is 
the head of the military police, a 
branch of the armed services in which 
U.S. "technical aid" agencies, such as 
the CIA, usually take the most direct 
interest. He avoided becoming in
volved in the political maneuvers of 
the Papadopoulos regime, preferring 
to maintain close contacts with the 
lower officers. 

'Good old days' 
In the first declaration, the new jun

ta indicated that it was canceling the 
plans for elections in 197 4 and in
tended to take. the country back to the 
"good old days" of iron-fisted dictator
ship: 

"The nation was returning toward 
the same forms and the same habits 
that made the armed forces revolt in 
1967," the statement said. "The aim 
was to deflect the armed forces from 
their national mission and use them 
for an electoral travesty in order to 
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Athens under martial law 

humiliate our people." 
This statement also is ambiguous. 

Since elections under the aegis of the 
Papadopoulos junta se.emed to have 
been rejected by the major political 
forces in the country, the formulas 
of the ousted government no longer 
offered any possibility for achieving a 
stable bourgeois political solution. 
Notably, in his first speech, General 
Gizikis did not mention the elections 
or the "old politicians" but put all his 
stress on "national unity." 

Obviously frightened by the power 
a,nd momentum of the student-work
er revolt November 13-17, the mili
tary probably feels that it has to try 
to chasten the restive population 
before going ahead with any more 
political experiments. Because of the 
strategic importance of Greece, it is 
also likely that Washington is deter
mined to see that a firm grip is kept 
on developments. 

But in the present situation repres
sion and threats of going back to the 
old dictatorial forms of rule are ex
tremely dangerous for the conserva
tive forces in Greece. 

The November crisis has shown that 
a whole spectrum of forces in Greek 
society are convinced that the military 
regime cannot continue. But the driv
ing force in the November 13-17 re
volt, whose power has evidently 
sharpened· the tensions in ruling 
circles, was the workers and students. 

Workers ioined revolt 
Even under renewed censorship the 

Greek press made clear that the stu
dent revolt had spread to key sections 
of the working class. Of the 866 per-

'The entire city went onto the strel!ts' 
during November student upsurge. 

sons arrested in the clashes, accord
ing to the November 20 issue of the 
Athens daily Apogevmatini, 4 7 5 were. 
workers. Some 49 were students of the 
Polytechnic Institute, where the rebel
lion centered; 268 were students from 
other universities, and 75 were high
school students. 

According to the November 24 is
sue of the Amsterdam weekly Vrij Ne
derland, the revolt spread through
out the Greek capital: 

"Since they concentrated all their at
tention on the Polytechnic, the foreign 
correspondents could not see what was 
happening in the other neighborhoods 
of the sprawling city (Athens has a 
population of 3,000,000). So, from 
the outside, it appeared that there were 
only 50,000 demonstrators. But on 
the basis of reliable information we 
have been able to obtain, it can be 
said with confidence that the entire city 
went onto the streets. 

"Fifty thousand demonstrators could 
not have marched in one place and at 
the same time barricaded all the streets 
kilometers away from the Polytechnic, 
or turned over hundreds of buse:5 to 
block the streets over which the tanks 
would have to come to reach the down
town area .... 

Military not united 
Also, the military was not united in 

the face of the revolt. The Vrij Ne
derland reporter noted "the insubordi
nation of some military governors, 
like those in Epirus and Arkadia, who 
were unwilling to declare martial law 
in their areas." 

In the November 25 issue of the 
Rome weekly Expresso, Mino Mo
nicelli stressed the youth and determi
nation of the most militant sections 
of demonstrators: 

"To judge from the attack on the 
city hall, it was the very young who 
were in the forefront. Among the eleven 
persons killed, two were boys of 16 
and one was a girl of 17. They were 
respectively 10 and 11 when the 'goril
las' carried out their putsch in 1967. 
And now they are dead and we can't 
ask them what they wanted. The 'go
rilla' regime was all they knew, and 
they died to throw it out. . . . 

"On Friday night [November 16] 
I saw these boys and girls face mon
strous M-48 and M-113 tanks without 
flinching. I was on the balcony of a 
house in Patissia Street; a woman near 
me was on her knees praying that no 
blood would be shed._ For two nights 
I saw them hanging on to the gates of 
the Polytechnic in the glare of spot
lights, not more than six yards from 

the soldiers in the tanks who were 
loading heavy-caliber bullets into the 
machine guns of three enormous M-
113s. From inside the building a meg
aphone encouraged the students: 
'Don't be afraid. More than 1,500 
demonstrators are coming to help us. 
The soldiers are our brothers. They 
will not attack.' 

"The test of strength lasted a quarter 
of an hour. At 2:15 a.m., the tanks 
yielded, the barrels of their machine 
guns lowered. At 2:40 the soldiers 
tried again. They advanced with bay
onets fiXed. Shots could be heard, fired 
into the air ... but the boys and girls 
held their ground. 'l'he megaphones 
kept blaring slogans, songs by Theo
dorakis, national hymns. The soldiers 
retreated a second time." Finally, the 
officers were able to rally their men for 
a final assault. But most of the stu
dents escaped. 

'We don't want to harm you' 
"Many of the soldiers, even though 

their bayonets were fixed, called to us: 
'Get away quick; we don't want to 
harm you,'" a young woman told Le 
Monde's correspondent J.-C. Guille
baud. They had no difficulty finding 
refuge: "Almost all the people living 
in the area sheltered students that 
night." 

In view of these powerful upsurges 
and the danger of the balance of forces 
shifting in the eastern Mediterranean, 
the Greek military and their U.S. 
backers will try hard to get the lid 
back on. But, in a concentrated and 
more explosive way, the Greek crisis 
seems to resemble the student-worker 
rebellions that began in Argentina in 
1969 with the protest about the food 
in the University of Corrientes cafe
teria and led to the two C6rdoba up
risings, irresistibly undermining the 
military dictatorship. 

"I have the impression," the Carriere 
della Sera correspondent Mario Cervi 
wrote from Athens November 18, "that 
the incidents at the Polytechnic have 
given the organized resistance an un
expected demonstration of the fragility, 
or at least the vulnerability of the 
regime." 

....._ 

Protests blast 
US complicity 
Despite a steady drizzle of rain, 500 
people took part in a spirited dem
onstration outside the Greek consu
late in New York on Nov. 25, the 
day of the coup. Most were Greeks. 

The picket line, called by Demo
kratia and the United Hellenic 
Front, protested U.S. aid to the 
military dictatorship. Signs and 
chants demanded that NATO, the 
U.S. Sixth Fleet, and the CIA get 
out of Greece. 

Three gatherings in Berkeley, 
Calif., also hit U.S. complicity with 
repression in Greece. Aris, a Greek 
student organization, sponsored "An 
Evening of Solidarity with the Peo
ple of Greece" on Nov. 20 that drew 
120 people. Messages of solidarity 
were presented by the Iranian Stu
dent Association, Organization of 
Arab Students, and Young Socialist 
Alliance. 

The next day 250 students took 
part in a demonstration at Sproul 
Plaza called by Aris. The Nov. 23 
Berkeley Militant Forum heard 
speakers from Aris and the Socialist 
Workers Party. 



In Our Opinion 

lnt'l student protests 
Thousands of students in Thailand; South Korea, and Greece 
have taken to the streets this fall in mass protests against 
corrupt and dictatorial regimes. They have braved tear gas, 
machine guns, tanks, and even helicopter gunships to fight 
for their democratic rights. In Greece, scores were killed; in 
Thailand, hundreds. 

In every case the weapons used to attack these students were 
provided by Washington. In every case the dictators the stu
dents oppose are mere fronts for U.S. imperialism. Hated by 
the people of their countries, these tyrants are kept in power 
by U. S. arms and money for the sole purpose of safeguard
ing the military and economic interests of U. S. capitalism. 

All three countries are crucial links in the chain of U.S. 
bases encircling the Soviet Union and China. There are 40,000 
U. S. troops stationed in South Korea; another 40,000 troops 
and seven large air bases in Thailand. Greece is to become 
"home port" for the U.S. Sixth Fleet. 

The dictatorships are rewarded for their services with mil
lions of dollars in "aid" each year, plus guidance in the lat
est methods of torture devised by the CIA. This is called "de
fending the free world." It has been the consistent foreign poli
cy of Democratic and Republican administrations alike for 
decades. 

Yet the Thai, Korean, and Greek student actions are in
spiring proof that not even the most brutal U. S.-financed re
pression has been able to prevent fresh outbreaks of opposi
tion. And the students' actions have shown an ability to spur 
on other struggles. Thailand, since the old military dictator
ship was ousted in October, has seen continual ferment, includ
ing unprecedented actions by workers organizing and striking 
for their demands. 

Because of the war in Vietnam, millions of people in this 
country have begun to understand and oppose the actions of 
the U.S. government around the world. Many saw the hand 
of the CIA behind the coup in Chile, and opposed Nixon's 
threat to go to war to defend Israeli aggression. Getting out 
the truth about the role of the U.S. in Thailand, Korea, and 
Greece can be another important step in exposing American 
imperialism. 

We have a special obligation to stand in solidarity with 
these heroic student ~truggles by demanding the dismantling 
of all U.S. foreign bases, ending U.S. support to dictator
ships, and withdrawal of U.S. armed forces from all over the 
world. 

Saxbe & Kent State 
As reports appeared in the press about police and soldiers 
shooting down unarmed student demonstrators in Thailand, 
South Korea, and Greece, new attention was also being paid 
to government use of the same tactics against students in this 
country during the Kent State massacre of 1970. 

The Watergate revelations of the Nixon administration's ille
gal attacks on the antiwar movement have produced new pres
sure for an end to the official cover-up of the facts about the 
Kent killings, a cover-up that extends from the Ohio state 
government right up to the White House. The demand for a 
full investigation of the shootings takes on new urgency with 
the pending confirmation of Senator William Saxbe (R-Ohio) 
as Nixon's next attorney general. 

Saxbe- a staunch supporter of Ohio governor Rhodes, who 
sent the Guard to Kent State- is the senator who publicly 
advised that the White House Watergate tapes "should be de
stroyed" if they were "incriminating" to the administration. With 
Saxbe as the country's top prosecutor we can expect he will 
follow his own advice in relation to any incriminating evi
dence on the Kent massacre-if such evidence hasn't been de
stroyed already by the Nixon gang. 

While journalists and independent investigators have focused 
attention on the murder of the four students at Kent State, 
equal pressure is needed for disclosure of the truth about the 
killings 10 days later of two Black students at Jackson State in 
Mississippi. Government repression of student protests has been 
most brutal against Black students- from the police riot against 
Texas Southern University students in 1967, to the Orange
burg, S.C., massacre in 1968, and the shootings of two students 
at Southern University in Baton Rouge last year. 

Open all the secret government files on these atrocities and 
let the truth come out! 
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Easy to sell_ 
The occasional articles that are high
lighted by "socialist analysis or or 
"socialist program for" or "socialist 
stand on" are very helpful in cap
sulizing socialist ideas and programs 
for actions. These articles make sell
ing The Militant as easy as giving 
it away! People are interested in 
more than just reporting; they 
defmite).y want an analysis of events 
different from the mass media's. 
AO. 
Highland Park, Mich. 

Every bit helps 
Here is $1 toward the Militant fund. 
My only regret is to be unable to 
donate more to your paper and 
your cause. 
D.C. 
Brunswick, Maine 

Classic example 
Enclosed is $15 toward our Forty
fifth Anniversary Fund drive. This 
is all I can contribute due to my 
financial circumstances. Working 
for Sears Roebuck, your salary 
doesn't go far. That company is 
a classic example of what exploita
tion of workers is all about. 

Everything your paper prints 
about the capitalist system is the 
truth and I back the struggle for 
socialism 1 00 percent. 
M.O. 
Pottsville, Pa. 

Spread the word 
Enclosed is $3 toward the Militant 
fund. I like your message. I hope 
you can spread it. 
MM. 
San Bruno, Calif. 

Pro-Zionist 
I'm sorry I didn't know of your 
position on the Middle East before 
I subscribed, because I wouldn't 
have. 

The Israelis are not colonialists 
and should not be blamed for the 
English (and now U. S.) imperialism 
and colonialism. Are you remember
ing that not all Zionists are bour
geois, that many are socialist Zion
ists? 

The Arab liberation front doesn't 
care about socialism whatsoever, 
they only care about the destruction 
of Zionism. How can you as social
ists support a feudal government? 
Toby Moed 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Anti-Zionist 
Enclosed is $10 for the Militant 
Forty-fifth Anniversary Fund. 

The ignorance about the Mideast 
of what is apparently a large num
ber of readers is quite alarming. 
The excellent article "How the Arabs 
were driven out of Palestine" [Mili
tant, Nov. 9) explicitly refutes the 
erroneous opinions of these readers. 

In answer to the reader who ques
tioned The Militants "unequivocal 
support to the bourgeois Arab 
states," The Militant has frequently 
explained the reactionary Arab 
governments' true intentions and 
motivations. 
E. A 
Dallas, Texas 

Letters 
An attack 
Your position with regard to "im
perialist" Israel borders on the 
absurd. It is founded on innuendo 
·and half-truths. It undermines the 
admirable cause to which you say 
you aspire. I now request that my 
subscription be canceled until this 
massive inconsistency is resolved. 
James Kahn 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

A defense 
Those who are willing to consider 
The Militants treatment of the Mid
east problem before denouncing it 
as "anti-Semitic" or "unfair" are 
aware that the SWP has in no way 
"stepped out of line" in exposing 
the fundamental injustices of Zion
ism, nor does the party's stand 
bear any resemblance to anti-Semit
ism. 

I write as a Jew, but primarily as 
a revolutionary. My own great 
grand parents in czarist Russia and 
millions of Eastern European Jews 
in the '40s lost their lives to 
veritable anti-Semitic terror. How 
can I help noting with horror the 
similarities between such oppression 
and that which the Zionist state 
since its birth has systematically in
flicted on Arabs within and beyond 
its borders? 

Among the most courageous 
heroes of the recent war are un
doubtedly the Jewish and Arab 
brothers of Matzpen (Israeli Socialist 
Organization-Marxist, sympathizers 

· of the Fourth International), who 
have defied restrictions on their 
liberty of expression by explaining 
to Israeli soldiers and workers and 
to the world that "the responsibility 
for this war, like all the wars that 
have gone before, falls above all on 
Israel." 
J. c. 
Paris, France 

A cancellation 
Please cancel my subscription to 
The Militant I feel that a newspaper 
which so unobjectively condemns a 
nation (Israel) for defending its 
borders and fighting for its borders 
and fighting for its very existence 
does not deserve my support. 
Keith Riger 
Atlanta, Ga. 

A compliment 
During the step-up of Israeli aggres
sion in the Mideast, most of the 
Arabs I approached with The Mili
tant quickly pulled out a quarter 
when I showed them the paper. The 
rest all had subscriptions. 

Those supporters of Israel who 
have been writing lately to The Mili
tant obviously know very little about 
the strangling of democratic rights 
and civil liberties in Israel and the 
expansionist designs of that Zionist 
state. 

The steadfast and courageous sup
port of the Arab peoples and of all 
oppressed masses by The Militant is 
well acknowledged by Arab activists 
at San Francisco State College, the 
Bay Area Arab community, and by 
many other people who see the 
threat to democratic rights. Forward! 
V. H. 
San Francisco, Calif. 



Chesimar d case 
Fifty-one potential jurors were in
terviewed in the murder trial of 
Black activists Joanne Chesimard 
and Clark Squire before New Jersey 
Superior Court Judge Joseph Jerof
sky granted a defense motion to 
move the jury selection to another 
county. 

On Oct 23 the motion was granted 
on the grounds of excessive preju
dicial publicity. Most of the 51 
jurors interviewed openly admitted 
their bias against Chesimard and 
Squire. Defense attorneys cited such 
blatantly racist remarks by potential 
jurors as, "If she's Black, she's 
guilty." (Only one of the 51 jurors 
interviewed was Black.) 

The defense requested that the 
trial be moved to Newark, a city 
with a high Black population. Judge 
Jerofsky, however, moved the jury 
selection to Morristown, N.J., an 
area with an even smaller Black 
population than Middlesex County, 
the original site. The selection of a 
new jury will begin Jan. 2. 
B.S. 
New York, NY. 

New subscriber I 
Enclosed is $1 for a three-month 
subscription. I have bought your 
paper for more than three years 
from a newsstand and have found 
a continued increase of quality and 
analysis in your articles. Your 
coverage of the Palestine-Zionist
Israel problem has been excellent. 
Continue your fine work. 
J.G. 
Long Island, N Y. 

New subscriber II 
Hello. I am one of your new sub
scribers. This school semester is 
drawing to an end soon, so please 
start sending my subscription to my 
home address. 

Comments on The Militant I am 
for Israel 100 per cent, bbt I sure 
as hell respect your right to your 
opinions. 

ERA, 100 per cent yes. The Great 
Society is excellent, hats off to · 
Harry Ring. Publicize the boycotts 
more. 

Let's find those missing tapes! 
Impeachment of that bummer in 
the White House should go all the 
way. 
V.M 
Georgetown, Texas 

Voice from the past 
Today, your organization is attract
ing minorities and recent immigrants 
to this country mainly because they 
can't adjust to our system. They 
find out that not everyone in the 
U. S. lives in mansions and drives 
Cadillacs, and so then they condemn 
our society. 

No one forced these immigrants to 
come here; they came on their own 
free will. If Communism or Social
ism is so wonderful then why don't 
they move to Russia or China. 
David Erdmann 
Mankato, Minn. 

The letters column is an open forum 
for all viewpoints on subjects of gen
eral interest to our readers. Please 
keep your letters brief. Where neces
sary they will be abridged. Please in
dicate if your name may be used or 
if you prefer that your initials be used 
instead. 
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i La. Raza en AcciOn! 

Census figures for Chicanos are usually low. Even 
so, the 1970 census showed that 1.3 million Span
ish-surnamed residents live in Los Angeles County 
- 18 percent of the county's population. That's 
a lot of people, yet racist Democratic and Republi
can legislators have figured out many ways to 
rob the Chicano community of political representa
tion. 

For example, the 520,000 Spanish-surnamed 
people who live in the city of Los Angeles com
prise 19 percent of the city's population. There 
are 15 city council seats in Los Angeles, yet not 
one of these is filled by a Chicano. 

Chicanos should be entitled to at least three of 
those seats. But instead, the Chicano community 
is gerrymandered so there is not even one district 
with a Chicano majority. Since most Chicanos 
live in the same general area, the politicians really 
had to work hard to carve up those districts. 

The city council came up with a redistricting 
plan- the "Edelman Plan"-in September 1972 that 
would create one district with a majority Chicano 
population. Other districts would have no more 
than 30 percent Chicanos. Under this token scheme 
the Chicano vote in Los Angeles will continue to 
be weak and diluted. 

One sneaky aspect of this plan is that it shifted 
100,000 Chicanos from an odd-numbered district 
to even-numbered ones just a few months before 
elections in that district. Since the even-numbered 
seats don't come up for reelection for another 
two years, that means 100,000 Chicanos got 
cheated out of an election. 

When these gringo politicians give you a crumb 
with one hand, they are usually picking your 
pocket with the other. 

The Mexican-American Legal Defense and Educa
tion Fund (MALDEF) sought to have the Edel
man Plan declared unconstitutional on the grounds 
that it was drawn up with the intent of keeping 

Women In Revolt 

incumbents in power and disregards the needs of 
Chicanos. 'The California Court of Appeals turned 
down the MALDEF suit Oct. 29. 

Statewide in California the situation is similar 
to Los Angeles. Although Chicanos make up 16 
percent of the population, only five of 80 assembly 
members are Chicano. There hasn't been a Chi
cano state senator in more than 60 years. And 
there is only one Chicano representative in Con
gress from California. 

The California Supreme Court has ruled that the 
state must come up with a reapportionment plan 
to conform more closely to federal guidelines of 
"one person, one vote." Chicanos were hoping to 
get a plan that would also give them some rep
resentation. 

After the state legislature failed to come up with 
a plan satisfactory to the court, the court had to 
appoint a three-judge panel to draft a plan. This 
"masters plan," as it is known, apparently will 
create a couple of assembly districts and one state 
senate district that will be majority Chicano. 
However, this still falls far short of giving the 
Chicano community the potential to elect a propor
tionate number of Chicanos. 

The plan drawn up by the state senate, the 
Harmer-Zenovich plan, was probably rejected by 
the courts because it was so embarrassingly token
ist. The Harmer-Zenovich plan would have created 
one 50 percent Chicano state senatorial district 
all right. But this district would have been a parody 
of gerrymandering. It would have twisted and 
turned 57 miles from Los Angeles all the way 
to San Bernardino! 

It takes some careful thinking to devise the kind 
of gerrymander that has been effective in denying 
Chicanos the elementary right of representation. 
That, apparently, is one kind of planning the 
Democratic-Republican gang is good at. 

Stalinism and abortion 
At a convention last month of the Union of Italian 
Women, Italian Communist Party. representative 
Leonilde Iotti spoke against a proposal to legalize 
abortion. Iotti- a deputy ~peaker in the Chamber 
of Deputies- suggested that a unified stand on 
abortion be worked out with the Roman Catholic 
Church! 

The Vatican was delighted with the speech. Catho
lic priests called it "courageous." 

Feminists at the convention booed Iotti. 
According to press reports, the reactionary posi

tion of the Italian CP prevailed at the conference. 
The Italian Stalinists are more interested in wheel

ing and dealing with the Christian Democrats and 
the Catholic Church than in supporting women's 
rights. Not only is the Italian CP opposed to abor
tion, but they have publicly stated their willingness 
to block with the Christian Democrats in a move 
to make the divorce laws even more restrictive. 

The Italian CP is not alone among the Stalinist 
parties in selling out women. The French CP has 
refrained from the massive abortion rights move
ment in France. When under pressure to take a 
public position on the matter, they proposed a 
law based on the physical and mental health of 
the woman-not on a woman's right to choose. 

The American Stalinists, under pressure from the 
feminist movement, are formally on record in sup
port of the Supreme Court decision legalizing abor
tion in the U. S. They did virtually nothing, how
ever, to fight for it, and are doing next to nothing 

· to defend it. Moreover, to this very day, the Ameri
can CP opposes the Equal Rights Amendment. 
On this issue they now find themselves to the right 
of even the AFL-CIO bureaucracy, which recently 
endorsed the ERA. 

The Stalinist parties around the world are 
mimicking the reactionary dictates of the Kremlin. 
The parasitic bureaucrats in the Soviet Union 

oppose progress in any sphere of social relations. 
Their motto is: don't rock the boat. And, they 
could add for emphasis: don't free the hand that 
rocks the· cradle, or it will surely rock the boat! 

These so-called Communists have lost sight of 
the goals of the Russian revolution and have noth
ing in common with the early Bolsheviks. Trotsky, 
in Problems of Everyday L1je, for instance, writes: 
"The genuinely socialist family, from which society 
will remove the daily vexation of unbearable and 
humiliating cares, will have no need of any re
gimentation, and the very idea of laws about abor
tion and divorce will sound no better within its 
walls than the recollection of houses of prostitution 
or human sacrifices." 

Both Bulgaria and Rumania have now passed 
restrictive abortion laws. In Bulgaria, abortions 
are illegal for women with fewer than two children, 
including unmarried women. The bureaucrats 
claim they need more people. "Then have the kind
ness to bear them yourselves," was Trotsky's an
swer to that nonsense. 

In the Soviet Union, although abortions are still 
legal, Brezhnev and Co. sound like a bunch of 
Billy Grahams. In an article written for the youth 
newspaper Moskovsky Komsomolets, Dr. Anatoly 
Kharchev chastizes young men for not marrying 
soon enough. He says late marriages show "fear 
of responsibility for family, children, and the desire 
to remain bachelors. . . . [which] has an egoistic 
nature." 

His advice to women is to not give in to "sexual 
urges" for the sake of catching a husband. "Let 
there be more feminine pride and dignity, more 
attention to the eternal verity: protect your honor 
from childhood onward." 

The women of the world want pride, dignity, 
and honor all right, but we think it comes from 
another source. We think it comes from liberation. 
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Mideast negotiations: promises of peace, 
but real prospect is for renewed warfare 
By TONY THOMAS 
High hopes are being built up for the 
Mideast "peace" conference set to begin 
Dec. 17 in Geneva. Henry Kissinger 
and other spokesmen for U. S. impe
rialism are claiming that this con
ference can achieve a "final settlement" 
of the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

This mood is shared by the Soviet 
bureaucrats, who hope the struggle in 
the Mideast can be contained within the 
framework of the' detente they have 
established with Washington. In a letter 
to the Arab summit conference meeting 
ir. Algiers, Soviet President Nikolai 
Podgorny and Premier Aleksei Kosy
gin expressed their optimistic view of 
the Geneva conference "Now the matter 
of resolving the Middle East conflict 
is entering a practical and responsible 
stage." 

Students at Cairo University during protests in January. Sadat renewed repressive 
measures to counter opposition to his policies. 

But the reality of the situation in 
the Mideast stands in sharp contrast 
to the rhetoric of Kissinger and Kosy
gin. The fundamental antagonism be
tween the settler-colonial state of Israel 
backed by imperialism on the one 
hand, and the Palestinians and other 
Arab masses on the other, has not 
been diminished by the recent war 
or by the U. S.-Soviet detente. 

The prospect is not for peace but 
for more war- sooner or later. 

Talks between Israeli and Egyptian 
military commanders on cease
fire lines in the Sinai and Suez Canal 
area are "mired," according to press 
reports. 

Egypt had hoped for an Israeli pull
back from current lines to those sanc
tioned by the Oct. 22 cease-fire agree
ment. This would have been proof 
of the "success" of Egyptian President 
Sadat's policy of making concessions 

"to obtain some kind of Israeli with
drawal." Sadar might "feel compelled 
to renew the fighting again if the Is
raelis did not take the first step toward 
a return to the Oct. 22 cease-fire lines 
over the weekend," Tanner predicted. 

As long as the Israeli armies "don't 
budge," Tanner wrote, "it is difficult 
for Mr. Sadat to defend his acceptance 
of the cease-fire and his reliance on the 
United States. This means he remains 
under growing pressure to renew the 
fighting." 

The pressure from the Egyptian peo
ple will make Sadat's position at the 
Geneva conference difficult. In fact, 
there is some speculation that the con
ference may never take place at all. 
The Washington Post carried a dis
patch Nov. 27 quoting Western diplo-

Israeli tanks in Egypt. Tel Aviv has refused to pull back from additional territory 
seized during the October war. 

to Israel. Such an Israeli retreat would 
have ended the encirclement of the city 
of Suez and of the Egyptian III Corps 
on the East bank of the canal. 

But the Israeli command has 
staunchly refused to take this step. 

Pressures on Sadat 
Sadat faces strong pressure from the 

Egyptian masses against his policy of 
seeking accommodation with Israel. 

According to the Nov. 23 Washing
ton Post, "With the past 10 days, 135 
Egyptian students have been arrested 
as police have moved to prevent any 
agitation against the cease-fire and 
Sadat's policies, according to reliable 
foreign sources." The dispatch, from 
Cairo, also said there have been "re
ports of the expulsion of some Pales
tinian and Libyan residents of Egypt 
who were suspected of stirring opposi
tion to Sadat." 

Sadat was trying to "dampen the 
strong current of opinion for resump
tion of the war," the Post reported. 

Henry Tanner, writing from Cairo 
in the Nov. 25 New York Times, noted 
the "tremendous pressures" on Sadat 
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mats in Cairo as saying "it would 
be difficult for President Sadat to go 
to the peace conference, if the Israelis 
maintain their present positions." 

The same dispatch reported that cor
respondents near the cease-fire lines 
"saw plenty of evidence that both sides 
are preparing for the possibility of 
renewed fighting." 

'Still at the start' 
The hope of a "final settlement" is 

based on the idea that Israel will return 
the bulk of the Arab territories oc
cupied in 1967 (the Sinai Peninsula, 
the Golan Heights, the Gaza Strip, 
and the West Bank of the Jordan 
River) in return for "secure and rec
ognized" Israeli borders, guaranteed 
by the U.S., the USSR, and the Arab 
states. 

On Nov. 23 Israeli Defense Minister 
Moshe Dayan outlined his view of 
what "secure and recognized" Israeli 
borders should be. 

Dayan made it clear that he op
posed Israeli withdrawal from almost 
any of the occupied territories. "Woe 
betide us if we are not strong," he 

declared. 
According to a report in the Nov. 

24 New York Times, Dayan said Is
rael cannot leave the Golan Heights 
or the Jordan Valley or the radar 
installations in the hills of N ablus. 

He called it ''unthinkable" to give 
up Sharm el Sheik. 

Dayan is also for keeping Yamit, 
an area on the north coast of the 
Sinai where Israel plans to construct 
a port. He also said the Mitla and 
the Gidi passes in the western Sinai 
cannot be permitted to return to Egyp
tian control. 

In other words, Dayan's view is that 
Israel cannot return any of the oc
cupied territories with the possible ex
ception of the immediate east bank of 
the Suez Canal. Dayan declared, "We're 
still at the start of the war." 

On Nov. 26 the "summit" conference 
of Arabs chiefs of state convened in 
Algiers. The conference is linked with 
Egyptian plans for participating in 
the Geneva peace conference. 

The Algiers meef..ng was boycotted 
by Iraq, South Yemen, and Libya. 
The regimes in these countries have 
criticized Sadat's policies of conces
sions and condemned the Arab-Israel 
cease-fire. 

Also boycotting the conference was 
King Hussein of Jordan, who objected 
to the fact that the Palestine Libera
tion Organization (PLO), an umbrella 
organization of Palestinian liberation 
groups led by Fateh, was granted the 
status of government-in-exile. 

Palestinian question 
In the discussions surrounding the 

Arab summit and the preparations 
for the Geneva conference, there are 
signs that the leaders of the PLO were 
making major changes in their views 
in order to be allowed to participate 
in the peace talks. 

A Palestinian delegation arrived in 
Moscow Nov. 20. The group included 
leaders of Fateh, the Democratic Pop
ular Front for the Liberation of Pales
tine, the Popular Front for the Libera
tion of Palestine, the Arab Liberation 
Front, and Saiqua. 

The Stalinist bureaucrats in the 
Kremlin declared just before the Pales
tinians arrived that. they now support 
the "rights of the Palestinians"; they 
nevertheless also continue their tradi
tional support of the "right" of Israel 
to exist on Palestinian soil. 

A new partition? 
According to the Christian Science 

Monitor, the PLO leaders in Moscow 
"reportedly agreed to accept the 194 7 
UN resolution, never implemented, to 
partition what used to be Palestine 
into a Jewish and an Arab state .... 

"Though obviously unacceptable to 
Israel, this would be a fundamental 
concession by Palestinian leaders, who 
have hitherto insisted on the need to 
replace Israel, as a Jewish state, by a · 
new, secular state, where Muslims, 
Jews, and Christians would live on 
equal terms." 

The Nov. 26 Washington Post re
ported that in Algiers "the Palestinian 
delegation, headed by Yasser Arafat, 
stressed that the creation of a Palestin
ian state in the West Bank territory 
of Jordan and the Gaza Strip was 
a 'minimum' and that the guerrillas 
would also continue to struggle for a 
binational Palestinian state that would 
include what is now Israel." 

This position- which the PLO previ
ously condemned as a sellout- cannot 
realistically be expected to be endorsed 
at Geneva. Both Israel and Jordan 
are adamantly opposed to any Pales
tinian state, or for that matter to the 
participation in the negotiations of any 
representatives of the Palestinian na
tionalist groups. 

King Hussein asserts sovereignty 
over the West Bank, and claims to 
represent the Palestinians on the West 

DAYAN: 'We're still at the start of the 
war.' 

Bank and in Jordan. In 1970 and 
1971, Hussein launched large-scale 
military operations, killing tens of 
thousands, to counter massive sup
port for the Palestinian liberation 
groups in Jordan. 

Israel, on the other hand, has tradi
tionally refused to have any .direct 
links or negotiations with the PLO 
and has, officially refused to recognize 
the existence of the Palestinian nation
ality. Israel also is reaping immense 
economic benefits from the occupation 
of the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, 
and as Dayan made clear, is not likely 
to give them back to the Arabs, much 
less to the PLO. 

Behind the negotiations, the plans 
for a "peace" conference, the conces
sions pressed on the Arabs by Mos
cow, and the hot air from Kissinger, 
the Arab-Israeli conflict remains as 
sharp as ever. 

The only way to resolve this con
flict is to do away with the Zionist 
settler-state and establish a unified Pal
estine with equal political, social, and 
economic rights for both Palestinians 
and Israelis. Such a solution would 
be in the interests of the masses of 
Arabs throughout the Mideast, as well 
as in the interests of the Jewish work
ers who have been deceived by Zion
ism into thinking that they can build 
their own promised land on the backs 
of the Palestinian people. 
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Chile before 
the coup: 
Role of the 
cord ones 
industriales 

[Exiled Peruvian revolutionist Hugo 
Blanco was living in Santiago for 
about a year prior to the bloody mili
tary coup there. A few days after the 
coup, he was able to escape to Mexico. 
His exit was arranged by the Swedish 
government, which had offered him 
political asylum. 

[Blanco arrived in Sweden from 
Mexico Nov. 5. Shortly thereafter he 
wrote this analysis of the cordones in
dustriales (organizations of workers 
management in local industrial con
centrations) for the Swedish Trotsky
ist press. The translation from the 
Spanish is by Intercontinental Press.] 

By Hugo Blanco 

With a rise in its struggle, the work
ing class changes its method of or
ganization. The classical unions and 
federations organized by industry are 
replaced by more supple organization
al forms more suited to a powerful 
dynamic of struggle. 

In Chile, this process went only half 
way. 

What developed were the cordones 

Wave of 
• repress1on, 

torture in 
Mexico 

industriales, organs that tended to em
brace all the workers in an industri
al district, that is, 200 or 300 plants 
along an avenue. 

I said that this was a half-completed 
process both because these commit
tees only managed to take root in 
the vanguard plants and because they 
were based on the unions in the in
dividual factories. In general, the 
workers were represented through the 
chairmen of their union locals. Only 
to a lesser degree was there represen
tation through delegates directly elec
ted to the cordones. 

It was the ineffectiveness of the CUT 
[Central Unica de Trabajadores
United Federation of Workers] that 
gave rise to the cordones. This inef
fectiveness was due both to the reform
ist leadership of the union federation, 
which was dominated by the CP, and 
to the new requirements of the strug
gle, which demanded a geographical 
kind of organization rather than one 
based on trade or occupation. 

An example will show this more 
clearly. If the workers in a canning 
factory seized their plant, they neded 
an immediate mobilization of the 
neighboring factories to help then: de
fend it. In these conditions, an or
ganization including all the workers 
in a district could function more easily 
than a federation of workers in can
ning plants scattered in the various 
areas of the country. 

The main cordones arose during the 
bosses' strike in October 1972 (except 
for the Cord6n Cerrillos, which had 
developed shortly before). 

The cordones distinguished them
selves in organizing transportation 
(during the bosses' strikes), in defend
ing the seized factories, in their radical 
statements, and in giving an initial 
impetus toward direct distribution and 
armed defense. Their most outstand
ing contribution to the struggle was 
in carrying out seizures in the districts 

The United States Committee for Jus
tice to Latin American Political Pris
oners ( USLA) has reported a new 
wave of repression in Mexico. Twenty
five members of the Revolutionary Ac
tion Movement (MAR-Movimientode 
Acci6n Revoluctonaria) stated to the 
press that they had been tortured. 
They are being held in the notorious 
Lecumberri Prison, where many of 
the prisoners of the 1968 student 
movement were held. A bail of 100,-
000 pesos (about US$8,000) each was 
set for nine of them; none has yet 
been able to raise it. 

The twenty-five were arrested on 
October 5. They were charged with 
conspiracy, bearing illegal arms, and 
hoarding arms and explosives. They 

where they were established, which 
sometimes involved cutting off the ac
cess routes to the city, as in the case 
of the Cord6n Cerrillos. 

The cordones did not succeed in 
overcoming the bureaucracy; at im
portant moments the Socialist party 
put on a brake. The cordones did 
not manage to cut the umbilical cord 
linking them to the reformist leader
'ships. They were badly organized, 
and in general their ongoing life was 
very weak, although they firmed up 

Pro-AIIende workers in streets of San
tiago. 

during conjunctural high points. 
They were not able to organize the 

struggle on a centralized basis. 
All this prevented them from grow

ing and becoming a powerful center. 
The attitudes of the left parties to

ward the cordones can be summarized 
as follows: 

The CP: It fpught the cordones, re
garding them -as competing bodies 
with the CUT, which it dominated. 
Later, in view of the ineffectiveness of 
its attacks, it tried to destroy them 
from inside or through .flanking ma
neuvers. But before this campaign was 

· gave their initial statements on October 
29 before the reactionary Judge Ferrer 
McGreger. They are being defended 
by the civil libertarians Carlos Fer
nandez del Real and JosE! Rojo Co
ronado. 

Among the prisoners are JosE! An~ 
tonio Castillo Viloria, who was a lead
er of the student movement in Oaxaca 
in 1970, and his wife. He is accused 
of being the "contact" between the MAR 
and other direct-action groups. 

The government also claimed that 
members of MAR had been trained 
in North Korea and that they have 
been carrying out operations in seven 
states. 

A number of other new cases of 
political repression- in addition to the 
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well under way, the coup occurred. 
The SP: The Socialist party was the 

dominant force in the cordones, and 
its internal struggles were reflected in 
tl:lem. The left-wing sections of the SP 
had a good field of activity, but when 
they knuckled under in the last in
stance to their leaderships, it harmed 
the cordones. 

The MIR [Movimiento de lzquier
da Revolucionaria- Movement of the 
Revolutionary Left]: The MIR in its 
theory discounted the importance of 
the cordones, stressing instead the 
comandos comunales [municipal com
mands]. Besides the unions, these lat
ter bodies included shantytown neigh
borhood associations and student and 
peasant organizations. 

This meant diffusing the workers 
among the petty bourgeoisie. 

The cordones did not oppose the 
formation of comandos comunales, 
but they argued that they should be 
the backbone of these organizations. 

In practice, the comandos comuna
les were never able to develop beyond 
the embryonic stage, and the MIR 
was active in the cordones, although 
less than in the countryside and the 
shantytowns. 

The PSR [Partido Socialista Revo
lucionario- Revolutionary Socialist 
party, the Chilean section of the 
Fourth International]: The PSR pro
posed strengthening the cordones, or
ganizing them in a solid way, getting 
them to function on a regular basis, 
and democratizing them. 

It recognized them as the most ad
vanced organizations of the working 
class, which should serve as the axes 
of the comandos comunales. · 

And above all, the PSR stressed the 
need for class independence from the 
reformist leaderships. 

The program the cordones were de
veloping, which was in general cor
rect, could not be put into practice 
until these preconditions were 
achieved. 

several hundred political prisoners al
ready scattered throughout the states 
of Mexico-have come to USLA's at
tention. Five men were arrested in the 
state of San Luis Potosi and accused 
of kidnapping an American cattleman, 
Albert Dolpher. Four others were ar
rested in Tamaulipas and Nuevo 
Leon. A hunt is going on in Gua
dalajara for seventeen activists alleged
ly involved in another kidnapping. 

This campaign against the left is 
partially a result of the pressure being 
put on President Echeverria by the 
Mexican right. Another result of this 
intense pressure is Echeverria's refusal 
to grant asylum to any of the non
Chilean refugees from the coup in 
Chile. 
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Chile's Communist Party: 
Is new 'armed struggle' line 

a step forward? 
By Gerry Foley 

Since the "peaceful road to social
ism" came to its disastrous ending in 
Chile, Communist party propagan

~ dists around the world have adopted 
a new militant tone. 

This has been most noticeable. in the 
press of the Argentine Communist par
ty, the Stalinist organization most di
rectly affected by the collapse of Allen
de's popular-front government and the 
fate of its Chilean sister party. 

In its September 19 issue, Nuestra 
Palabra, the organ of the Argentine 
CP, said: 

"In the midst of the smoke and the 
blood, we must undertake some ini
tial evaluations that our Chilean com
rad.es can help us out with later on. 
The first is that the landowners, the 

The issue of Nuestra Palabra dated 
September 19 was the last before the 
special presidential elections of Sep
tember 23. The Communist party had 
been supporting the candidacy of the 
resurrected representative of the "pro
gressive bourgeoisie" in its country, 
the demagogic General Juan D. Pe
r6n. 

But the lesson to be drawn from the 
Chilean defeat, as Nuestra Palabra 
saw it, was the following: 

"The essential, the richest experience 
is this: With the support of the people 
we can carry out patriotic and revolu
tionary transformations such as had 
already been initiated [in Chile]. This 
is still more possible in Argentina, 
where we have the support of 80 per
cent of the population [that is, the com
bined vote of the parties that support
ed the "Programmatic Guidelines" put 

San Martin [the Argentine leader of 
the war of independence against. Spain; 
in Chile the CP called the "patriotic 
military" in its country the "continu
ers of the tradition of O'Higgins," the 
Chilean leader in the war of indepen
dence]. Whatever their political be
liefs- Peronists, Communists, Radi
cals, ·socialists, etc.- all together will 
be ·an insurmountable wall against 
the saboteurs and putschists in the 
service of the Yankees and the land
lords. This is the bloody lesson of 
Chile. This is our first and most ur
gent task in Argentina." 

That is, the lesson the Argentine CP 
learned from the collapse of the Uni
dad Popular and the ignominious de
feat of its sister party in Chile was 
the need to follow exactly the same 
policy that paved the way for the 
bloody coup across the Andes. 

800,000 Chileans, mainly workers, marched in support of Popular Unity government Sept. 4 against threat of rightist coup. 
CP proposes to take up arms now, after severe repression, but did nothing to arm and train workers prior to coup. 

imperialists, and the military and the 
civilians who serve them never sleep. 
The denunciations of the machinations 
of the monopolies and the CIA, of their 
national lackeys, and of the threat of 
a coup d'etat-in both Chile and Ar
gentina- were not wolf-crying, were 
not a horror story but a concrete real
ity, an imminent reality, which threat
ens all peoples and governments that 
struggle for the freedom and indepen
dence of their fatherlands." 

Did this mean that the Argentine 
Communist party was abandoning the 
policy of collaboration with the "pro
gressive'' bourgeoisie that had led its 
sister party to defeat across the Andes? 
Had it decided to show in a dramatic 
and effective way in the coming elec
tion in Argentina that it had learned 
the lesson of the Chilean events? 

forward by the Peronists in March]. 
But-and this is fundamental-we 
must unite all patriots in a front 
against the common enemy at home 
and abroad. One party alone cannot 
decide anything. We urgently need a 
big Patriotic and Anti-Imperialist 
Front that will embrace this 80 per
cent, this immense majority. 

"Experience has once again shown 
the same truth. The anti-imperialist 
front must rely in the first place on 
the working class and, together with 
it, on the peasants, on the sections 
of the armed forces with an interest 
in the revolution- on the students, 
professionals, small and middle bour
geoisie, the national bourgeoisie not 
linked to imperialism, the Catholic 
masses, and the patriotic mil
itary who carry on the tradition of 

Per6n promptly provided the Argen
tine CP a foretaste of the fruits to be 
expected from its policy. Within a week 
after he took office, Per6n ordered his 
vast bureaucracy to launch a "war 
against Marxism." 

Despite its record of opposing Pe
r6n's mildly anti-imperialist bourgeois 
nationalist movement as "Nazi-fascist" 
during the period when the Soviet 
Union was alli,ed with the "democrat
ic" imperialisms, the Argentine Com
m~nist party displayed the same faith 
in the old caudillo's "progressive" in
tentions as the Chilean CP had in the 
constitutionalism of General Pinochet. 

(According to Jean-Noel Darde and 
isabel Santi, writing in the Novem
ber Le Monde Diplomatique, Pinochet 
boasted to a circle of officers after 
the coup: "That stupid prick Allende 
believed me right up to the end.") 
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Not even Per6n's attitude toward 
the coup in Chile alerted the Argen
tine CP, although it had previously 
lauded him as a great defender of 
the anti-imperialist experiment in the 
neighboring country. The "continuer 
of San Martin" sealed off the border, 
blocking all aid to the resistance and 
closing the main escape route for refu
gees from the mass slaughter and po
litical persecution launched by the jun
ta. The Argentine "patriotic general" 
would not even grant full right of asy
lum to the political exiles legally en
tering his country, but insisted on con
fining them to the tropical jungle pro
vince of Misiones. 

Ironically, the Argentine CP inter
preted the victory of the rightists in 
Chile in exactly the same way that 
the Argentine Trotskyist weekly Avan
zada Socialista predicted that they 
would eventually explain Per6n's right 
turn: The military "betrayed. n 

"Basically what made the coup pos
sible was the betrayal of the military. 
Without the rockets, without the tanks, 
without the airplanes, without the heli
copters and their machine guns, with
out the warships and their cannon, 
the coup would not have succeeded" 

One might add that without these 
things no military coup could succeed 
anywhere at any time. Thus, the state
ment did not explain anything. 

The September 19 Nuestra Palabra 
took a tone that contrasted with its 
previous praise for the· "peaceful road 
to socialism" and for the Chilean CP's 
policy of avoiding civil war at any 
cost. It quoted an official declaration 
of the Argentine CP as follows: 

"The working class of Chile is al
ready in arms, defending its bread, 
its work, its gains, and the national 
independence of the country. There
fore, our party calls on the Argentine 
working class, faithful to its honorable 
tradition of solidarity with the Chilean 
workers, to mobilize, firmly united in 
determined support to the cause of 
the workers and of our sister nation 
of Chile. 

"It calls on the workers in general, 
on the peasants, on the students, pro
fessionals, artists, and intellectuals, on 
all political parties of the people, on 
Peronists, Communists, Radicals, So
cialists, and other political forces 
united in the common struggle to de
fend the cause of Chile, which is our 
own cause, through declarations, ac
tions, demonstrations, strikes, and, if 
need be, by combative and active par
ticipation in all the areas the strug
gle demands. n 

Thus, at this point the Argentine 
Stalinists seemed to be raising the per
spective of even sending armed de
tachments to fight in Chile. Of course, 
they could have lost their "moderate" 
heads at the spectacle of the reaction
ary triumph in their neighboring 
country, especially coming as it did 
just after the Uruguayan military 
routed the other major Latin American 
CP. Furthermore, in the first week af
ter the coup, they may not have real
ized that the workers had already been 
badly defeated. 

Moscow Sounds the Bugle 

The Soviet government and party 
organs exceeded Nuestro Palabra in 
their martial spirit and continued to 
blow the trumpets long after the es
sential facts of the situation in Chile 
were clear. 

In the October 13 Pravda, V. Cher
nyshev wrote: "Despite the bloody ter
ror unleashed by the traitor generals 
and the mass arrests of the supporters 
of the Unidad Popular, the left forces 
have not been broken. From scattered 



clashes with the army search units, the 
resistance fighters are gradually going 
over to organized combat, establish
ing liaison among the underground 
organizations. From information get
ting out of Chile, a center is develop
ing to lead the resistance movement 
on a large scale, and not only repre
sentatives of the Unidad Popular par
ties are joining it, but also several 
tendencies in parties that were in op
position to Allende. 

"Beginning to join the resistance 
movement are many rank-and-file 
members of the Christian Democratic 
party who have now understood what 
the policy of the right-wing leadership 
of their party has led to. There are re
ports of more and more frequent 
armed clashes of a progressively more 
sustained character." 

"knew a military coup was possible." 
But they sought "a political solution." 

"We thought of two tactics for gain
ing time, to remove the specter of a 
putsch and attract the left wing of the 
Christian Democracy. But we ran up 
against the maximalist position of 
Carlos Altamirano, the leader of the 
Socialist party, and Miguel Enriquez, 
the leader of the MIR. The putsch 
caught us by surprise." 

Thus, if the "ultraleftists" had caused 
the defeat by provoking an attack be
fore everyone was ready, the CP pro
posed to show that it was no less de
termined than the ultraleftists to wage 
"people's war" against the junta. 

Even the notoriously hidebound 
American Communist party played up 
the calls for guerrilla war against the 
junta. The November 3 Daily World 

Junta soldiers terrorize peasants in region of Concepcion. 

Ruslan Tuchin had the same mes
sage in the September 29 Izvestia: 
"The Unidad Popular has gone under
ground. The struggle continues! n 

A TASS dispatch in the September 
25 Izvestia brought together all sorts 
of optimistic stories about guerrilla 
warfare getting under way. A Reuters 
report was quoted in which a member 
of the bourgeois Radical party alleged
ly said: "We must use various meth
ods. Obviously we are not going to 
sit twiddling our thumbs .... There
sistance will be organized in such a 
way that when the time comes for 
dealing the decisive blow, it will strike 
home." 

Chilean CP Switches Line 

In Chile itself, the Communist party 
claimed to have adopted a new "mili
tary orientation. n 

"According to an unidentified leader 
of the Chilean Communist party inter
viewed this week in Santiago by the 
correspondent of the Turin daily La 
Stampa," the October Paris daily Le 
Monde reported, "the Chilean left or
ganizations 'already possess impor
tant quantities of arms,' and 'a com
mon struggle is being prepared for 
overthrowing the military ·regime. . . . 

"'We have arms. What the junta 
found were only a small part. There 
were very few who knew how to use 
these weapons when needed, and we 
did not have the time to train the pop
ulation en masse. We did not have the 
time for various reasons. There is no 
simple explanation!'" 

The CP leader said that his party 

quoted Fernanda Navarro, a Chilean 
refugee who spoke in New York at 
a CP-organized public meeting on 
Chile, as saying: 

"From the hundreds of thousands of 
Communist and Socialist militants to 
those of the MIR and the two non
Marxist parties that formed the Pop
ular Unity, all are working together, 
organizing resistance and fighting. 
Even the junta has publicly acknowl
edged that Chile is not under control, 
that guerrillas have been formed, that 
a state of siege has begun to move to 
a state of war. As President Salvador 
Allende said on September 11, mo
ments before the fascists assassinated 
him: 'This is how we write the first 
page of this history. My people and 
America will write the rest.'" 

Still for Class Collaboration 

None of the CPs' threats of imme
diate and terrible war against the jun
ta, however, meant that their political 
line had changed one iota. 

In Bolivia, after the Banzer coup, 
the Communist party actually entered 
a front founded on the perspective of 
armed struggle against the regime but 
retaining the reformist outlook of con
fidence in the "democratic" bourgeois 
forces that had disarmed the workers 
movement politically and physically 
in the face of the right-wing military 
take-over. 

So far the Bolivian FRA (Frente 
Revolucionario Anti-Imperialista
Anti-Imperialist Revolutionary Front) 
has not engaged in any military ac-

tivity. But there is no reason to as
sume that the Chilean Communist par
ty is incapable of supporting a guer
rilla campaign on a certain level. In 
fact, at specific points in the Sta~inist 
parties' long-range policy o.f class col
laborationism, guerrilla warfare and 
terrorist actions are not excluded. In 
periods of extreme repression, for ex
ample, terrorist activity can seem to 
be the only remaining. means of pres
suring the bourgeoisie to make some 
kind of a deal and at the same time 
convincing the workers that the CP 
is still fighting for their interests. The 
CPs, for historical reasons, have no 
lack of heroic but misled militants 
whom they can sacrifice for this pur
pose. 

Military activity in the name of a 
politically amorphous democratic 
front fits in very well, in fact, with the 
objectives of class-collaborationist pol
icy. It obscures questions of political 
program and thus keeps the resistance 
of the workers and the poor on an 
elementary level, ~here it can be easi
ly manipulated. It does not set in 
motion processes of mass organiza
tion and initiative that could get out 
of hand and threaten ( 1) to throw up 
leadership& genuinely representative of 
the people's interests; and (2) to fright
en the bourgeoisie and make it un• 
willing to accept coexistence with the 
workers movement. In addition, if 
guerrilla warfare is not based on the · 
mobilization and organization of 
masses of workers, the guerrilla units 
are as uncontrolled by the people as 
the bureaucratic party apparatuses. 

The CPs resort to guerrilla warfare, 
of course, only in periods of extreme 
class conflict. In certain circumstances, 
where bourgeois or imperialist con
trol has been greatly weakened by 
war or some other general disaster, 
this process has led to sustained, pro
found struggles. However, even in 
these exceptional cases, the CPs' de
fensive strategic outlook has resulted 
in enormous losses and political in
conclusiveness. In the overwhelming 
majority of instances the CPs' policy 
has simply led to defeats similar to 
the one suffered by the Chilean CP 
on September 11-15. 

For the present the threats of guer
rilla warfare and terrible revenge from 
the Chilean CP fit clearly into its re
formist policy and continue the errors 
that led to the defeat of the UP. On 
the one hand, they serve to minimize 
the failure of the reformist leaderships 
by trying to create the false impres-
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sion that the workers retreated in good 
order to prepare a counterattack. The 
absence of organized resistance, in 
fact, considering the level the mass 
movement had reached, is the most 
damning indictment of the Chilean 
CP's policy. 

It is thus no accident that the Chil
ean CP adopted an "armed struggle" 
orientation after and not before the 
working class was defeated. This does 
not represent a rectification of the pre
vious line but simply its continuation 
under different circumstances. The 
consequences of these calls for armed 
struggle at this point are likely to 
prove hardly less harmful to the in
terests of the workers than the CP's 
pre-September 11 pacifism. They di
rectly contradict the main tasks for 
this period, that is, to minimize the 
losses of cadres, to begin to rebuild 
the confidence_ of the workers, and to 
begin to break away forces now sup
porting the junta by taking advan
tage of the inevitable -rise in discon
tent of the poor petty bourgeoisie as 
they discover that the military regime 
cannot solve their problems. 

These tasks require defensive slo
gans, the opposite of the CPs' irrespon
sible saber-rattling. Before the coup, 
the CP leaders argued that it was 
necessary to avoid a civil war at any 
cost. They achieved this by the one 
sure way. They made certain that one 
side, the working class, was incapable 
of resisting. By their new policy they 
seem determined to incite even worse 
reprisals. 

In short, the CP's policy can be 
described neither as "moderate" nor 
"revolutionary" but simply as consis
tent class collaborationism, consistent 
left opportunism. The CPs have no 
revolutionary perspective, "realistic" or 
otherwise. In every case their line 
leads to a betrayal of the interests 
of the workers, and in the present 
world conditions the results are in
evitably extremely costly. 

There is no possibility that the Chil
ean, Argentine, or any other Stalinist 
CP will learn any positive political 
lessons from the disastrous defeat in 
Chile. The cyele of pacifism and ad
venturism repeated in this Latin Amer
ican "island of parliamentarism" has 
been acted out in many countries in 
the past forty years, and it will be 
repeated over and over until a party 
with a real revolutionary perspective 
and strategy takes the leadership of 
the working class and its allies. 
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.81212eal for solidaritY-

lip workers' struggle faces attacks by French gov 't 
The French government has moved 

definitively to crush the struggle of the 
workers at the Lip watch factory in 
Besanc:;on in eastern France. The Pom
pidou regime has been aided in its fight 
against the Lip strikers by deliberate 
sabotage by the leadership of the Com
munist party-controlled Confederation 
Generale du Travail ( CG T- General 
Confederation of Labor) and the pas
sive attitude of the national leaders 
of the Confederation Franc:;aise Demo
cratique du Travail (CFDT- French 
Democratic Confederation of Labor). 

But the strikers, as of the second 
week of November, were still holding 
firm. The battle for Lip had become a 
war of attrition, the regime counting 
on tiring the workers out, the workers 
attempting to deepen the solidarity 
movement, which has been the main 
strength of their struggle. 

The Lip factory was occupied by the 
workers during the summer, after they 
found out that the company's new own
er, the Swiss trust Ebauches SA, 
planned to "rationalize" the plant by 
firing several hundred workers. From 
June to the middle of August the work
ers operated the plant themselves and 
sold the watches they produced to pay 
themselves and to finance the strug
gle. When the regime evicted the work
ers from the factory by force on August 
14, the strikers transfered some equip
ment to a local gymnasium and contin
ued producing and selling watches. 
The struggle moved to a phase of 
"negotiations" as the regime dispatched 
Henry Giraud to work out a plan 
for "reopening" the factory. 

The latest turn in the Lip battle 
came during October. The regime's 
move to the offensive closely followed 
a massive march of more than 80,000 
persons in Besanc:;on on September 29. 
The dE>monstration had been built al
most completely by the workers them
selves and by the far-left groups, es
pecially the ex-Ligue Communiste, the 
now formally banned French section 
of the Fourth International. The Sep
tember 29 march was a big boost to 
the workers' morale, and the govern
ment quickly moved against the Lip 
workers to counteract its effects. 

In the first week of October, Gi
raud presented the workers a "take
it-or-leave-it" plan for "reopening" the 

Appeal for 
support to 
12 artists 
victimized 
in Iran 

factory. It called for laying off 159 
workers and provided no guarantees 
that the rest of the workers would 
maintain their jobs. Giraud said he 
would break off negotiations by Oc
tober 9 if the workers rejected his 
plan. After that, events moved quickly. 

On October 8 the workers held a 

Police occupy Lip factory Rouge 

Several well-known artists and writ
ers in the U.S. have announced the 
formation of a Committee for Free
dom of the Arts with the aim of defend
ing twelve Iranian artists and writers 
recently arrested by the shah'sregime. 

The twelve are well known for their 
opposition to the dictator. They were 
arrested on a charge of allegedly try
ing to kidnap members of the shah's 
family. 

Mark Lane, speaking for the defense 
committee, said in a statement, "Our 
investigation reveals that these film 
makers and artists, some of Iran's 
leading authorities in their fields, will 
be tried in the military courts, will 
only be allowed attorneys selected 
from a list provided by the military, 
and this only the day before trial, 
no }ury will be provided, and in all 
probability observers will not be per-

General Assembly to consider Giraud's 
proposal. The Giraud plan, which in 
substance was supported by the CGT 
leaders, was put to a vote: it lost, 
749 to 15. 

The next day Giraud broke off ne
gotiations. Georges Seguy, head of the 
CG T, held a press conference in which 
he denounced "irresponsible elements" 
who refused to act "reasonably." The 
reference was to the Lip workers, not 
to Giraud. After several days of be
hind-the-scenes wheeling and dealing, 
another General Assembly was held 
to consider some new proposals. Three 
plans were presented to the October 11 
meeting for discussion: a CGT-spon
sored proposal that differed little in 
substance from the Giraud plan, a 
compromise CGT-CFDT proposal that 
eventually came to be repudiated by 
both organizations, and amotionfrom 
~e Lip action committee to reject the 
Giraud plan firmly and continue the 
fight around the two major slogans: 
No Layoffs and No Dismantlement. 

A full and democratic discussion 
was held. The following day a vote 
was held by secret ballot. The choices 
had since been narrowed. One pro
posal, sponsored by the CGT, read: 
"End the struggle by returning to work 
and accepting the Giraud plan." The 
other: "Continue the struggle. Relaunch 
negotiations on the basis of the ini
tial demands: no layoffs, maintenance 
of gains won so far." 

The second proposal received 626 
votes; the first, 174. The October 12 
vote could have been a turning point 
in the fight. But the CGT leaders im
mediately moved to discredit the vote 
instead of accepting the verdict of the 
workers and moving to enforce their 
decision. The CGT bureaucrats pub
licly denounced the October 12 vote, 
refused to participate further in the 
sale of watches, and began signing 
workers up to go on unemployment
a step that would formally repudiate 
the "unofficial" production of watches. 

The CFDT leaders, under pressure 
from their CG T allies, announced their 
acceptance "in principle" of the lay
off of the 159 workers, provided they 
were guaranteed comparable employ
ment elsewhere. 

The temporizing was just what the 
government needed. On October 23 

mitted in the courtroom." 
Sponsors of the committee include: 

comedian Dick Gregory; composer 
and musician Mikis Theodorakis; pro
ducer Abby Mann; Random House 
editor John Simon; and others. The 
group hopes to send an attorney from 
the U.S. to Iran to investigate the 
case. 

The twelve Iranian artists are: Reza 
Allamehzadeh, Abbas-Ali Samakar, 
Tyfour Bathaie, Rahmat-Allah Jam
shidi, Karamat Daneshian, Skokouh 
Farhang, Ebrahim Farhang, Mary am 
Etehadieh, Morteza Syahpoush, Far
had Ghaysari, Manouchehr Mogha
dam-Salimi, and Khosrow Golsorkhi. 

The October 4 issue of the Paris 
daily Le Monde reported that not only 
does the number of arrests far exceed 
the twelve announced by the Iranian 
government, but that some had been 

the police raided the Maison pour 
Tous, the workers strike headquarters. 
A total of 35,770 francs in cash and 
8,110 francs in checks was stolen from 
the workers' storehouse. Thirty-nine 
watches were also seized. 

But the October 23 police raid did 
not break the struggle. The Lip work
ers put out a call for solidarity demon
strations. None of the trade-union lead
ers responded. But a spontaneous 
wave of telegrams and phone calls 
poured into Besanc:;on. In Paris, sev
eral thousand revolutionary militants 
demonstrated in solidarity with the 
Lip strikers on October 25. 

As of early November, the Lip 
workers were ·holding on against the 
government and the reformist bureau
crats. The solidarity movement-key 
to continuing the struggle-was more 
important than ever, and was being 
organized largely by the far left. 

The November 2 issue of the French 
weekly Rouge, formerly the organ of 
the Ligue Communiste, explained what 
it saw as the tasks of revolutionary 
socialists in support of the Lip strug
gle: 

"They must fight hard inside 
the unions against all the anti-Lip 
slanders, carry out local solidarity 
actions, and press for the idea of a 
national response. 

"They must intervene by taking up 
their responsibilities against any new 
attack by the bourgeoisie, even if they 
have to act alone. That was the mean
ing of the October 25 demonstration. 
They must participate actively, in an 
independent way, in demonstrations 
for democratic rights in order to pre
vent Lip from being swept under the 
rug. 

They must wage a united campaign 
for the expropriation of Lip, its na
tionalization under workers control. 
"The forces of the far left are limited. 

But through its battles, through the 
solidarity, through the discussion on 
the forms of struggle, the slogans, 
and the meaning of Lip, thousands of 
worker militants can learn from the 
experience of the reformists' tactics 
and come closer to revolutionary 
Marxism. 

"That, too, is what is at stake at 
Lip." 

arrested for a year prior to their al
leged participation in the kidnapping 
plot. 

The Iranian Students Association 
has hailed the formation of the Com
mittee for Freedom of the Arts, point
ing to the imminent danger of torture 
and execution of these twelve artists. 
An October 25 statement from the ISA 
notes that in the past two -years the 
shah's regime has executed more than 
·1 09 political prisoners, an average 
of one a week. And this doesn't count 
those who have been killed under tor
ture. 

The ISA requests that letters of pro
test over the arrest of the twelve be 
sent to Prime Minister Hoveyda, Teh
ran, Iran. Letters should demand that 
the date of the "trials" be announced 
publicly and that international observ
ers be allowed to attend. 



NY area students hear 
speaker on Chile coup 
NEW YORK- Linda Wine, an eye
witness to the rightist coup in Chile, 
spoke at five campuses in the New 
York area last week. 

Wine is on a national tour aimed 
at getting out the truth about the de
nial of democratic rights in Chile. The 
tour is sponsored by the U.S. Com
mittee for Justice to Latin American 
Political Prisoners (USLA). 

Between 50 and 150 students came 
to hear Wine at each of her stops. 
She spoke at Columbia University, 
Newark School of Engineering, the 
University of Connecticut, Hunter Col
lege, and the State University of New 
York at Stony Brook. Scores of stu
dents and faculty members responded 
to her call for telegrams and letters 
of protest to the Chilean junta by 
drafting them on the spot. 

Wine urged them to insist on an 
end to executions and mistreatment 
of political prisoners, as well as free
dom for the prisoners. 

At Columbia University her ap
pearance coincided with the signing 

Urge .defense of 
.Fiandes, Vitale 

The U.S. Committee for Justice to 
Latin American Political Prisoners 
has sent out a special appeal for 
immediate protests on behalf of Juan 
Flandes, a political prisoner in 
Chile. Until his arrest Nov. 6, 
Flandes was a student of commer
cial engineering at the University 
of Los Angeles in Chile. Accused 
of guerrilla activity, he is scheduled 
to be tried by a military tribunal 
shortly. 

The fate of Juan Flandes- wheth
er he will be released, or tortured 
or executed- depends largely on 
public pressure that can be exerted 
on the military. USLA urges that 
telegrams or letters of protest con
cerning Flandes be sent to: Jefe de 
Las Fuerzas Armadas, Regimiento 
de Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Chile, 
and to General Augusto Pinochet, 
Chilean Embassy, 1730 Massachu
setts Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 

USLA has also urged people to 
protest the junta's holding of Luis 
Vitale and Hector Gutierrez, two 
prominent intellectuals in the Chilean 
labor movement whose lives are 
also in danger. 

Copies of all protest messages 
should be sent to USLA, 150 Fifth 
Ave., Room 311, New York, N.Y. 
10014. 

of a "statement of concern on aca
demic freedom in Chile." The state
ment was signed by University Presi
dent McGill, two university vice-presi
dents, and more !han 40 other mem
bers of the university senate. 

The statement deplored "the impris
onment and dismissal of professors, 
the wholesale expulsion of students, 
the arbitrary abolition of studies in 
certain departments." 

Chile defense work continued in 
other parts of the country as well. 
For example, the USLA chapter at 
the University of Indiana in Bloom
ington sponsored two events in No
vember- a showing of the Chilean 
film Campamento and a meeting to 
hear two eyewitnesses of the coup. 
Collections raised $50 for furtherwork 
in defense of Chilean political pris
oners. 

Meanwhile, in Chile, the repression 
continues. The Nov. 26 New York 
Times reported that the Swedish am
bassador to Chile, Harald Edelstam, 
and four embassy secretaries were 

Linda Wine Jean Williams 

beaten, kicked, and karate-chopped by 
Chilean military police as they were 
attempting to safeguard a Uruguayan 
political refugee. 

Edelstam is well known for his ef
forts to aid victims of the junta in 
getting out of Chile. He was instru
mental in helping Peruvian revolution
ist Hugo Blanco escape the junta's 
terror. 

Edelstam stood his ground, but the 
police succeeded in taking custody of 
the Uruguayan woman, Consuela Al
onso. 

On Nov. 26 the Washington Post 
reported an announcement by the 
junta that 49 political prisoners were 
to be tried Dec. 1 by military court 
in the city of Talcahuano. 

Chile junta spokesmen 
to face united picket 
Representatives of the Chilean junta 
will be holding a $10-a-seat benefit 
concert at New York's Town Hall 
Dec. 5 to raise funds for their gov
ernment of concentration camps, tor
ture chambers, and military repres
sion. 

The U.S. Committee for Justice to 
Latin American Political Prisoners 
( USLA) and the Chile Solidarity Com
mittee have called a united picket line 
at the affair to oppose the junta's 
policies. Demands of the protest are: 
An end to the repression in Chile, 
freedom for all political prisoners, an 
end to U.S. aid to the junta, and U.S. 
asylum for refugees from Chile. 

The picket will begin at 7:30 p.m. 
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in front of Town Hall, 113 W. 43rd 
St. A rally at 8 p.m. will hear speakers 
from USLA and the Chile Solidarity 
Committee, with information on the 
cases of political prisoners Juan Flan
des, Hector Gutierrez, and Luis Vitale, 
and others whose lives are in danger 
in Chile. 

Other sponsors of the picket include 
the United Farm Workers, North 
American Congress on Latin America, 
Puerto Rican Socialist Party, United 
Students of the Americas, Coalicion 
de Latinoamericanos y Amigos de 
Latinoamerica, as well as Betty 
Friedan, Noam Chomsky, Jules 
Feiffer, I. F. Stone, and many others. 

By CAROLINE LUND 
Following the rightist coup in Chile 
the Chinese embassy closed its doors 
to all political refugees, reported the 
Oct. 15 Newsweek. While working peo
ple were being massacred by the thou
sands, and political prisoners tortured 
and executed, Peking's embassy was 
turning people away, leaving them to 
the mercy of the junta. 

Moreover, the Mao regime adopted 
this policy in the face of a worldwide 
outcry against the crimes of the Chil
ean junta and an international cam
paign to save the lives of Chilean 
militants and the 13,000 Latin Ameri
can political refugees present in Chile 
at the time of the coup. 

On Oct. 11- one month after the 
bloody coup- the Peking bureaucrats 
told the pro-Allende Chilean ambas
sador in China, Armando Uribe, that 
he was no longer recognized as Chile's 
representative. On Nov. 5 a repre
sentative of the junta was reported 
as being in Peking to take his place. 

The Guardian, a Maoist weekly that 
now apologizes for every twist and 
turn of Peking policy, is having trouble 
explaining Peking's Chile policy. The 
Guardian's Nov. 7 Letterscolumncon
tained a protest from Philip Kraft, 
James Petras, and Robert Rhodes call
ing Peking's recognition of the junta 
"a violation of the most fundamental 
principles of international socialist sol
idarity." 

The Guardian editors replied to this 
letter, defending the Maoist policy and 
claiming that breaking diplomatic re
lations would be "ultra-'left"'. 

Two weeks later the Guardian 
printed three letters attacking their 
reply to Kraft, Petras, and Rhodes. 
This time the editors apparently could 
not muster arguments to reply. The 
letters are printed without comment. 

Mark Emerson from New York 
notes that the Maoist policy is worse 
than just diplomatic recognition of the 
junta. "For example, why does China 
refuse asylum in her embassy to polit
ical refugees when Sweden, Mexico, 
Argentina, Panama and a half-dozen 

hilejunta: 
betrayal 
ugees?" 

One Guardian reader noted the con
tradiction between the Guardian's de
fense of Peking's recognition of the 
junta with the paper's criticism, only 
weeks earlier, of Moscow's recognition 
for· the Lon Nol regime in Cambodia. 

The writer of another letter observed 
that Peking's policy is an affront to 
the appeals from Chileans for interna
tional pressure against the junta's 
terror. 

Peking's favors to the military butch
ers in Chile are only one more chapter 
in a history of betrayals of socialist 
internationalism. In 1965 the Maoist 
bureaucrats rushed to recognize the 
military junta led by Houari Boume
dienne, which overthrew the workers 
and farmers government in Algeria 
headed by Ben Bella. 

In 1971 Peking supported the Paki
stani dictatorship in its war against 
the national liberation struggle of 
Bangladesh. It sent aid to the Ban
daranaike regime in Sri Lanka in its 
brutal repression of a rebellion by 
student and worker youth. And it 
rolled out the red carpet for represen ta
tives of the Nimeiry regime in the 
Sudan, just as that regime was car
rying out a witch-hunt and murdering 
thousands of Communist Party mem
bers and other dissidents. 

These outrages are part of a con
sistent policy by Peking of angling 
for petty diplomatic concessions at the 
expense of the struggles of working 
masses throughout the world. 

It is the opposite of the policy fol
lowed in the early years of the Rus
sian revolution. For the Bolsheviks 
under Lenin and Trotsky, all state 
activity was determined by the criteria 
of what best served the interests of 
world revolution. 

The bureaucrats in Moscow today 
have exactly the same policy as the 
Peking bureaucrats in utilizing diplo
macy to promote the prestige and nar
row interests of a privileged ruling 
caste. The rulers in both Moscow and 
Peking have turned their backs on 
socialist revolution as well as all hu-

other countries have done so? Why, man values of democracy, freedom, 
when the fascist foreign minister and truth. 
Huerta addressed the United Nations And just as the Maoist rulers 
last month, did the Chinese delegate wouldn't offend the Chilean generals 
refuse to join the walkout of the so- and their backers in Washington as 
cialist, Arab and African delegates? they slaughtered worker and peasant 
Why, at the UN meeting in Geneva militants, so Brezhnev and his gang 
last month, did the Chinese delegate wouldn't offend Nixon at the 1972 
(joined only by the U.S. delegate, summit, as the Pentagon blockaded, 
significantly) abstain from voting for mined, and carpet-bombed North Viet
a resolution to aid the Chilean ref- nam. 
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Artificial 
shortage 
caused 
by profit 
drive 
By DICK ROBERTS 
The proved reserves of oil in the world 
total more than 550 billion barrels. 
The present production of oil is less 
than 20 billion barrels annually. 
These figures from the Nov. 19 issue 
of Time show that right now, at any 
rate, there is no world shortage of 
oil- or anything close to it. 

'as much as 10 times' greater than the 
companies reported to the AGA [Ameri-
can Gas Associatlon]." · 

On a world scale such falsifications 
could mean there is enough oil in 
known reserves to last decades longer 
than what has been reported by the 
oil monopolies. If the 550-billion-bar
rel figure is also false by this same 
factor of 10, then oil reserves would 
last two centuries longer than they 
say! 

The example Mintz reported brings 
out another side of the falsification. 
This is the bureaucratic maze of gov
ernment and industry agencies that is 
involved. The Louisiana oil case 
brought in four agencies: the FTC 
and its Bureau of ,Competition, the 
American Gas Association (which is 
industry dominated), and the Federal 
Power Commission, to which the AGA 
reported the false information. 

$46-million for research and develop-
ment. 

Panic atmosphere 
The oil industries pretend to be wor

ried about running out of oil sources, 
but this is largely, bluff. They are 
attempting to whip up a panic atmos
phere in which they can ram through 
laws that would increase their profits 
-setting back the gains of the ecology 
movement, driving out their smaller 
competitors, and above all raising 
gasoline prices. 

It is this short-term, profit-oriented 
perspective of monopoly that gives 

up their industries, cannot afford it. 
Michael Tanzer wrote in The Po

litical Economy of International Oil 
and the Underdeveloped Countries 
( 1969) that of the total world oil flow, 
"90% is produced in and exported 
from the oil-exporting underdeveloped 
countries. 

"Furthermore, 90% of this 90% goes 
to the developed countries and only 
10% to the underdeveloped countries." 

The Middle East accounts for more 
than half of world oil exports, Vene
zuela about 25 percent, and North 
Africa about 10 percent. 

This was put another way by former 
Standard Oil of California executive 
Christopher Rand. Rand told Pacific 
News Service reporter Roger Rapoport 
that one known oil field in Saudi Ara
bia has 80 billion barrels of oil
about as much as the United States 
has consumed in its entire history. 
The interview was carried in the Uni
versity of Washington Daily Oct. 2. 

These capitalist agencies all have 
different interests to protect and they 
lie not only to the public but to gov
ernment officials and to each other. 
Mintz wrote of the Federal Power Com
mission that "the government- the 
executive branch, the Congress and the 
independent agency [FPC]-is adrift 
in an information vacuum so large 
that it doesn't know, and isn't really 
trying to determine on a compre
hensive, reliable and useful basis, the 
extent of the nation's reserves.'! 'Offshore oil drilling threatens to destroy ecological balance of the seas.' 

But the energy crisis is supposed to 
last five years, according to President 
Nixon's "energy czar" John Love. What 
crisis, due to what shortage, are the 
"e:v""'erts" talking about? 

v 1ewed from a long-term historical 
perspective there are world oil short
ages in two senses. Even the 550 bil
lion barrels will run out some day. 

The exact time scale here is extreme
ly difficult to predict. Published oil 
reserve figures are notoriously unreli
able. The oil trusts have an interest 
in keeping the figures low to foster 
the conception that there is an im-

Capitalist anarchy 
What an indictment of the capitalist 

system! Whatever the present falsifica
tion of potential world oil reserves, 
it is certainly true that they cannot 
last forever. A rational government 
would long ago have sought out the 
facts and explored and begun to use 
alternative sources of energy. 

This is especially so when the 
burning of oil (and even more so 
of coal) is polluting the air. Ecological 
experts have long suggested investi
gating solar and geothermal energy 
as possible alternative sources of clean 
energy. And there are undpubtedly 
other possibilities. 

No such undertaking was launched. 

capitalism its anarchic character. Ra
tional, long-term programs to develop 
alternative sources of energy are op
posed by the oil interests. 

They treat television viewers to a 
series of commercials about the sup
posed risks involved to the company 
and the supposed safety measures 
being taken by the major oil trusts 
to develop off-shore sources of oil. 
And this supposedly proves the oil 
trusts' desire to provide energy for 
the future. It is a lie from beginning 
to end. 

The oil trusts don't take any risks 
that are not covered either by 
insurance or by tax exemptions. They 
have no concern for the environment 
whatsoever, and offshore oil drilling 

U.S. oil monopolies have concentrated investment in refining capacity abroad because of higher profit rates. Above, Ras 
Tanura refinery in Saudi Arabia. 

mediate oil shortage so they can 
justify high oil prices. 

A recent example of this was de
scribed by Morton Mintz in the Nov. 
11 Washington Post. "After a pro
longed struggle to subpoena producer 
records for the· rich federally· owned 
fields in southern Louisiana," wrote 
Mintz, "the Bureau of Competition [of 
the Federal Trade Commission] found 
that the reserves some companies had 
on their books for certain fields were 
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The agencies, if they are to be believed, 
did not even find out enough about 
what is now going on to circumvent 
the artificially created oil shortage 
staring us in the face. 

The oil and power trusts have no 
interest in shifting to new clean sources 
of energy. Their capital is tied up 
in oil, natural gas, coal (and in
creasingly in uranium). As recently 
as 1970, the electric utilities spent 
$395-million on advertising and only 

threatens to destroy the ecological bal
ance of the seas. They want to find 
oil, not to provide it to people as a 
useful service, but to sell it at monop
oly profits. 

There is a second sense in which 
there is a real shortage of oil in the 
world. This is the· fact that the over
whelming bulk of the oil now pro
duced flows into advanced industrial 
countries. Underdeveloped countries, 
which have need for cheap fuel to build 

But the oil these countries produce 
goes to the United States, Europe, and 
Japan. And it is a central source Of 
world imperialist profits. 

The real shortage of oil for under
developed countries is also not what 
the experts mean by the energy crisis. 
On the contrary, the rulers of this 
country are bending all their propa
ganda against the Arab governments 
for seeking a greater share in the reve
nues from oil production. Why 
shouldn't the Arab governments do 
this? It's their oil! 

Again, a rational society would long 
ago have figured out ways to develop 
oil- if not a better source of energy
for the benefit of underdeveloped coun
tries. Two-thirds of the world's popu-· 
lation lives in nations that are pover
ty-stricken because of their industrial 
backwardness. 

But monopoly perpetuates this back
wardness. The present crisis is a case 
in point. Nixon and Kissinger have 
all but threatened a U. S. military in
vasion of the Arab countries if they _ 
don't come to terms. 

Viewed historically, monopoly per
petuates underdevelopment because in
vestments flow toward areas of high 
profits rather than towards areas 
where investment is socially needed. 
And this gets to one of the actual 
causes of the present oil shortage in 
the United States. 

Refining capacity 
Refining capacity has been deliber

ately curtailed in this country through
out the years since World War II. 

The major oil trusts poured invest
ments into Europe and Japan, where 
the economic boom and lack of inter
nal sources of oil allowed the monop
olists to jack up prices and profits 
much faster than in the United States. 

John Knight, editor of the Knight 
newspaper chain, declared in a column 
reprinted in the Philadelphia Inquirer, 
"Last week . . . I dismissed as 'non
sense' Ralph Nader's statement that 
shortages were 'orchestrated for po
litical and economic benefit by the 
oil industry and that if chose to place 



pro uct o . capita ism 
the country in a short-term energy 
scare to gain dividends.'. 

"It now appears that I was wrong, 
or at least partially wrong," Knight 
admitted. 

He explained, "American oil com
panies some years ago made deliber
ate, long-term policy decisions to 
sharply expand operations in foreign 
countries to meet spiralling demands 
for oil products in Europe and 
Asia .... 

"At the same time American oil com
panies with worldwide operations were 
telling their customers at home to cut 
back on consumption, they were urg
ing their customers in Europe and 
Asia to buy more oil products .... 

"Late last spring, the oil industry 
launched a massive advertising cam
paign designed to make the Ameri
can consumer feel responsible for the 
nation's gasoline shortage. Yet for 
every barrel ( 42 gallons) of oil prod
ucts sold in the United States, the five 
largest companies (Exxon; Mobil Oil 
Corp.; Texaco, Inc.; Gulf Oil Corp.; 
and Standard Oil of California) sold 
nearly two barrels in other countries. 

"The demand for crude oil has in
creased 110 percent in the United 
States over the last 20 years. Jn Jap
an the demand increase is 2,567 per
cent; in West Germany, 1,597 percent 
and in Italy, 1,079 percent. 

"The oil companies were not slow 
in meeting this demand, and in fact 
pushed the sale of their products in 
Europe and Asia even as they were 
offering the American consumer ad
vice on how to cut down on the use 
of gasoline and home heating oil." 

Profits 
High profits attracted U. S. oil in

vestment in refining capacity in 
Europe and Japan. Neither Europe 
nor Japan has significant internal 
sources of oil. And, while European 
capital does own outside sources in 
the Middle East and elsewhere, Japan 
has practically no overseas holdings. 
Most world oil is owned by U. S. 
trusts. The result is a profit bonanza 
for U.S. oil interests selling in Europe 
and Japan at much higher prices than 
prevail in the U. S. 

A similar profit outlook in the 
United States would attract similar 
investments, and this gets to the heart 
of the present artificially created short
age. The oil firms are attempting to 
drive up prices in the United States 
so they can refine and sell oil here 
at profit levels comparable to those 
abroad. 

There is a real irony in the facts 
Knight describes. The one "long-term" 
project the oil trusts have hit upon in 
the postwar period seems to be to in
vest in Europe and Japan, where the 
profits are highest. They have ignored 
the pressing needs of people all over 
the world for low-priced oil, and they 
have fought off any planning to shift 
energy production and consumption 
to cheaper and cleaner sources. 

The retarding of investment in U.S. 
refining capacity has brought on a 
crisis in this country that is affecting 
virtually everyone. It is driving up 
gas prices, cooling off homes and 
places of work, slowing down traffic, 
and threatening a possible recession. 
But the shortage that caused this crisis 
is not a fundamental shortage of oil. 
It is a "shortage" of oil profits; or to 
put it more accurately, it is the pros
pect of making even higher profits 
in the most profitable and most power
ful capitalist industry in the world. 
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Nixon: 
working 
people 
must 
sacrifice 
By ED SMITH 
Another big drop on the stock mar
ket Nov. 26, the biggest one-day fall 
since the 1962 market break, reflected 
deepening concern as the energy 
squeeze tightened its grip. 

• On Nov. 23, General Motors
the nation's largest manufacturing 
company- announced plans to close 
down operations at 16 assembly 
plants for a week in December. This 
is to cut the production of standard
size and intermediate-size cars. 

• President Nixon threatened a 
series of measures that would place 
the burden of the fuel shortage on 
the people. This included a ban on 
Sunday gasoline sales and national 
restriction of driving speed limits. 

Nixon asked for the "full coopera
tion of all the American people in 
sacrificing a little." No mention was 
made of oil industry profits. 

e Airline companies increasingly 
trimmed their flights. United Airlines 
announced Nov. 27 that it was elim
inating 100 daily flights in January 
and laying off 1,000 workers because 
of the fuel shortage. 

e New York State granted Consoli
dated Edison, the nation's biggest 
power company, permission to burn 
coal at two power plants in Queens 
and Staten Island. The Federal "En
vironmental Protection· Agency" has 
listed a total of 40 plants in nine 
Eastern states that could quickly shift 
from burning oil to the more pollut
ing and noxious burning of coal. 

• White House Energy Policy direc
tor John Love called for a resumption 
of drilling on federal oil and gas leases 
in the Santa Barbara Channel in Cali
fornia. It was the disastrous offshore 
oil blowout there in early 1969 that 
was a major stimulant to the ecology 
movement. 

e In a plus for the auto trusts, a 
federal judge ruled in Los Angeles 
on Nov. 26 that the auto industry 
cannot be forced to pay for air pol
lution damages caused by autos. 

The grounds of the suit were that 
the Big Three monopolize the· auto 
industry and conspire to bar pollu
tion-improvement devices. But the 
judge dismissed it on the grounds that 
there actually isn't "any conspiracy 
or combination in restraint of trade" 
on the part of the auto companies! 

e All of these steps take place before 
the impact of the Arab oil boycott 
has begun. In the last week of No
vember the huge oil tankers that were 
the last to be loaded before the petro
leum shipments were blocked were still 
a week from docking on the East 
Coast. 

But this only emphasizes that the 
Arab boycott has not caused the cur
rent fuel shortage. "In fact," Time mag
azine states in its Dec. 3 issue, "energy 
will remain scarce even if the Arabs 
relax their embargo. John A. Love, 
President Nixon's energy chief, pre-

diets that it will be three to five years 
at best before world oil production 
and refinery capacity is increased 
enough .... " 

e The rising cost of fuel stepped 
up the inflation rate in October. At 
an annual rate the cost of living 
climbed 9. 6 percent, well ahead of 
the 5. 5 percent guideline the govern
ment continues to attempt to ram down 
workers' throats. 

Military staH 
In keeping with the spirit of austerity 

proclaimed by the Nixon administra
tion, former military officials have 
been appointed to head up the new 
"Office of Petroleum Allocation" in the 
Interior Department. This agency will 
determine who gets scarce gas and 
oil supplies. 

"I don't give a damn for the public 
image. We're not here to create an 
image.· We're to do a job-my way," 
declared the new chief officer, former 
Vice Admiral Eli Reich. Navy Captain 
Robert Gillette became acting execu
tive director, Air Force Lieutenant 
Colonel R.D. Hensley is Reich's ad
ministrative assistant, and retired Air 
Force Major General James Curtin 
was named director of operations. 

virtually everyone, the supposedly rep
resentative government is keeping all 
this information secret. President Nix-
on's two most recent national speeches 
on the energy crisis have not revealed 
an iota of information that was not 
already generally known, and more 
clearly stated- in oil industry adver
tisements. 

This does not rule out the possi
bility that the accumulated disruptions 
caused by the energy shortage could 
end up provoking a recession- par
ticularly since both auto production 
and construction had reached peaks, 
with construction already on the de
cline. But again the government is 
taking no steps to do anything about 
it. 

'Equality of sacrifice'? 
If recession is a concrete danger, 

steps to hire the unemployed for 
needed public works programs should 
be undertaken. The union bureaucrats, 
who are falling into step with the 
bosses and demanding "equality of 
sacrifice," should be campaigning for 
a shorter workweek with no reduction 
in pay and full union scale wages 
for the unemployed. 

Oil companies hope to hove ecological restrictions removed to clear way for more 
projects like the Alaska pipeline. 

Could the Pentagon have an interest 
in oil allocation? Reich's first act in 
the new job was to establish top pri
ority for the Defense Department. The 
armed forces are the biggest single 
consumer of U.S. petroleum, eating 
up 3. 6 percent of the total. 

Stock slide 
The cause of the precipitous fall in 

stock prices is uncertainty about the 
future of the economy. Pundits are 
predicting everything from a minor 
recession to a major depression, with 
unemployment in the neighborhood 
of 20 percent, as a result of the energy 
cutbacks. 

The trouble is very few people know 
the vital figures that would reveal the 
real extent of the oil shortage- and 
those who do know aren't speaking. 
The figure of 17 percent as the amount 
of U.S. oil that would be lost as a 
result of the Arab boycott is based, 
apparently, on the most recent figures 
for the amount of domestically con
sumed oil that is imported from the 
Middle East. 

But this was the highest amount 
ever. For several decades only a mi
nor fraction, about 3 percent, of U.S. 
oil was imported from Arab countries. 
What are the actual production capa
cities of U.S. refineries? What is the 
inventory of oil? Why not step up oil 
production in the U.S., even if it costs 
more, and pay the difference out of 
U.S. oil company profits? 

In the midst of a crisis that affects 

The sacrifice should be entirely 
transferred to the backs of the mo
nopolists who brought about the crisis 
to begin with. It is a total fraud to 
demand that workers, who have bare
ly kept up with the cost of living in 
this country throughout the last 
decade, take any responsibility what
soever for the profit-gouging "energy 
crisis." 

The fight against inflation is equally 
important because a recession, if it 
develops, is certain to be inflationary, 
barreled along by rising fuel prices. 
Thus the demands for escalator 
clauses in all contracts remain a cru
cial part of the struggle to protect 
the standard of living. 

Unions should take the lead in strug
gling against the oil trusts. These 
trusts should be nationalized and put 
under workers' control. Their inability 
to produce oil for the benefit of people 
is being daily proved as the fuel short
age deepens. The demand for opening 
the books is one that should be raised, 
not only against the oil trusts but 
against all of the agencies of the cap
italist government that are covering 
for them. 

In the fall of the stock market itself, 
it is a general rule that small investors 
get fleeced. They sell too soon and 
allow the big institutional investors 
to buy in cheap. Based on previous 
experience, it is a safe bet that at the 
end of the stock slide more auto and 
oil stocks will be owned by the ruling 
class than at the beginning. 



· Or'eQotfSWP.IciUilCheS '7 4 statewide campaign 
By GEORGE KONTANIS 
PORTLAND, Ore.-"They call it a 

. democracy. But take a good look, 
a real close look. On the big questions 
that affect your life and mine, we have 
no say. 

"For example-
"When prices went sky-high this 

year, did you get to vote on it? 
"When President Nixon, with the sup

port of the Democrats, froze your 
wages and defrosted beef prices, were 
you allowed to vote yes or no? 

"When the 'energy crisis' developed, 
and Governor McCall asked us to stop 
watching TV and turn off the lights, 
and the Oregonian asked us to turn 
off the heat in the house on Sundays
did they let us decide whether our 
fuel could be used to send planes, 
tanks, and guns to the Middle East? 
Or whether the Harborton power plant 
would receive an operating permit to 
pollute Northwest Portland?" 

These are the opening paragraphs 
of the Oregon Socialist Workers Party 
platform for the 1974 elections here. 

The SWP has announced a slate of 
five candidates, and campaign activ
ities are already well under way. 

The campaign was launched at a 
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CAROLINE FOWLKES: Socialist candidate 
for labor commissioner. 

socialist conference here that drew 50 
people. Linda Jenness, 1972 SWP can
didate for president, opened the con
ference Nov. 9 with a speech dealing 
with the Middle East and Watergate. 

The following evening, the SWP can
didates were announced at a banquet 
at Portland's Old Church. John Studer, 
27, is the candidate for U.S. senator. 
Caroline Fowlkes, 25, is running for 
state labor commissioner; and John 
Lemon, 21, is the SWP nominee for 
state superintendent of public instruc
tion. There are two candidates for 
Portland city council: Lisa Potash, 21, 
for position no. 2, and Robin Mace, 
2 3, for position no. 3. 

John Studer, speaking to campaign 
supporters at the banquet, drew sim
ilarities between Oregon's "fat cats"
the owners of Georgia-Pacific, Boise
Cascade, and the First National Bank 
-and their counterparts in Washing
ton and the rest of the country. 

Studer said that while Oregon's lib
eral capitalists have painted a picture 
of Oregon "exceptionalism" and prom-

ised Oregonians much, they have done 
nothing for the working people. The 
problems common to the rest of cap
italist America- such as inflation, rac7 

ism, sexism, corruption, and the "en
ergy crisis"- are problems confronting 
all Oregonians, he said. 

Studer pointed out that only the SWP 
candidates offer an alternative to the 
misrule of Oregon's capitalist class. 

Lisa Potash outlined an ambitious 
program to build youth support for 
the SWP campaign. In response to 
a fund appeal by Caroline Fowlkes, 
$300 was raised to help get the cam
paign under way. 

During the first week of activity for 
the SWP campaign, 2,000 campaign 
brochures were distributed, tables were 
set up at three campuses, and cam
paign supporters attended a Water
gate-Impeach Nixon rally and an 
Indochina Peace Campaign rally in 
Portland. Campaign workers also at
tended a Chicano student conference 
at Mt. Angel, and a state meeting of 
the Women's Political Caucus. 

Los Tres disclose plans to fight gov't frame-up 
By MIGUEL PENDAS 
LOS ANGELES- In their first news 
conference since being released from 
prison, Los Tres del Barrio made 
it clear they intend to fight back 
against the government's attempts to 
frame them. 

Los Tres are the three Chicano ac
tivists who were recently freed on $50,
,000 bail each pending appeal of their 

Los T res del Barrio- Rodolfo 
Sanchez, Alberto Ortiz, and Juan 
Fernandez- will speak at the Los 
Angeles Militant Forum Friday, 
Dec. 14, at 8 p.m, The forum 
is at 1107 1/2 N. Western Ave., 
Los Angeles. Telephone: {213} 
463-1917. 

1971 conviction for shooting a federal 
agent posing as a heroin dealer. 

Defendants Rodolfo Sanchez and Al
berto Ortiz spoke briefly to the well
ati.~nded news conference Nov. 16. 
They thanked their supporters and 
attributed their release to the pressure 
created on the government through 
support activities in the Chicano com
munity. 

Reporters asked Sanchez and Ortiz 

to comment on the recent attempt to 
block their release by U.S. prosecutor 
Irving Prager on the grounds of "con
fidential information" that Los Tres 
were "conspiring to flee to Mexico" 
when they were bailed out. 

Sanchez said, "Our history goes a 
long way back in this land. We are 
not fleeing. We are here to struggle 
for our people." 

Los Tres attorney Antonio Rodri
guez explained that the Ninth U.S. 
Circuit Court is stalling on the ap
peal. The court first received the de
fense's arguments Feb. 20, 1973, and 
has yet to set a date to hear the ap
peal~ 

Rodriguez explained the basis for 
the appeal. First, the court did not 
let the defense present evidence during 
the trial that the. defendants were en
trapped by the government. 

Judge Lawrence Lydick refused to 
allow the testimony of a federal 
agent provocateur, Frank Martinez. 
Martinez would have testified that the 
federal agency he was paid by, the 
Alcohol, Firearms and Tobacco divi
sion of the Treasury Department, and 
the Los Angeles Police Departmenthad 
full knowledge of the entrapment plan. 
In fact, Martinez would have testified, 

the entrapment of Los Tres was part 
of a larger government effort to de
stroy the entire organization to which 
Los Tres belonged, La Casa de Car
nalismo, which was on an antidrug 
campaign. 

The entrapment plan, Martinez was 
prepared to testify, included planting 
heroin and supplying dynamite for 
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RODOLFO SANCHEZ: 'We are here to 
struggle.' 

bombings suggested by undercover 
police agents. 

The prosecutor in the Los Tres trial 
argued that Los Tres were part of 
an underground guerrilla force dedi
cated to killing police. 

Judge Lydick also refused to allow 
testimony in the trial that the FBI 
was intimidating defense witnesses and 
defense committee members. 

Rodriguez said Lydick explained his 
refusal to allow this testimony by say
ing he admired the FBI and they 
wouldn't do a thing like that. Lydick, 
Rodriguez pointed out, was appointed 
to his post one month before the trial 
by his former la~ partner- Richard 
Nixon. 

Because of all the legal improprieties 
by the prosecutor and the judge, as 
well as what the Watergate scandal 
has revealed about government en
trapment, Rodriguez said, the defense 
is optimistic the convictions will be 
reversed. 

The defense committee is organizing 
speaking engagements for Los Tres 
and is circulating petitions demanding 
their freedom. To help with the defense 
effort contact: Committee to Free Los 
Tres, 4400 S. Huntington Dr., Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90032. Telephone: 
(213) 223-3471. 

New bearings for two indicted Attica prisoners 
By BAXTER SMITH 
WARSAW, N.Y.-With his eyes nar
rowed, and looking stern and grisly, 
Justice Carmen Ball presided over 
bail and arraignment hearings here 
Nov. 20 for two prisoners- Vernon 
LaFranque and Eric "Jomo" Thomp
son- named in the indictments for the 
revolt in nearby Attica prison in Sep
tember 1971. 

Looming ominously behind an 
eight-foot bench festooned with a 
bronze plaque proclaiming "In God 
we trust," Ball denied a request to 
release LaFranque on his own re
cognizance. Instead he set bail at 
$500. LaFranque is charged with pos
session of prison contraband, which is 
the least serious of all the indictments. 
He has spent the last 10 of his 32 
years behind bars. 

Thompson appeared at the arraign
ment accused of slaying two prisoners 
who died during the revolt. Because 
he was imprisoned in Virginia on 
another charge, Thompson was not 
eligible for bail. 
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All totaled, 60 prisoners have been 
. hit with 42 indictments. No guards, 
state troopers, or prison or state of
ficials have been named by the 23-
member grand jury that is allegedly 
investigating all crimes connected with 
the revolt. 

Thompson and four others who 
were previously arraigned- Frank 
Smith, Roger Champen, Bernard 
Stroble, Herbert X Blyden- were 
charged under indictments 38 and 41 
for the murders of prisoners Kenneth 
Hess and Barry Schwartz. 

These five were prisoner spokesmen 
at the time Hess and Schwartz were 
ordered segregated from the rest of 
the prisoners for their protection. After 
they turned up dead, the state blamed 
the five spokesmen for their deaths. 

Thompson is also named under in
dictment 39 for kidnapping. In addi
tion, he was named under earlier in
dictments 5 and 15. Indictment 5 
charges him and 18 others with 34 
counts of kidnapping. If convicted on 
this alone, he will face 34 consecutive 

life terms. Indictment 15: charges him 
and nine others with two counts of 
coercion and unlawful imprisonment. 

Thompson was brought to New 
York from the Virginia prison where 
he was serving a 15-year sentence for 
robbery. He was flown here in a four
passenger single-engine plane, shack
led in arm and leg irons, in violation 
of federal regulations. His attorney 
told the court of the dangerous flight. 

Denying that he killed anyone, 
Thompson told reporters after the 
hearing, "The first time I ever knew 
that Hess was on this planet was when 
I read about him in the papers after 
the riot." 

Speaking about the retaking of the 
prison by the ''lawmen," he told how 
he was shot four times by guards 
as he was ordered to lie on his 
stomach. These guards, from Auburn 
prison, had singled him out for re
taliation for his part in the prison 
revolt that occurred there in 1970. He 
still carries two slugs in his back, 

one near his kidney, as a painful 
reminder of the guards' enmity . 

Of the five indictments lodged 
against him he simply said, ''Well, now 
I have five chances to prove how 
foolish they are." 

Militant/Baxter Smith 

Police escort Vernon LaFranque (white 
coat) and Eric Thompson from courthouse. 
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~we need re~resentation' 

Raza Unida running for 
Harlingen, Tx., council 
By HARRY RING 
MERCEDES, Texas-This is one of 
a cluster of small towns that dot the 
Rio Grande Valley, a few miles from 
the Mexican border. In most of these 
towns Chicanos are a majority of the 
population. Most work in nearby 
fields. Some are migrant workers. Ex
treme poverty is widespread. 

Among the young people particular
ly there is growing political aware
ness and involvement in the Chicano 
movement. 

One of the centers for Chicano ac
tivists in the Valley is the Colegio 
Jacinto Trevifio, which is located here. 

Militant/Nelson Blackstock 

JUAN GARCIA: 'Raze Unida represents 
the barrios.' 

Accredited by Antioch College, Jacinto 
Trevtfio offers college courses and high 
school equivalency certificates, and en
courages movement activity. 

Since the 1972 gubernatorial cam
paign of Ramsey Mufiiz, an increas
ing number of students and faculty 
members at Jacinto Trevifio have be
come involved in Raza Unida Party 
activity. A number of them cam
paigned in Brownsville for Pedro 
Zamarripa, the independent Chicano 
party's candidate for mayor. 

Three of the people at Jacinto Tre
vifio, two students and one teacher, 
have just filed .to run in the December 
city commission election in Harlingen, 
a few miles from here. In an interview, 
they di.,cussed their projected Raza 
Unida campaign. 

All three were born and raised in 
Harlingen. Except for time away in 
the armed forces or at school, they 
have spent their entire lives there. 

Anselmo Garza will probably be the 
best educated person in the race. He 
has a master's degree from Harvard. 

Like most Chicanos in Harlingen, 
his family are field workers. Somehow 
he sweated through Harlingen's racist 
school system and then earned a B.A. 
from a local college. 

Recalling elementary school, he de
scribed having tissue paper stuffed in 
his mouth for speaking his •native 
Spanish in class. When he persisted, 
a teacher taped his mouth shut and 
put him in a corner with a waste
basket over his head. ("I never re
lented," he commented.) 

With above-average grades through 
college, he was offered a scholarship 
for graduate work at Harvard. 

He came in contact with radical 
ideas at Harvard. After graduation 
he returned home and joined the facul
ty at Jacinto Trevifio. 

Juan Garcia, 21, attended Texas 
Southmost College for a period and 
then graduated from Texas State Tech
nical Institute. His discipline was auto 
body work. "That's what they usually 
give Chicanos," he explained. 
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At school he became involved in 
movement activity and now, while 
studying at Jacinto Trevifio, is a com
munity organizer and Brown Beret 
leader in Harlingen. Last Sept. 16 
more than 200 Berets marched from 
the town of McAllen to Harlingen to 
celebrate Mexican Independence Day. 

Enrique Salazar, 27, joined the Air 
Force after high school and volun
teered for duty in England or Spain. 
They sent him to Alaska. 

Out of the Air Force, he tried several 
jobs and decided he might do better 
with a college education. He tried sev
eral of the Valley colleges but left each 
because he couldn't take the reaction
ary, racist views of many of the 
faculty. 

But he did hear Ramsey Mufiiz at a 
campus meeting, and that got him 
involved. Before enrolling at Jacinto 
Trevifio he campaigned actively for 
Mufiiz. 

The campaign issues will be very 
concrete for the three Raza Unida can
didates. 

The population of Harlingen is 
33,000, and unlike most Valley towns 
only 50 percent are Chicanos. The dif
ference between the Anglo side of Har
lingen and the Chicano side, they said, 
is plain and visible. 

The Anglo side has nice homes, well
paved and lighted streets, a good sewer 
system, and such amenities as city
financed tennis courts. 

The Chicano side doesn't have any 
tennis courts, and many of the streets 
are unpaved and unlighted. The sewer 
system is ancient. When it breaks down 
the neighborhood has to pitch in and 
get it fixed because the city won't. 

Most of the teachers in the barrio 
schools are Anglo, and children get 
their hair. pulled and faces slapped. 
They're still not permitted to speak 
Spanish in class. 

Most of the Chicanos in Harlingen 

Militant/Nelson Blackstock 

ENRIQUE SALAZAR: Candidate for city 
commission in Harlingen. 

are field workers..._ Being a gas station 
attendant in town is considered having 
one of the better jobs. 

Why are they running for the city 
commission on the Raza Unida ticket? 

"We're running for the simple reason 
that the Chicano has no representation 
on the city commission," says Juan 
Garcia. "The people realize that the 
ones in there now- they're all gringos 
plus one Mexican-American- are not 
going to do a damn thing for the Chi
cano, no matter what. 

"The Raza Unida Party is the party 
that represents the barrios." 

RUP makes progress 
in Brownsville, Tx., race 
BROWNSVILLE, Texas- Running its 
first campaign in this border city, La 
Raza Unida Party made a ·modest 
but not insignificant showing in the 
Nov. 6 elections. 

The Raza Unida candidate for may
or was Pedro Zamarripa, 67, a vet
eran of the Mexican trade-union move
ment. According to all reports he was 
a vigorous, highly articulate cam
paigner. And in a town that is about 
75 percent Chicano, the fact that 
Zamarripa does not speak English 
was a political asset, not a liability. 

Zamarripa had three running mates 
for city commission seats: Manuel 
Jasso, an agricultural worker; For
tunato Arroyo, a cab driver and vet
eran of World War II and Korea; 
and Rogelio Martinez, a college stu
dent. 

The campaign was actively sup-
. ported by students and faculty mem

bers from Collegia Jacinto Trevifio, 
a Chicano movement school at nearby 
Mercedes. 

Zamarripa polled 414 votes. In a 
city of 60,000 where less than 7,000 
went to the polls, this was more than 
6 percent of the total. It was also 
enough to force a runoff between the 
two Anglo candidates, one of whom 
is the incumbent mayor and the other 
a city commissioner. 

With only a 300-vote difference be
tween them, the two Anglo candidates 
have both unofficially approached La 
Raza Unida Party for support in the 
runoff. But it is not likely this will 
be forthcoming. 

Anselmo Garza, a member of the 
Raza Unida county committee, said 
he would personally recommend to the 
committee that it not support either 
and he was confident the other com
mittee members would agree with this. 

"I think," he said, "we should tell 
the people outright, Raza Unida is an 
alternative. We don't sell ourselves to 
either of the two parties no matter 
what kind of deals they may offer 
us." 

Garza said that everyone in the Chi
cano community is now very much 
aware of the Watergate scandal and 
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PEDRO ZAMARRIPA: Veteran of Mexican 
union movement. 

that because of their growing realiza
tion of the corruption of the two major 
parties they would be positively im
pressed by Raza Unida taking this 
kind of a principled stand. 

He said that even though Raza 
Unida had gone into the Brownsville 
election with small forces and meager 
funds, progress was made for the 
party. 

He said the campaign had focused 
on health care, housing, and other 
key problems of the Chicano com
munity, and he felt that young people 
in particular had been favorably in
fluenced by the campaign. 

A highlight of the campaign, he said, 
was a meeting for the candidates at 
Texas Southmost College, which has 
a mostly Chicano student body. 

He said the students seemed to be 
pleased by the fact that Raza Unida's 
candidate did not speak English while 
the other two did not speak Spanish. 
Even the local racist news media, he 
said, conceded that Zamarripa got 
the best reception from the students. 

Texas Chicano union 
wins certification fight 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas- The Del Teamsters did not contest in the elec-
Monte food canning company is to 
be the nation's first major corpora
tion to negotiate with an independent 
Chicano union. 

Chicano workers at the Del Monte 
plant in Crystal City voted to be rep
resented by Los Obreros Unidos In
dependientes, a union organized by 
supporters of the Crystal City Raza 
Unida Party. 

Obreros Unidos was certified by the 
National Labor Relations Board 
Nov. 7 as official bargaining agent. 
In the election there were 258 votes 
for the union, 73 against, and 27 votes 
challenged. 

The plant was originally organized 
in the early 1960s by the Teamsters 
union. After a number of years of 
trying to get better representation from 

, the Teamsters, the workers decided that 
the Anglo officials of that union were 
not interested in seriously defending 
the rights of Chicanos, and Obreros 
Unidos was organized. 

It took several years of cutting 
through federal red tape to get an 
election and NLRB certification. The 

tion. 
Del Monte is now legally required 

to negotiate with Obreros Unidos. Ac
cording to JosE! Angel GutiE!rrez, Crys
tal City Raza Unida leader who has 
worked closely with the Obreros Uni
dos leadership, the company is ex
pected to send representatives from 
its San Francisco office to negotiate 
with the union. 

GutiE!rrez said the fact that they are 
sending in these people instead of per
mitting local plant officials to work 
out an agreement indicates that the 
union can expect some hard bargain
ing. 

Work at the Del Monte plant is high
ly seasonal, and wages are low. 
Obreros Unidos will press for sub
stantial pay increases and improved 
working conditions. 

Peak production at the plant is 
reached in January. With negotiations 
expected to begin shortly, the union 
will insist that an agreement be 
reached before the season ends. If Del 
Monte tries to hold out, GutiE!rrez said, 
it may well face a strike in January. 



Los Angeles apartment fire: 
real·criminals are the landlords 
By DELLA ROSSA 
LOS ANGELES-An open stairwell 
in a 64-year-old apartment house per
mitted a fire to burst through a three
story building here Nov. 15, taking 
the lives of 24 people. It was the worst 
apartment or hotel fire in the city's 
history. 

The stairwell had been ordered en
closed in April 1972, but no work 
had been done on it. 

"A building like the Stratford Apart
ments is nothing more than a furnace 
with a chimney," says a fire department 
battalion chief, Eugene Schimtz. 

Fire in a similar building, the Ponet 
Square Hotel, took the lives of 19 
people in September 1970. A city ordi
nance passed after that tragedy re
quired that open stairwells be enclosed 
and other steps be taken to minimize 
fire danger. But owners were given 
a deadly four years to comply. 
Owners of only 100 buildings did 
so. 

There are still 1,450 similar build
ings in the city with open stairwells. 
They are waiting to catch fire- and 
kill- while landlords rake in high 
rents. 

"That big pink building across the 
street and almost all the apartment 
houses in this area have open stair
wells and thin-frame walls," a fireman 
told The Militant. 

The Stratford fire shook the Los 
Angeles city council into rescinding . 
the fire law moratorium, but landlords 
still have another year to complete the 
work. It pays to have friends at City 
Hall. 

The people who lived at the Strat- · 
fQrd; and . the people who died there, 

'A building like the Stratford Apartments 
chimney.' 

Militant/Walter Lippmann 

is nothing more than furnace with a 

were poor people, from babies to the 
very old. Many were from Mexico. 

Two of them were Antuna Maria 
Guadalupe, 28, and her companion, 
Manuel Nunez, 30. Both died in the 
fire. Antuna Maria was expecting a 
child. Both were "illegals" from 
Mexico. 

Gustavo G6mez Perez, 19, escaped 
from the third floor of the building 
after he heard "sounds like thunder." 

A woman trapped in the building 
threw her baby to G6mez and he 
caught it Then the mother jumped, 
landing next to G6mez and breaking 
her leg in the fall. G6mez and three 
others then held a blanket as a net 

to catch others who jumped. G6mez 
came here from Mexico to go to high 
school. With G6mez was his aunt who 
worked as a waitress "when they 
needed her." Her arm had been badly 
burned on a hot fire escape. 

Harvey Tabor, 68, taking an arm" 
ful of clothes from the building, said, 
"I thought I was a goner. I used to 
be a fireman and I knew those open 
paint cans they had left in the build
-ing were combustible." 

Both Tabor and his son, who was 
with him, had lost all their teeth, one 
of the signs of poverty. 

Continued on page 22 

Need for new leadershig_ . ·~ -. 
N. Calif. carpenters on strike 
By ROBERT WEST 
SAN FRANCISCO- Carpenters on 
various construction sites in the Bay 
Area have walked off the job in pro
test against the failure of the employ
ers to honor their contract. 

A contract secured in 1971 stipulated 
a third-year hourly increase of 65 
cents in wages and 2 5 cents in pen
sion fund payments. 

Although it had originally approved 
the contract, Nixon's Construction In
dustry Stabilization Committee 
(CISC), a subcommittee of the Cost 
of Living Council, has now declared 
its previous stance "inoperative." 

The CISC informally suggested a 
15-cent wage increase to be included 
in a new renegotiated agreement. 

The Carpenters locals of the 
46 Northern California counties re
fused, and they have sought by fre
quent and fruitless trips to Washing
ton during the past five months to 
find some way out. 

It is now clear that the official lead
ership of this largest aggregate of car
penters in the country- estimated at 
30,000-is divided between those who 
wish to bow to the pressure, as other 
construction craft unions have done, 
and those who favor combining legal 
action and limited, unofficial job ac
tion. 

Such action, this latter group be
lieves, can salvage something out of 
what now looms as a disaster for their 
traditional structure based on a cozy 
alliance with one or another corrupt 
political machine and various large 
contractors. 

This alliance is unraveling locally, 
as it is nationally. Large and aggres-
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sive contractors are now openly chal
lenging the unions and seeking to in
troduce the open shop. A changing 
technology is gradually undercutting 
and rendering obsolete the previous 
monopoly of trade skills. 

A growing assault on the building
trades unions is favored by public 
suspicion that these unions, in alliance 
with the contractors, have been fleec
ing consumers who want decent hous
ing at moderate cost. 

In desperation, the Northern Calif
ornia Carpenter officials finally filed 
suit in federal district court on Oct. 
25 against the CISC, demanding im
mediate compliance with its 1971 ap
proval of the contract. 

Up to this point, and in fact for 
another two weeks, few carpenters had 
any information about what was 
being done about their overdue raise. 
Increasingly persistent requests for in
formation were met with official si
lence. 

Finally, the Northern California 
leadership called for a series of meet
ings. The first one took place on Nov. 
10 and broke up in an explosion of 
outrage and disgust by the men who 
attended. The present walkout fol
lowed two days after that meeting, 
and there is now a partial shutdown 
of the industry. 

The strike has been described as "un
official" and "wildcat" by leading build
ing-trades officials, while others have 
kept a discreet silence. The Contrac
tors Association went to court and 
got a restraining order against the 
strike, ordering the men back to work 
pending a further court hearing. 

The immediate result of this was 

the further spread of the strike. The 
Contractors Assodation returned to 
court and asked for a contempt cita
tion. But this was turned down for the 
time being on the argument of the 
union attorney that the strike was un
official and because of his acquiescence 
in the continuation of the restraining 
order. 

Obviously hoping for a unified, dis
ciplined, and obedient walkout on se
lected construction sites, the Northern 
California leadership has only suc
ceeded in introducing widespread con
fusion and distrust. TQey would like 
their membership to believe this was 
all part of some grand strategy they 
could not divulge. 

In fact, it has become quite clear 
that there is no strategy, save one 
to escape possible punitive action by 
the courts. They have turned over the 
responsibility of leadership, in toto, 
to the lawyers. 

This became clear at the meeting 
of the Bay Area Carpenters District 
Council on Nov. 21. Delegates and 
rank-and-file members took the mike 
to demand action on the organization 
of the strike. Some became so exas
perated at the reluctance of the offi
cials to even discuss the strike that 
they proposed setting up a substitute 
body to take over responsibility for 
its direction. 

This meeting, like the larger one on 
Nov. 10, turned into a shambles and 
was abruptly adjourned. Old-timers 
commented that nothing like this had 
been seen in this union for at least 
30 years. 

Several important lessons are com
Continued on page 22 

Ohio 
newspaper 
strikers 
fined 
By BRUCE KIMBALL 
PAINESVILLE, Ohio- Nine. striking 
members of the Cleveland Typograph
ical Union have been found in con
tempt of court for alleged violations 
of an injunction issued last August. 

The charges range from blowing a 
whistle at a scab to spitting at an 
executive's car. The penalties total $1,-
625 in fines and 60 days in jail, with 
51 days suspended. 

All of the defendants are employees 
of the Painesville Telegraph, owned 
by the Rowley newspaper chain. They, 
along with 35 other employees, have 
been on strike since July 6 for higher 
pay and more clearly defined working 
policies. 

The contempt decision, handed down 
Nov. 15, represents one of the most 
serious attempts by the Rowley chain 
to use its influence in northeast Ohio 
to break the 140-day-old strike. 

The strikers are determined to ap
peal the decision in court and continue 
their fight. A broad support committee 
to defend the Painesville strikers is 
being formed by Lake County labor 
leaders. Michael Cofey, a Lake County 
commissioner, has volunteered to help 
the legal defense, and a group of law 
pro.fessors at Cleveland State Uni
versity has also volunteered its ser
vices. 

In addition, the strikers will continue 
publishing their own daily newspaper, 
making the truth about their strike 
available to the public. Their paper, 
Lake County 'l'oday, has a circula
tion of about 5,000. 

The strike against the Painesville 
Telegraph is one of the first instances 
of a newspaper being organized on an 
industrial, as opposed to a craft, basis. 
That is an <impor~ant tactic in light 
of the increasing automation of news
paper production, which threatens the 
existence of entire branches of skilled 
crafts. 

Cleveland Typographical News 

Court ruled picketing activities violated 
injunction. 
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Puerto Rico students 1,000 at conference 
win victory in strike hit racism in schools 
By JOSE G. PEREZ 
RIO PIEDRAS, P.R.- A four-week stu
dent strike that completely shut down 
Puerto Rico's public higher education 
system ended here Nov. 12 in what 
student leaders termed a "resounding 
victory." 

The strike concluded with an assem
bly of 4,000 students and a trium
phant march through the University 
of Puerto Rico campus in this suburb 
of San Juan. 

The strike had begun on the Rio 
Piedras campus Oct. 15 when an as
sembly of several thousand students 
voted to strike after the Consejo de 
Educaci6n Superior ( CES- Council of 
Higher Education) refused to grant 
a series of student demands. These 
demands, centering on greater student 
control, had been formulated at an 
assembly Oct. 4. 

The Juventud Independentista Uni
versitaria and the Federaci6n Univer
sitaria Pro- Independencia- the two 
largest radical organizations on 
Puerto Rico's campuses- played a 
central role in building the strike. 

The students demanded: 
1) A new university law to replace 

the current one, which fails to provide 
for student participation in running the 
university, fails to guarantee students' 
democratic rights, and fails to guar
antee the right of university employees 
and professors to unionize and strike. 

2) A new set of student conduct reg
ulations. 

3) Student-faculty-employee partici
pation in the selection of the university 
president, rectors, heads of depart
ments, and other appointments. 

4) Transformation of the Rio Pied
ras University Guard, to end its ha
rassment of leftistand proindependence 
students, put it under student-faculty
employee control, and restriCt it to 
such functions as regulating traffic. 

The student actions spurred strikes 
by campus workers as well. At the 
Rio Piedras campus, the clerical work
ers union and the student strike coor
dinating committee agreed to support 
each other's demands and not to re
turn to the campus until the demands 
of both groups had been satisfied. 

From the beginning of the strike the 
student leaders indicated they did not 
insist on immediate implementation of 
their demands, but would accept the 
creation of authoritative and represen
tative committees of students, faculty, 
and employees to draft the proposed 

reforms. 
For the first two weeks the CES 

refused to negotiate, while campus 
after campus was shut down by the 
rising wave of student protests. By the 
end of the first week, the CES and 
college administrations shut down all 
remaining institutions. 

During the second week of protests 
the cops- particularly the Fuerza de 
Choque, the riot squad- made various 
attempts to provoke violence and there
by discredit the student strikers. 

Ultrarightist elements went so far 
as to plant three bombs near the Rio 
Piedras campus. Two of these ex
ploded, destroying a car but injuring 
no one. 

The students refused to be provoked 
and made it clear that responsibility 
for any violence lay squarely on the 
cops and the rightists. 

On Nov. 4, 7,000 students, workers, 
and teachers marched to the house of 
the president of the CES under the 
slogan, "We want to study, but we 
have to reform the university first." 

After this demonstration the CES 
finally agreed to negotiate. It agreed 
that no reprisals or disciplinary mea
sures would be taken and that a 
special commiSSion would be es
tablished to draft a new university 
law and student code. 

The commission will include six stu
dents, chosen by the students; 10 pro
fessors, two chosen by professors orga
nizations and eight by the CES; and 
two campus union representatives. 

On the question of the university 
guard, a committee was established 
of two students, two professors, and 
the head of the guard. 

Campus workers won their wage 
demands and improvements in their 
health plan and other benefits. One of 
the most important of these is that 
workers' children will be able to attend 
college free of charge. 

Student leaders felt that although 
the CES did not formally endorse the 
right of students to participate in uni
versity decision-making, it had made 
concessions toward this right by nego
tiating with the students and by 
establishing authoritative commissions 
with substantial student representation. 

Student leaders also said that this 
victory is only the first battle in a 
long campaign. The Nov. 12 student 
assembly authorized a strike vote at a 
later date if the CES tries to stall or 
reverse the university reform process. 

Militant/Jose G. Perez • 

Militant student strike finally made administration see the writing on the wall. Rio 
Piedras mural lists student demands. 
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By SAM MANUEL 
NEW YORK- One thousand people, 
a third of them Blacks, attended a 
National Conference on Racism and 
the University held Nov. 17-18 at 
New York University. 

The large attendance was testimony 
to growing opposition to the racism 
of U.S. society and widespread interest 
in taking action against racist prac
tices. 

The conference was initiated by the 
Committee Against Racism at the Uni
versity of Connecticut in Storrs, which 
had sponsored a large ad in the Oct. 
28 New York Times against academic 
racism. The ad, signed by several 
hundred professors from around the 
country, condemned the use of apti
tude, achievement, and IQ tests as 
"proof" of the inferiority of Blacks and 
other oppressed national minorities. 

Most of those at the conference were 
professors and other instructors from 

SHOCKlEY: Peddles racist theories 

more than 30 colleges. Students and 
some community activists also partic
ipated. 

Some members of political groups, 
including the Young Socialist Alliance, 
Young Workers Liberation League, 
and the Progressive Labor Party and 
its Students for a Democratic Society, 
took part. 

Many at the conference wore buttons 
that read, "Stop Shockley." William 
Shockley of Stanford University is one 
of several professors to proclaim that 
Blacks and other oppressed minorities 
are inherently inferior to whites. Coun
tering these racist theories was the 
major topic of the conference. 

Some participants thought racists 
like Shockley should be prevented from 
speaking on campuses; others favored 
different tactics. 

The conference did not arrive at a 
consensus on this question and left it 
up to the local· groups to determine 
how best to expose and discredit the 
ideas of racist speakers. 

The 16 workshops also took up 
other aspects of racism in education. 
These included the effect of the rising 
cost of education and cutbacks in fi
nancial aid on Black, Chicano, and 
Puerto Rican students. Many minority 
students have been driven out of 
college by this economic squeeze. 

Students from Antioch College in 
Ohio and Goddard College in Ver
mont described the drastic effects of 
cutbacks at their schools and appealed 
for solidarity with their struggles 
against them. 

A- workshop on "Admissions and 
Hiring" discussed the need for prefer
ential treatment of racial minorities 
and women to help make up for long 
years of discrimination. The majority 
at the workshop favored preferential 

hiring and admissions, but the resolu
tion presented by the conference steer
ing committee to the Nov. 18 plenary 
session called only for "affirmative ac
tion" by universities. 

The steering committee also declined 
to pre.sent a resolution supporting the 
struggle of Puerto Ricans, Blacks, and 
Chinese in Manhattan's School Dis
trict 1 for control over their schools. 
Although the resolution was passed 
by the student workshop and the "Rac
ism and Public Education" workshop, 
the steering committee said it was "too 
controversial." 

At the plenary, however, Claudio 
Tavarez, a member of the Coalition 
for Education in District 1, took tlie 
floor and won support for his right 
to read the resolution. 

The resolution passed to thunderous 
applause. Only a few persons from 
the Progressive Labor Party and Stu
dents for a Democratic Society op
posed it 

Resolutions condemning the racist 
anti-Arab sentiments whipped up by 
the U.S. government and the disrup
tion of campus meetings on the Mid
east by the right-wing Jewish Defense 
League never made it to the floor of 
the plenary. 

The main resolution adopted by the 
plenary called for forming a nation
al organization to fight racism, based 
on Committee Against Racism cam
pus chapters. 

Conference organizers said the new 
national group would publish a news
letter and try to get antiracist material 
into the daily press and popular maga
zines. 

They said they hoped to build a 
"grass roots" movement that would 
engage in action as well as educa
tional work. Specifically, a "national 
lobbying rally" in Washington, D. C., 
was suggested, but no date was set. 

The resolution initially called f~r 
a rollback of tuition to permit higher 
education for all. This was amended 
to a position favoring tuition-free 
higher education and open admissions 
for all. 

Finally, the resolution called for 
trying to involve teachers unions in 
the fight against racism in education. _ 

Black school children. Conference hit 
'proofs' of their inferiority based on 
white-biased tests. 



A special holiday subscription offer 
The Militant is offering a special bargain 
for the holiday period. With each new $5 
one-year subscription or one-year renewal, 
you get free one of the selections of Path
finder Press books and pamphlets listed 
here. 

Here's a chance for you to ·subscribe, 
or give a gift subscription, to the. U.S. so
cialist newsweekly, and get yourself (or 
a friend) some of the most important Marx
ist books and pamphlets available. 

And this is also a unique opportunity 
to help The Militant expand its subscription 
base. 

Just fill in the coupon on this page and 
send it in before Dec. 31. We'll enter the 
subscription and send the book or books 
by return mail. Be sure to indicate the 
selection number you want, and tell us 
where to send the subscription, and where 
to send the book. 

1. The Spanish Revolution (1931-39) by Leon Trotsky. 
The failure of the 'popular front' strategy. $3.95. 

2. Teams.ter Power by Farrell Dobbs. How the Team
sters union was built in the 1930s. $2.95. 

8. PAMPHLETS ON CHICANO LIBERATION: Viva 
La Huelgal The Struggle of the Farm Workers by 
Jose G. Perez. 25c. Bert Corona Speaks on La Raza 
Unida Party and the 'Illegal Alien' Scare. 35c. Chi
canas Speak Out by Mirto Vidal. 35c. The Struggle 
for Chicano Liberation, Socialist Workers Party. 60c. 

9. WATERGATE & THE SOCIALIST ALTERNATIVE: Wo
tergate: The View from the Left, anthology. $1.25. 
What Socialists Stand For by Stephanie Coontz. 50c. 
How to Make a Revolution in the U.S. by Peter 
Camejo. 35c. 

10. WRITINGS BY HUGO BLANCO: Land or Death: 
The Peasant Struggle in Peru. $2.45. The Coup in 
Chile: Firsthand Reports and Assessment. 25c. 

11. FUNDAMENTALS OF MARXIST THEORY: An I~ 
traduction to the Logic of Marxism by George No
vack. $1.50. An Introduction to Marxist Economic 
Theory by Ernest Mandel. $1.25. 

12. STRATEGY FOR SOCIALIST REVOLUTION: To
wards an American Socialist Revolution by Jack 
Barnes et al. $1.95. The Transitional Program for 
Socialist Revolution by Leon Trotsky. $2.45. 

--------------Clip and send before Dec. 31 to The Militant, 14 
Charles Lane, N.Y., N.Y. 10014. 
Enclosed is $5. Please send one year of The Mili
tant to: 

3. Hisf9ry of American Trotskyism by James P. Can
non. $2.95. 

4. Speeches to the Party: The Revolutionary Per
spective and the Revolutionary Party by James P. 
Cannon. $3.95. 

6. ISSUES IN THE BLACK STRUGGLE: Blacks in Amer
ica's Wars by Dr. R. W. Mullen $1.45. A Transitio~ 
al Program for Black Liberation, Socialist Workers 
Party. 35c. The U.S. Role in Southern Africa by Malik 
Miah. 35c. 

Name----------------------------------

Address------------------------------

City-------- State -. --Zip-----
( ) new ) renewal 

5. WOMEN'S LIBERATION: Feminism and Socialism 
edited by Linda Jenness. $1.95. Problems of Wom
en's Liberation by Evelyn Reed. $1.45. 

7. THE MIDEAST CONFLICT: Israel: A Colonial-Set
tler State? by Maxime Rodinson. $1.75. War in the 
Middle East: The Socialist View by Dave Frankel 
et al. 60c. 

Please send book selection II to: 
Name ________________________ __ 
Address _________________ _ 

City _______ State ------- Zip ------~ 

Militant 45th Anniversary_ Fund 

Two weeks left to help Militant pay bills 
By ANDREA MORELL 
Denver joins the list of cities that have 
held successful banquets to help raise 
money for The Militant. At the Nov. 
24 celebration of the Militants forty
fifth anniversary, supporters gave $1-
481, of which The Militant receives 
45 percent, or $666. 

Seventy-three people attended the 
banquet. Featured speakers were 
Elizabeth Stone, a political committee 
member of the Socialist Workers Party, 
and Miguel Pendas from the South
west Bureau of The Militant. 

-A characteristic of many of the forty
fifth anniversary banquets has been 

/ 

He/pus 
publish 

Help The Militant meet the soaring 
costs of newsprint, postage, and the 
other necessities. Donations from our 
supporters will enable us to keep 
publishing and continue to improve 
and expand our coverage. 

Enclosed is my contribution of$~ 
I would like to pledge $ __ weekly. 

Name ___________ _ 
Address ___________ ___ 

City State Zip ___ 
Make checks payable to The Mili
tant 45th Aitniversary Fund. Send 
to 14 Charles Lane, New York, 
~N.Y. 10014. ~ 
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the participation and support from 
Arab organizations. In Denver, greet
ings were read from Abdu Esaies, 
an Arab student who is president of 
the Foreign Students Council of the 
University of Colorado in Boulder. 

Also $221 came in the mail from 
Militant subscribers, including a $100 
check from a reader in Placitas, New 
Mexico. This brings our Forty-fifth 
Anniversary Fund up to $23,981. 

The original goal of $20,000 was 
based on estimated costs to finance 
the traveling Young Socialist and Mili
tant teams, expand The Militanfs on
the-spot news coverage, and help meet 
the rising costs of paper and postage. 

The Militant in your hand is printed 
on news.print. But for four weeks, be
cause of the newsprint shortage, we 
were forced to print The Militant on 
heavier, more expensive paper. That 
cost us $3,400 more than we had pro
jected. 

The $20,000 goal included the recent 
increase in secondcclass postage. That 
hike boosted our mailing costs to sub
scribers by 19 percent. But the projec
tion did not anticipate yet another 
rise in postal costs. The post office 
is now seeking a 38 percent additional 
increase in postal rates which, if it 
goes through, would make our mailing 
costs enormous. 

The fuel-shortage fraud is being used 
to force up prices all around. There's 
no reason to believe the government 
won't use it as an excuse to raise 
postal rates again as well. "After all," 
they'll piously claim, ''buses, trains, 
and planes carrying mail use fuel!" 

In this issue of The Militant you 
can see your fund dollar at work in 
on-the-spot coverage. Staff writer 
Baxter Smith covered the hearings of 
Attica prisoners in Warsaw, N.Y. Jose 
G. Perez, in Puerto Rico for the Young 
Socialist and The Militant, writes 
abo-ut the recent student strikes. The 
articles by Harry Ring on the Farah 
pants strike and the Texas Raza Unida 
Party are the result of a two-week trip 
to gather information and interviews. 

There are only two weeks left in 
the fund drive. Help The Militant ex-

pand our coverage and keep up with 
rising prices by sending in your contri
bution today. Every dollar helps. 

There are also only two weeks left 
to get a copy of The Militant: 45 
Years in the Struggle for Socialism. 
A complimentary copy of this book 
is given to each person who contri
butes $45 or more to the anniversary 
fund. It is a collection of front-page 
reproductions from each year The Mili
tant has been published, along with a 
collection of political cartoons by 
Laura Gray. 

FOR l WORKERS liD 
FARMERS GOVT. VOTE 
SOCIALIST 01 IOV. 2 THE MILITANT 

PUILIIHIDWIIKLY IN TMIIHTUESTS Of THI WORKING PEOPLI 
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Calendar 
CHICAGO 

Bread and Roses Theater Group will present Bertoli 
Brecht's ploy MOTHER. Discussion to follow. Fri., Dec. 
7, 8 p.m. 428 S. Wabash, Filth Floor. Donation: S1.50. 
Ausp: Militant Forum. For more information call (312) 
939-0737. 

HOUSTON 
WHAT WATERGATE MEANS FOR BLACK AMERICA. 
Speaker: Norman Oliver, Young Socialist Alliance. 
Frl., Dec. 7, 8 p.m. 3311 Montrose. Donation: S1. 
Ausp: Militant Forum. For more information call (713) 
526-1082. 

PATHFINDER BOOKSTORE HOLIDAY SALE. Dec. 7, 
8, 9, and 15, 16, 17.20% off on all items. Free coffee. 
3311 Montrose, Second Floor. Coli: (713)526-1082. 

LOS ANGELES 
PROSPECTS FOR NIXON'S IMPEACHMENT. Film 
of Nixon's 1952 Checkers speech. Speakers to be on
IIOunced. Fri., Dec. 7, 8 p.m. 1107 1/2 N.Western 
Ave. Donation: Sl. Ausp: Militant Forum. For more in
formation call (213) -463-1966. 

NEW YORK CITY 
WAR AND REVOLunON IN THE ARAB EAST. Speaker: 
Gus Horowit.,notionol committee member of Socialist 
Workers Party. Fri., Dec. 7, 8 p.m. 100 Washington 
Square East, NYU Main Building, Seventh Floor. 
Donation: S1. Ausp: Young Socialist Alliance. For more 
information call (212) 982-6051. 

PHitAMLPHIA 
DISSI>ENTS IN THE SOVIET UNION. Speaker: Ma.ilyn 
Yagt, contributor to l...,.conlinental Press. Fri., Dec. 7, 
8 p.m. Houston Hall, U of P. 2417 Spruce St. Donation: 
Sl. Ausp: Militant Forum. For mare information call 
1215) WA-5-4316. 

_.Farah 
Continued from page 3 

• A company clinic. Its main func
. rlon is to keep the workers on the 
job. Someone says they want to go 
home because they're sick, they're sent 
to the clinic, given a pill, and returned 
to the line. 

• Pension plan. A company bro
chure proclaims, "A total monthly re
tirement income of $234.50." It ne
glects to mention this includes an esti
mated $214.50 in Social Security and 
a fast $20 from big-hearted Willie 
Farah. 

But the main concern of the workers, 
Sllnchez reiterated, was that they had 
no security. People didn't know from 
one day to the next if they had a job. 
Many were fired without just cause. 

He said he- has a notarized state
ment from a young woman who is 

not even one of those who joined the 
union and struck. In that statement 
she said she had been propositioned 
by an Anglo foreman. She refused 
and shortly afterward was fired. 

Sanchez says the workers have told 
him this was not uncommon. 

What it all comes down to, he said, 
is "justice. The people want justice." 

This was emphasized in talking to 
picketers who patrol the gates of the 
long, modern, one-story building that 
covers half a mile on the outskirts 
of the city. 

Maria Elena Banales worked for 
Farah 13 years. When she joined the 
strike she was making $2.30 an hour 
as a utility cutter. She hadn't gotten 
a raise for two years, although less 
experienced workers in her department 
were getting more than she was. 

For her the union means, "Security. 
More wages. Equal wages." 

Is that why she joined up? 
"No," she replied. "Because of my 

husband." 
Her husband worked nine years for 

Farah as a "bundle boy." The "boys" 
are men who do men-sized jobs keep
ing the cutters and assembly lines su~ 
_plied with bolts of cloth and slacks 
in production. 

Her husband, she said, developed 
back trouble. He wanted to see a spe
cialist and it was the busy season. 
He asked for time off to go to the 
doctor and was refused. 

He took an afternoon off to go. 
When he returned the next day, he 
was told he no longer had a job. 

Another Chicana picketer told her 
story. She worked there eight years 
and was making $2.35 an hour when 
she joined the walkout. ("I just got 
a dime raise that day," she said.) 

Her husband was a Farah worker 
too. He was a maintenance carpenter 
and made $3 an hour. Neither of 
them, she said, was personally treated 
badly. 

But there was no opportunity at 
Farah, she said. "People work 15, 
20 years as 'bundle boys.' That's all 
they could be. Only Anglos became 
supervisors." 

You would see people get fired, she 
said, "and you would ask, 'What 
chance do I have?"' 

And even the phony pension wasn't 
a possibility, she said. People get older 
and they just push them out. 

"There was this lady,w she recalled. 
"She was sick. They'd push her, keep 

Socialist Directory 
ARIZONA: Phoenix: YSA, c/o Steve Shliveck, P.O. 

lox 890, Tempe, Ariz. 85281. 
Yucson: YSA, c/o Tim Clennon, 1837 13th St., Tucson, • 

Ariz. 85719. Tel: (602) 623-1079. 
CALIFORNIA: Berlcefey-Oaldand: SWP and YSA, 1849 

University Ave., Berkeley, Calif. 94703. Tel: (415) 
S48-0354. 

Los Angeles: SWP and YSA, 1107 1/2 N. Western 
Ave., Las Angeles, Calif. 90029. Tel: SWP-(213) -463-
1917, YSA-(213) -463-1966. 

Riverside: YSA, c/o University of Calif. Riverside, 
ll34 Library South, Riverside, Calif. 92507. 

Sacramento: YSA, c/o Darren Crown, 2321 E St., 
Sacramenta, Calif. 95816. Tel: (916) -447-5242. 

San Diego: SWP, YSA, and Militant Bookstore, -4635 
El Cajon Blvd., Son Diego, Calif. 92115. Tel: (714) 
280-1292. 

San Francisco: SWP, YSA, Militant Labor Forum, 
ond M;litont Books, 1519 Mission St., Son Francisco, 
Calif. 94103. Tel: (415) 864-9174. 

San Jose: YSA, cjo Glendo Harton, 1253 S. 7th St. 
•70, Son Jose, Calif. 95112. Tel: (408) 354-2373. 

Sonia Barbaro: YSA, 712 Bolton Walk *204, Goleta, 
Calif. 93107. 

COLORADO: Denver: SWf>, YSA, and Militant Baak
s1ore, 1203 California, Denver, Colo. 80204. Tel: (303) 
623-2825. Bookstore open Mon.-Sot., I 0:30 o. m.-7 p.m. 

CONNECTICUT: Hartford: YSA, P.O. Box 1184, Hart
ford, Conn. 06101. Tel: (203) 523-7582. 

New Haven: YSA, c/o J. Kegler, 76 Lake Pl., New 
Hoven, Conn. 06511. 

FLORIDA: Tallahassee: YSA, Box U-6014, Tallahassee, 
Flo. 32306. 

GEORGIA: Atlanta: Militant Bookstore, 68 Peachtree 
St. N. E., Third Floor, Atlanta, Go. 30303. SWP and 
YSA, P. 0. Box 846, Atlanta, Ga. 30301. Tel: (404) 
523-0610. 

ILLINOIS: Chicago: SWP, YSA, Pathfinder Books, 428 
S. Wabash, Filth Floor, Chicago, Ill. 60605. Tel: SWP-
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(312) 939-0737, YSA- (312) 427-0280, Pathfinder Books 
-(312) 939-0756. 

INDIANA: Bloomington: YSA, c/o Student Activities 
Deslc, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. 47401. 

Indianapolis: YSA, c/o Jerry Crist, 3843 Washington 
Blvd., Indianapolis, Ind. -46205. 

KANSAS: lawrence: YSA, Christopher Storr, c/o 
Dept. of Entomology, University of Kansas, Lawrence, 
Kans. 66045. 

KENTUCKY: .lexington: YSA, P. 0. Box 952, University 
Station, Lexington, Ky. 40506. 

Louisville, YSA, P. 0. Box 8026, Louisville, Ky. 40208. 
MARYLAND: Baltimore: YSA, c/o Dove McKim, 2103 

Belair Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21213. Tel: (301) 732-8996. 
College Parle YSA, University P. 0. Box 73, U of Md., 

Coli ege Pork, Md. 207 42. 
MASSACHUSETTS: Amherst: YSA, R. S. 0. Box 324, 

U of Moss., Amherst, Moss. 01002. 
Boston: SWP and YSA, c/o Militant Lobar Forum, 

655 Atlantic Ave., Third Floor, Baston, Moss. 02111. 
Tel: SWP- (617) 482-8050, YSA- (617)482-8051; Issues 
and Activists Speaker's Bureau (lASS) and Regional 
CommiHee- (617) 4&2-8052; Pathfinder Books- (617) 
338-8560. 

Worcester: YSA, P. 0. Box 229, Greendale Station, 
Worcester, Moss. 01606. 

MICHIGAN: Ann Arbor: YSA, c/o Marty PeHit, 219 
N. Stole St., Ann Arbor, Mich. 48108. Tel: (313) 668-
6334. 

Detroit: SWP, YSA, Eugene V. Debs Hall, 3737 
Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48201. Tel: (313) TEI-
6135. 

East Lansing: YSA, Second Floor Offices, Union Bldg. 
Michigan State University, East lansing, Mich. 48823. 

Mt. Pleasant: YSA, P. 0. Box 98, Warriner Hall, CMU, 
Mt. Pleasant, Mich. 48858. 

MINNESOTA: Minneapolis-St. Paul: SWP, YSA, and 
Labor Bookstore, 25 University Ave. S. E., Mpls. 55413. 
Tel: (612) 332-7781. 

after her. She finally quit. I heard 
she was fired. But they say she quit. 
You really don't know." 

Farah unionists receive $30 a week 
strike benefits from the union and 
maybe some food stamps. It must be 
hard, I commented, to stick it out 
so long on so little. 

Maria Elena Banales replied simply, 
"We've struggled a long time. We'll 
struggle until we win." 

. .. strike 
Continued from page J 9 
ing out of the present crisis. The first 
is the realization that behind the con
tractors stands the government, ready 
to determine the conditions under 
which construction workers will work. 

The second is that the old separate 
and distinct craft union organizations, 
each making its own separate agree
ment, have long outlived their day. 
In fact, they are now becoming the 
very instruments by which the con
struction workers can be divided and 
beaten. In their place must come a 
unif~ed organization that can unite the 
strength of all eonstruction workers 
for a common defense. 

Finally, this present experience re
veals the total failure and impotence 
of the old leadership and policy, which 
subordinated the legitimate righta of 
the construction workers to a. series 
of political alliances with one or an
other party of the capitalist class. 

The appointment of Peter Brennan, 
a Painters union official, to the post 
of secretary of labor in the Nixon ad
ministration, is the obscene result of 
this policy. 

A new generation of construction 
workers, many of whom are grad
uates of the youth movement of the 
'60s, is taking the stage. The present 
officials would be well advised to get 
out of the way, take their pensions, 
and retire. 

._LA. fire 
Continued lrom page J 9 

Joan Saverance. 48, an office clerk 
on welfare, had paid $60 a month for 
a room in the Stratford. Other units 
rented for $80 and $100. 

"I got my purse, that's the main 
thing," Saverance said. She sat with 
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a worn canvas bag on her lap, pos
sibly her only remaining possession. 

Francis Thibodeau, a building 
maintenance worker, held onto a little 
boy. His wife is hospitalized with an 
arm injury. 

"I got my family out," Thibodeau 
said. "I knew the building had been 
condemned, but I thought the prob
lems must have been taken care of 
for them to go on renting. I wonder 
if somebody was getting a payoff." 
(If the Watergate scandal is any in
dication, there certainly were pay
offs by landlords to city officials.) 

By Nov. 18 the Los Angeles Times 
was editorializing, "The Los Angeles 
City council must bear a heavy share 
of the responsibility for the death-deal
ing fire that swept through the open 
stairwells of the Stratford Apartment." 

At the same time, the Times and 
other media were deflecting attention 
away from the real criminals- the ir
responsible slumlords- by playing up 
the arrest of an 18-year-old youth who 
had a record of arson in his home
town. 

The arrest echoes the conviction and 
imprisonment of a man charged with 
arson after the Ponet Square fire. 

The real criminals are the owners 
of buildings who get rieh renting 
deathtraps to the poor and the Demo
cratic and Republican politicians who 
look after the slumlords' interests at 
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By MAXINE WILLIAMS 
Black women, in greater and greater 
numbers, are becoming convinced that 
the ideas being raised by the women's 
liberation movement are relevant. At 
the same time, many sisters are unsure 
about the relation between the fight 
for women's liberation and the fight 
for the liberation of Black people. 

In an article in the July Ebony, 
for example, Almena Lomax writes 
that although she agrees that women 
"should have equal pay for the same 
job, equal access to any job they are 
qualified for, and legal abortions," she 
still thinks the women's liberation 
movement and the Black movement 
are basically in conflict. 

She writes, "I have seen Women's 
Lib as one more distraction from what 
remains the principal piece of unfinish
ed business of this nation- getting 
right with us." · 

Is the struggle of Black women for 
our liberation as women a distraction 
from the struggle for the liberation 
of all our people? 

Nothing could be further from the 
truth. 

Because we are both Black and fe
male, Black women are oppressed in 
various ways. We are denied sufficient 
child-care centers for our children. We 
are channeled into racist-sexist track
ing systems in schools. We are sexual
ly exploited while working as maids 
in white households, and we are sub
ject to being raped on the streets. 

We are on the bottom of the eco
nomic heap. The March 9, 1973, Wall 
Street Journal stated that in 1969 a 
Black woman with a high school edu
cation earned $4,565. White men with 
the same education earned $9, 187; 
white women earned $5, 1 06; and 
Black men earned $7,041. 

The issues raised by the women's 
liberation movement, such as the 
atruggle for child-care centers, the fight 
for equal pay, for equal education, 
for paid maternity leaves, and the 
fight against forced sterilization and 
for legal abortion, are issues of vital 
concern to Black women. They are 
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Maxine Williams was the Socialist Work
ers Party candidate for Brooklyn borough 
president in this year's elections. 
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'As Black women become more confident that we are equal to men, we will be beHer able 
to participate eHectively in the struggle against racist oppression.' 

also issues of concern to all Black 
people. Nothing could be more fool
ish than to counterpose the fight for 
these goals to the struggle for Black 
liberation. 

We heard similar arguments in rela
tion to the movement against the Viet
nam war. A false dichotomy was 
created by some Black leaders between 
what was referred to as the "white 
antiwar movement" and struggling 
against the conditions of Black people 
at home. 

Despite the fact that Black men were 
dying by the thousands in Vietnam, 
the antiwar movement was seen by 
some Black leaders as dividing the 
energies of the Black community. 
Some Black spokespeople expressed 
the sentiment ·that U.S. imperialism's 
role in Indochina was unrelated to 
the oppression of Black people in the 
United States. 

However, the struggle for Black lib
eration cannot be divorced or isolated 
from the worldwide struggle against 
oppression and exploitation. To say 
that our participation in the antiwar 
movement was a "distraction" is say
ing that the struggle of the Vietnam
ese was not relevant to Black libera
tion. 

Quite the opposite is true. The strug
gle of the Vietnamese, and the move
ment to end U.S. aggression in Viet
nam, were more relevant to Blacks 
and other oppressed nationalities than 
to anyone else in this country. 

Black women and our Chicana and 
Puerto Rican sisters have the most 
to gain from the women's liberation 
struggle. We suffer most from the lack 
of child care and discrimination 
against women on the job. 

Our oppression as women is just 

as real to us as the oppression we 
suffer because we are Black. Those 
brothers and sisters who argue that 
women's liberation is irrelevant, or 
a distraction, are saying in effect that 
they are not interested in ending a 
form of oppression that deeply affects 
one-half of the Black population. 

Those who counterpose the struggle 
for women's liberation to the Black 
struggle are also forgetting something 
else. And this is the fact that as Black 
women become more confident that 
we are equal to men in our abilities, 
we will be better able to participate 
ef(ectively in the struggle against racist 
oppression. 

Black men as well as women have 
been conditioned by this capitalist so
ciety, which portrays women as sex 
objects, scatterbrained, and mentally 
inferior to men. As more Black women 
begin to fight against these reactionary 
concepts, not only will Black women 
begin to feel more like full human 
beings, but we will also be able to 
play more of a role in the Black strug
gle. 

Throughout history, Black women 
have played an important role in the 
fight to liberate Black people. Rosa 
Parks, the sister who sparked the 
Montgomery boycott of the 1950s, was 
tossed off the bus because she refused 
to give her seat to a white man. So
journer Truth played a leading role 
in both the abolition and women's 
movements. Harriet Tubman brought 
about the escape from slavery of at 
least 300 Black men, women, and 
children, and she is the only woman 
in American history who ever planned 
and led a military campaign. 

We should ask ourselves, would 
Harriet Tubman have been able to 

do this if she had accepted the premise 
that her role as a woman was merely 
to cook, housekeep, and have babies? 

The Black movement needs more 
Harriet Tubmans, more Rosa Parkses, 
more Sojourner Truths. Telling Black 
women that our role is secondary is 
hindering the struggle for Black lib
eration. It is like suggesting Black 
people conduct our struggle with one 
hand tied behind our back. 

In 1964, after Malcolm X had trav
eled through Africa and the Arab na
tions, he pointed out something that 
is just as relevant today. He said: 

"One thing that I became aware o( 
in my traveling recently through 
Africa and the Middle East, in every 
country you go to, usually the degree 
of progress can never be separated 
from the woman. If you're in a coun
try that's progressive, the woman is 
progressive." 

But in every backward country, he 
said, you'll find the women are back
ward. One of the things he became 
thoroughly. convinced of in his travels 
is the importance of "giving freedom 
to the woman." 

"And I frankly am proud of the 
contributions that our women have 
made in the struggle for freedom and 
I'm one person who's for giving them 
all the leeway possible because they've 
made a greater contribution than 
many of us men." 

Black feminists are not dividing the 
Black movement or struggling apart 
from it. We are organizing as part 
of the Black community to wage an 
uncompromising fight against a racist, 
sexist system that denies our rights 
as women and as Black people. Our. 
struggle is a crucial part of the over
all struggle for Black liberation. 




